The items in this catalog were received within the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.

NEW NON-FICTION

**4828097** KEEP YOUR BRAIN ALIVE: 83 Neurobic Exercises to Help Prevent Memory Loss & Increase Mental Fitness. By L.C. Katz & M. Rubin. Introduces a unique new brain exercise program based on the latest neuroscience research. These deceptively simple exercises help stimulate the production of nutrients that grow brain cells to keep the brain younger and stronger. 190 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**4813820** MY DAD HAD THAT CAR: A Nostalgic Look at the American Automobile, 1920-1990. By Tad Burnett. With 12,500 illustrations and information on more than 250 manufacturers and hundreds of individual models, this comprehensive guide traces the evolution of the American automobile, from the first Model T to the early SUVs of the ’90s. 1366 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paper at $37.00 $27.95

**4819914** B.A.D.: Beauty and Determined. By E.Z. Figgibomba & A. Tisato. These photographs celebrate beauty in a way that is far from the polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they explore the meaning of makeup in a society that seems to prioritize superficial entertainment over women’s brain sexuality and overall body positively. 224 pages. Drago. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

**4818539** TURQUOISE: The World Story of a Fascinating Gemstone. By Joe Dan & Joe P. Lowry. Turquoise has been mined on six continents and traded throughout history. Lively stories, new information, scientific methods, and vivid photography combine to capture the romance and passion of one of the world’s rarest and most colorful gemstones, 264 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

**4814533** AVEDON ADVERTISING, Ed. by L. Avedon & J. Martin. One of the most sought-after and influential advertising photographers in America from the 1940s to the beginning of the 21st century, Richard Avedon created work that exemplified Madison Avenue at the height of its influence in world culture. This is the first survey of his influential advertising work. Fully illus., many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 9½x14. Pub at $125.00 $44.95


**4825748** THE BRAIN BOOK: Development, Function, Disorder, Health. By Ken Ashwell. Investigates the amazingly complex and intriguing structure that is the human brain. Containing the latest medical research, it explores such diverse topics as how we sense the world, consciousness, memory, diseases and disorders, the aging brain, and spinal cord injury repair. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Pub at $45.00 $9.95

**4814256** THE LITTLE BOOK OF BOB: Life Lessons from a Streetwise Cat. By James Bowen. In Bob the Cat, Bowen found a model for friendship, steadfastness, balance, and joy that we can all apply to our own lives. Here are heartfelt and wholesome thoughts about how to be kinder to ourselves and kinder to the world around us. 166 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**4818415** THE HIDDEN NAZI: The Untold Story of America’s Deal with the Devil. By Dean Reuter et al. The authors have spent decades on the trail of the elusive General Hans Kammler, uncovering documents unseen since the 1940s and visiting the purported site of Kammler’s death, now in the Czech Republic. Their astonishing discovery, that the U.S. actually had him in custody after his reported suicide, provides a story more harrowing and shocking than the most thrilling fiction. Photos. 410 pages. Reganary. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
NEW NON-FICTION

4826981 STONY THE ROAD: Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise of Jim Crow. By Henry Louis Gates, Jr. This essential tour through one of America’s most beguiling and historically charged eras is also a story of heroic resistance, as figures from Frederick Douglass to W.E.B. Du Bois, created a counter-narrative and culture inside the “lions’ mouth.” Understanding this bitter struggle is essential if America’s deepest wounds are ever truly to heal. Well illus., many in color. 296 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

4814738 THE FORCE: The Legendary Special Ops Unit and WWII’s Mission Impossible. By Saul David. Kneads fact and accounts seamlessly into the narrative, and drawing on interviews with surviving members and their families; the memoirs, letters, and diaries of Forcemen; and declassified documents in the American, Canadian, British, and German archives. Davis. The gripping true story that is as deeply personal as it is inspiring. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00

4818369 BEADWORK. By Marsha C. Bol. This collection of beaded works is about working beads resulting in beadwork, and what a collection of beads in a garment or an object reveals about the intentions of its makers or users. From a beaded dress found in an ancient tomb to the beaded fringe on a 1920s Parisian flapper’s dress, Bol invites readers into the world of beadwork. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95


4814800 HITLER: A Global Biography. By Brendan Simms. Acclaimed historian Brendan Simms offers a deeply learned and radically revisionist biography of the German tyrant and utterly definitive account of a murderous tyrant we thought we understood, this volume is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand the origins and outcomes of the Second World War. 668 pages. Basic. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

4828917 THE POCKET PAWPAW COOKBOOK. By Sara Bil. The humble pawpaw is set center stage with detailed information on how to harvest, source, store, and cook with these uniquely Midwestern delicacies. You’ll find recipes for Pawpaw Cornbread; Pawpaw Pudding; Key Lime Pawpaw Cheesecake; Banana Pawpaw Ketchup and more. 153 pages. Belt Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4815998 AMERICAN MARXISM. By Mark R. Levin. Explains how the core elements of Marxist ideology are now pervasive in American society and culture—from our schools, the press, and corporations, to Hollywood, the Democratic Party, and the Biden presidency—and how it is often cloaked in deceptive labels such as “progressivism,” “democratic socialism,” “social activism,” and “community activism.” 300 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

482587X LAYBIBNTH OF ICE: The Triumphant and Tragic Greely Polar Expedition. By Buddy Levy. Based on the author’s exhaustive research, this gripping narrative tells the true story of the heroic lives and deaths of the Greely Expedition, bell-bent on fame and fortune at any cost, and how their journey changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4817443 TRUMP: The Presidential Photographs. Featuring more than 250 photographs in gorgeous full color, here is the first volume to gather the official photographs of the Trump White House, and an essential visual documentary of American history. Morrow. 10¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

4816935 HOOVER: An Extraordinary Life in Extraordinary Times. By Kenneth Whyte. Presents the definitive biography of Herbert Hoover, one of the most remarkable and least understood Americans of the 20th century. Whyte’s wholly original account will forever change the way you understand the man, his presidency, and his battle against the Great Depression. 16 pages of photos. 728 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


4816339 THE ART & TRADITION OF BEADWORK. By Marsha C. Bol. This collection of beaded works is about working beads resulting in beadwork, and what a collection of beads in a garment or an object reveals about the intentions of its makers or users. From a beaded dress found in an ancient tomb to the beaded fringe on a 1920s Parisian flapper’s dress, Bol invites readers into the world of beadwork. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

4812581 WORDSEARCH EASY TO READ PUZZLES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. If you enjoy the fun of solving wordsearch puzzles together with the ease of reading large print, this is the perfect collection for you. It is now more than 250 puzzles and their solutions. 201 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

4826051 ESSENTIAL USES: Baking Soda, Salt, Vinegar, Lemon, Coconut Oil, Honey, and Ginger. By Tricia Swanton. This is your guide to natural and cost effective uses for everyday items in your pantry and refrigerator. Discover how to take better care of your skin, your health, your home, and your pet all while saving money, getting better results out of your products, and choosing eco-friendly options. A healthier, and more natural life. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

4826124 EINSTEIN’S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION: The Search for What Lies Beyond the Quantum. By Lee Smolin. Smolin presents a new vision of quantum theory from one of the leading minds of contemporary physics. Theoretical physicist Smolin provocatively argues that the problems that have bedeviled quantum physics since its inception are unsolvable for the simple reason that the theory is incomplete. 322 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95


---
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NEW NON-FICTION

4823977 BOTANICA: The Illustrated A-Z of over 10,000 Garden Plants and How to Cultivate Them. By Geoff Bunnie et al. A comprehensive, informative reference in an alphabetical order, relates all the information necessary for successful gardening, reveals useful background facts regarding the most important plant groups, and gives concrete advice on general know-how. An indispensable guide for every green-thumb and budding botanist. Fully illus. in color. 1020 pages. h.t.ullmann. 9½x12. Pub. at $49.00 $21.95

4812565 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE BIBLE. By Cheryl Frey et al. Brings together essentially all the subjects in an easy to read guide that sheds light on the Bible for readers of all spiritual backgrounds. With interfath perspectives touching each book of the Old and New Testaments, highlighting key chapters, world concepts, it will help you navigate and understand the Bible's eternal lessons. Beautifully bound with gilded edges. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Meredith. 8½x10. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4813448 MARILYN MONROE. By Barbara Leaming. Complex and sympathetic portrait of one of the most enduring icons of American sexuality, reconstructs her life in a tale of sexual, psychological, and political intrigue with the help of new interviews and revealing letters by Arthur Miller, Joaquin Miller, Elia Kazan, and her psychiatrist. 32 pages of photos, 464 pages. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

4826256 HEAVEN ON EARTH: How Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, and Galileo Discovered the Modern World. By L.S. Fauber. An intimate examination of the four sixteenth-century men—of different nationality, age, religion, and class—that brilliantly sustain these astronomers in their historic time and place while juxtaposing their scientific work with insights into personal lives and politics. Exemplary. Illus. 332 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4817672 DEGAS AND THE NUDE. By George T.M. Shackelford et al. Exhibition catalog. Explores the artist's treatment of the nude from his early years in the 1850s to his last decades when the theme reigned over his artistic production in all media. This presentation with 256 lushly rendered full-color images, ranges over more than a half-century of genius. 241 pages. MFA. Boston. 11x9. Pub. at $50.00 $24.95

4817745 JAMIE WYETH. By Elliot Bostwick Davis. Exhibition catalog. The more than one hundred paintings, works on paper, and multimedia assemblages lavishly reproduced in this volume invite us to explore the world of a prodigiously gifted, adamently individualistic American artist. 208 pages. MFA, Boston. 11½x9½. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

481259X PLANET DINOSAUR: The Next Generation of Molecular Paleontology. By Charles C. Scot. Provides a new global perspective on dinosaurs, revealing which species lived at the same time on different continents and how the Earth looked in each time period. It also describes their behaviors and their relationships and it is a periodical edition during each period. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4826108 WOODY ALLEN: Film by Film. By Jason Solomons. The impact of Woody Allen—on comedy, film, and contemporary culture—cannot be overstated. In this lavishly illustrated career retrospective, a leading film critic dissects that impact, examining nearly all of Allen's works, from What's New Pussycat? and Annie Hall to Midnight in Paris and Irrational Man. 256 pages. Carlton. $9.95

4824679 CLASSIC AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVES: The 1909 Classic on Steam Locomotive Technology. By Charles McShane. Originally published in 1909. For the “nuts and bolts” train enthusiast comes this detailed examination of the inner workings of the classic steam engine. Explains every aspect of these incredible machines and how they operated. Drawings. 711 pages. Skyhorse. $9.95


4812573 THE JOHN WAYNE COMPLETE PUZZLE COLLECTION. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. LARGER PRINT EDITION. How well do you know the Duke? See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly and you will train a good workout of many kinds of fun themed activities such as word searches, justice jumbles, spot the difference, crosswords, and more. Solutions included. Photos. 624 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

4817362 "PROMISE ME YOU'LL SHOOT YOURSELF". The Mass Suicide of Oskar Germans in 1945. By Florian Huber. The end of April 1945 in Germany the Third Reich had fallen and invasion was nearly complete. Many Germans felt there was nothing left but disgrace and despair. For thousands of those individuals, it seemed the only option was to choose death. Huber recounts this little-known mass event and presents a riveting portrait of a nation in crisis. Photos. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

4812980 VANISHED: The Sixty-Year Search for the Missing Men of World War II. By Wil S. Hylton. Now in a spellbinding narrative, Hylton weaves together the true story of the 11 missing men that vanished over the Pacific islands during WWII, the families they left behind, and the real reason their disappearance remained shrouded in secrecy for so long. 302 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

4813340 IN DEEP: The FBI, the CIA, and the Truth About America’s “Deep State”. By David Rohde. This sweeping exploration examines the CIA and FBI scandals of the past fifty years—from the Church Committee’s exposure of their covert war abuses, to NS era surveillance revealed by Edward Snowden. Rohde answers the question of whether the nation’s intelligence agencies and its politicians are abusing or protecting the public’s trust. 323 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

### 482363X SLOWHAND: The Life and Music of Eric Clapton.
By Philip Norman. Eric Clapton has been acknowledged as rock music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has been more rock ‘n’ roll” than Clapton’s, no one’s story is more redemptive either. Packed with groundbreaking revelations and fascinating insights, this biography reveals the complicated character behind a living legend. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 438 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. $21.95

### 4814908 MAN-MADE WONDERS OF THE WORLD.
By Simon Adams et al. With breathtaking images, this stunning volume features a range of structures from buildings to monuments, machines, songs, and stories, including the Golden Gate Bridge and Hoover Dam—a complete celebration of the world’s humans have built over thousands of years. 416 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $21.95

### 4815335 ZOOLOGY: Inside the Secret World of Animals.
By Jamie Ambrose et al. Whether you’re interested in specific animal groups such as mammals or birds or have a passion for wildlife photography, this sumptuously illustrated volume will delight, fascinate, and surprise you. Includes fascinating stories of how animals communicate, defend their territories, and attract mates. 416 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12. Paperbound. $19.95

### 4817556 CHIHULY: Through the Looking Glass.
By Gerald W.R. Ward. Exhibition catalog. Focuses on the artist’s pieces and installations in relation to the spaces that generate, shape, and surround them. This book provides a new entry into the work, mind, and creative process of one of America’s most critically and popularly acclaimed artists. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. MFA, Boston. 10¾x9¼. Paperbound. $18.95

### 481343X MARCO POLO: From Venice to Xanadu.
By Laurence Bergreen. Drawing on original sources in more than half a dozen languages, and his own travels along Polo’s route in China and Mongolia, the author explores the lingering controversies surrounding Polo’s legend, settling age-old questions and testing others for significance. Illus., most in color. 415 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. $20.00

### 482523Z 2022 THE ORIGINAL POCKET PIGS CALENDAR.
Photos by Richard Austin. They may be small, but they are huge in charisma and charm! The tiny teacup pigs of Pennywell Farm in Devon, England are here to pose in a dapper top hat. Practicing their pirouettes, or floating away in a miniature hot-air balloon. Each photograph is accompanied by a caption that ups the cuteness quotient. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. $14.99

### 4818016 JIM BRIDGER: Mountain Man.
By Stanley Vestal. One of the greatest explorers andMountain Men in American history, Bridger was a towering figure. Also one of the foremost trappers in the Rocky Mountains Fur Company, he was a legend in his own time as well as ours. This is his story. Illus., 333 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $19.95

### 4817285 THE LAST FOUNDLING.
By Tom H. Mackenzie. Leaving the Foundling Hospital at fifteen, Mackenzie was ill-equipped to cope with the wider world and suffered a series of misadventures until, as a young man, he tracked down the woman who had given him away, and found a home at last. A testament to the healing power of forgiveness and love. Photos. 306 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound. $14.95

### 4826841 ELIOT NESS AND THE MAD BUTCHER: Hunting America’s Deadliest Unidentified Serial Killer at the Dawn of Modern Criminology.
By M.A. Collins & A.B. Schwartz. The haunting story of Ness’s forgotten final case—his years-long hunt for “the mad butcher of Kingsbury Run,” a serial killer who terrorized Cleveland through The Great Depression and tormented Ness as he died by hanging. In this battle between a flawed hero and a twisted monster, the authors find an American tragedy, classic in structure, epic in scope. Illus., 556 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99

### 4823680 TRADITIONAL CHINESE PAINTING: Masterpieces of Art.
By Shungkhe Kwan. The reader is introduced to the fascinating history of Chinese painting, focusing especially on the color infused work of the Ming and Qing dynasties. Included is a group of 500 works from lent and living artists, lively flowers and animals, to dramatic mountainscapes and elaborate landscapes, to peaceful pastoral scenes and busy court life. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x9½. Paperbound at $19.99

### 4818308 FIRE IN PARADISE: An American Tragedy.
By A. Glee & D. Anguiano. A dramatic and moving narrative of the disaster in Paradise, California, on November 8, 2018, based on hundreds of in-depth interviews with residents, firefighters and police officers, and scientific experts. What happened in Paradise was unprecedented in America, yet according to climate scientists it will surely happen again. 244 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95

### 4813988 2022 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC GARDENING CALENDAR.
By Heidi Stonehill. This calendar is for nature and gardening lovers alike. Each month features an edible plant, an ornamental plant, or a creature from the natural world in stunning illustrations. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Old Farmer’s Almanac. 11x8¼. Paperbound. $9.99

### 481391X 2022 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC WEATHER CALENDAR.
By Heidi Stonehill. A monthly look at the weather complete with stunning photos, facts about a historical weather event, an explanation of the pictured weather phenomenon, and timeless weather lore in the form of a proverb or saying. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Old Farmer’s Almanac. 11x8¼. Paperbound. $9.99

### 4813928 2022 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC COUNTRY CALENDAR.
By Heidi Stonehill. Each full color photograph celebrating country living captures a magical moment with country wisdom describing the picture, best days of the month for certain activities, and interesting facts. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Yankee. 11x8¼. Paperbound. $9.99

### 481620X MAOISM: A Global History.
By Julia Lovell. The untold story of how Maoist ideology spread through the world, transforming politics from Asia to Africa to the Americas. 24 pages of photos and color in 610 pages. Alfred A. Knopf. $37.50

### 481276X JESUS CALLING: Enjoying Peace in His Presence.
By Sarah Young. These much-loved devotions will help you look forward to your time with the Lord. Experience a deeper relationship with Jesus as you savour the presence of the One who understands you perfectly and loves you forever. This daily inspirational 365-page book by Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

### 481262X WOLF, SECOND EDITION: Legend, Enemy, Icon.
By Rebecca L. Grambo. Photos by D.J. Cox. The many legends, myths and facts provide a compelling look at a remarkable animal. Featuring over 150 extraordinary photographs, and captivating stories, this edition chronicles the tale of the wolves since their reintroduction to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 192 pages. Firefly. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
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**NEW NON-FICTION**


4825713 **BATTLE OF BROTHERS:** William and Harry–The Inside Story of a Family in Tumult. By Robert Lacey. In this intimate, gripping, and groundbreaking account, Lacey chronicles the latest and best information on the condition but also a hopeful view of its future. 284 pages. Sounds True. Pub. at $29.95. **$6.95**

4817303 **THE NEW SCIENCE OF NARCISSISM.** By W. Keith Campbell with Cristen O'Callahan. Offers many different options for understanding and treating narcissism. With Campbell’s straightforward, and grounded guidance, you’ll not only discover the many different options for treating narcissism, but you’ll also be inspired by the story of the most significant military campaign of the Civil War. 16 pages of illus. 663 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. **$6.95**

4813383 **SHEET PAN CHICKEN:** 50 Simple and Satisfying Ways to Cook Dinner. By Cathy Erway. Sheet pan cooking is a fresh modern approach to cooking all in one pan. This collection of internationally inspired recipes for roasting whole chickens, chicken breasts, legs, thighs, and wings includes delicious dishes such as Thai Yellow Curry Chicken Thighs with Cucumber Relish and Chicken Katsu with Plum Sauce. Color photos. 136 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $18.99. **$6.95**

482704X **THE YEAR OF DANGEROUS DAYS:** Riots, Refugees, and Cocaine in Miami 1980. By Nicholas Griffin. A fascinating chronicle of a pivotal year but forgotten year in American history. With a cast that includes iconic characters such as Jimmy Carter, Ulysses S. Grant while narrating an enthralling story of Riots, Refugees, and Cocaine in Miami 1980. 4817630

4826132 **ERNEST’S WAY:** An International Journey Through Hemingway’s Life. By Cristen Hemingway-Jaynes. Written by his great-granddaughter, this volume is a map to Hemingway’s creative and psychic history, the places she describes made him who he was and shaped his work. Jaynes brings these places to life for the modern reader, allowing all who admire the writer and his literature to enjoy his legacy in a new way. 24 pages of photos. 224 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **$7.95**

4826027 **THE SOCORRES EXPRESS:** In Search of Life Lessons from Dead Philosophers. By Eric Weiner. The author embarks on a rollicking antelope journey, focusing in the footsteps of history’s greatest thinkers and showing us how each, from Epicurus to Gandhi, Thoreau to Beauvoir, offers practical and spiritual lessons for how to find our way in the world. 330 pages. Avery. Ahead. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**

4815629 **START YOUR OWN FOOD TRUCK BUSINESS, THIRD EDITION.** By the Staff of Entrepreneur Media, Inc & R. Mintzer. At over a billion dollars, the food industry is evolving, creating new trends and new opportunities for eager entrepreneurs like you. This guide provides the details behind starting a food truck business, from gourmet food to all-American basics and hot dog wagons to restaurants. Includes setting prices, hiring help, licenses, and much more. 181 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

4814967 **THE NEW EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY HOME.** By Michele Lalande. Features stunning photos of twenty-four one of a kind homes, decorated in a modernized, eclectic version of Pompeian decor, a French trend that has now spread worldwide. The resulting designs cast ostentatious luxury and re-purposed treasures, the natural and the manufactured, the modern and the traditional, in a warm, lived-in style that embodies all the comforts of home. 272 pages. Abrams. 10 x 11¼. Pub. at $40.00. **$16.95**

4815513 **HUNGARIAN SOLDIER:** Versus Soviet Soldier: Combat 57. By Peter Mijper. This fully illustrated study casts new light on the role played by the forces of Nazi Germany’s Allies on the Eastern Front and explores the tactics and weaponry employed by the Hungarian and Soviet forces in the Battle of Budapest campaign. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. **$16.95**

4826299 **THE HUMAN PLANET: Earth at the Dawn of the Anthropocene.** Text by A. Reykin, photos by G. Steinmetz. A sweeping visual chronicle of Earth, revealing both its untrammeled natural features and the human project that relentlessly redesigns its surface in its quest to build shelter, grow food, harness energy, and create beauty through art and architecture. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Abrams. 11 x 11¼. Pub. at $50.00. **$16.95**


4812819 **UNLIKELY GENERAL:** “Mad” Anthony Wayne and the Battle for America. By Mary Stockwell. A womanizer and heavy drinker who had just been ejected from Congress for voter fraud, Wayne was an unlikely hero. Yet this disreputable man raised a new army and, in 1794, scored a decisive victory at the Battle of Fallen Timbers, preserving his country and President Washington’s legacy. Stockwell sheds light on this fascinating figure. Illus. 363 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. **$6.95**

4814711 **FASHION: The Definitive Visual Guide.** Ed. by Anna Fischel et al. From simple to sophisticated, elegant to excessive, what we wear says who we are. This is the definitive visual guide to every major trend and extravagance of Ancient Egypt, through the legendary houses of Chanel and Dior, to the latest cutting-edge creations of designers such as Erdem Moralioglu and Alexander Wang. Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10 x 12. Pub. at $50.00. **$21.95**

481410X **THE LUGER P.08, VOL. 2:** Third Reich and Post-WWII Models. By Guillou & G. Machtelink. This illustrated volume presents the design, manufacturing, and development of the various types of Luger from the late 1920s to the postwar period through the Third Reich era of the 1930s and early 1940s, as well as post war models. Details include close up views of markings, as well as a serial number list, a visual breakdown of the weapon, and much more. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9 x 12¼. Pub. at $21.95.
**NEW NON-FICTION**

4827007  **TOMBSTONE: The Earp Brothers, Doc Holliday, and the Vendetta Ride from Hell.** By Tom Clavin. Digs deep into the legendary feuds of the O.K. Corral shoot-out, including Wyatt Earp’s “vendetta ride” to track down the likes of Johnny Ringo and Curly Bill Brocious—to reveal the true story of the drama and violence of the era. Clavin provides fresh insights and overlooked details to bring this thrilling chapter of American frontier history to life. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99.


4813715  **ISABELLA: The Warrior Queen.** By Kirstin Downey. Whether saintly or seditious, no female leader has done more to shape our modern world. Yet history has all but overlooked Isabella, Queen of Spain. Using new scholarship, Downey’s luminous biography tells the story of this brilliant, fervent, forgotten woman. Illus. 520 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

4825837  **The I Love My Instant Pot® 5-INGREDIENT RECIPE BOOK.** By Michelle Fagone. If you’re looking to cut costs and want fast, easy, and easy-to-prepare recipe ideas, this collection of 175 family-friendly and delicious recipes such as Tomato Mozzarella Basil Egg Bites, Spiced Green Lentils, or Crab Risotto, should fill your next set of pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

4813731  **THE KELLOGGS: The Battling Brothers of Battle Creek.** By Howard Markel. Tells the sweeping saga of two extraordinary men. Will Kellogg founded the Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Company and his brother, John Harvey Kellogg, physician and patron saint of the pursuit of wellness. Their lifelong competition changed the course of America’s notion of health, medicine, nutrition, and diet. Illus. 400 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00.


4829596  **TELLING TRUE STORIES.** Ed. by M. Kramer & W. Call. These essays offer important criteria and an expanded way of writing for freelance writers, radio producers, and journalists. Packed with refreshingly candid and insightful recommendations, this volume shows anyone fascinated by the art of writing nonfiction how to bring people, scenery, and ideas to life on the page. 317 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

4813456  **THE MARQUIS: Lafayette Reconsidered.** By Laura Auricchio. At the age of nineteen the Marquis de Lafayette volunteered to fight under George Washington and became the French American hero of the American Revolution. The author gives us history on a grand scale, revealing the man and his complex life, while challenging and exploring the complicated myths that have surrounded his name. Illus. 409 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

4813396  **DE NIRO: A Life.** By Shawn Levy. In this engaging and insightful portrait, Levy reveals the remarkable career that went into the making of this legendary performances and writes of the many De Niro’s, the characters and the man, seeking to understand the evolution of an actor who dove directly into his roles as if to hide his inner nature. 16 pages of photos, most in color. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

4813510  **SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY: Coco Chanel’s Secret War.** By Hal Vaughan. This explosive narrative reveals the shocking hidden years, 1941 to 1954, of Coco Chanel’s life: her collaboration with the Nazis in Paris, her affair with Hitler’s minister, and her work for the OSS, military intelligence service and Himmler’s SS. Photos. 313 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

4824997  **START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, EIGHTH EDITION: The Only Start-Up Book You’ll Ever Need.** By the Staff of Entrepreneur Media, Inc. Featuring advice from top business experts, practicing business owners, and thriving entrepreneurs, this resource uncovers what you need to know before taking the plunge, securing finances, launching your venture, and growing your business from start-up to household name. Illus. 876 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.


4817516  **WHO ATE THE FIRST OYSTER? The Extraordinary People Behind the Greatest Firsts in History.** By B. Colden and Hal Vaughan. A celebration of the heroic figures who brought us life: food and drinks, the crafts, nature, and discoveries of modern science to peer into our past. Cassidy reveals the identity of the prehistoric geniuses behind history’s greatest innovations. In this groundbreaking account they emerge and take shape as real human beings who are, in many ways, some of the most important who have ever lived. 214 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

4818105  **PICTURING INDIAN TERRITORY: Portraits of the Land That Became Oklahoma, 1819-1907.** Ed. by B. Byron Price. Exhibition catalog. These works range from the scientific illustrations and maps of English naturalist Thomas Nuttall’s journal to the paintings of Frederic Remington, Henry Farny, and Charles Schreyvogel. The volume’s three essays situate these works within the historical narratives of westward expansion, the creation of an “Indian Territory,” and Oklahoma’s eventual statehood. 147 pages. UO? 9/4×11/4, Pub. at $34.95.

4818504  **SCIENCE IS BEAUTIFUL–BOTANICAL LIFE: Under the Microscope.** By Colin Salter. Discover just how beautiful nature can be when viewed though a microscope. Explore the microscopic world of life and the natural world surrounding us with this stunning collection of colorful images. 192 pages. Batsford. 10x10. Pub. at $35.00.

4814880  **SCIENCE IS BEAUTIFUL–DISEASE AND MEDICINE.** By Colin Salter. A stunning collection of the most wonderful microscopic images of human and animal disease and medicine ever made possible by technology. Each micrograph is accompanied by a description of the cells or chemicals shown, as well as descriptions of the history behind each disease and cure. 191 pages. Batsford. 10x10. Pub. at $35.00.

4817399  **SMOKIN’ JOE: The Life of Joe Frazier.** By Mark Kram. Jr. History will remember the rivalry of Joe Frazier and Muhammad Ali as one for the ages, but few realize Frazier was a much more dominating figure than his rivalry with Ali would suggest. This is a powerful story about race and class in America, and the definitive biography of a towering American figure. Photos. 376 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99.

**$5.95**

**$5.95**

**4819934 WHAT INSECTS DO, AND WHY.** By Ross Piper. Explores how insects live, ranging from elegant displays of courtship to brutal acts of predation, and provides insights into the marvelous diversity of insects all around us. Along the way, Piper discusses insect evolution, reproduction, life cycles, feeding strategies, defenses, and more. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95

**$22.95**

**4812085 HEALTHY SHOULDER HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION: 100 Exercises for Treating Common Injuries and Ending Chronic Pain.** By Karl Knopf. Packed with more than 300 step by step photos, this reference features a comprehensive collection of corrective exercises for treating common shoulder injuries and ending chronic pain—fast! 162 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**$11.95**

**4815609 ITALIAN BATTLESHIPS: Conte di Cavour and Duilio Classes 1911-1956.** By E. Bagnasco & A. de Toro. Thoroughly illustrated with photographs, ship and armament plans, detail drawings and color camouflage schemes, this resource is a fitting companion to the authors’ previous work, The Littorio Class. 280 pages. Seaforth. 10x11¾. Pub. at $72.95

**$34.95**

**4823583 NORSE MYTHS: Viking Legends of Heroes and Gods.** By Martin J. Dougherty. An engaging and highly informative exploration of a mythology that still resonates today, this volume examines among other things, how Norse myths were interpreted in a Christianized Europe and how their motifs influenced medieval German writers, and in turn, were used in the modern world in very different ways by the likes of Richard Wagner and J.R.R. Tolkien. Well illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95

**$10.95**

**4827013 THE FIESLER FI 156 STORCH: The First Stol Aircraft.** By Jan Forsgren. Some of these planes are still flying, and today, the Fi 156 is a highly valued vintage aircraft. This is a detailed history of a significant aircraft, illustrated with over 100 contemporary photographs. 192 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $35.00

**$26.95**

**482779X ROME’S GREAT EASTERN WAR: Lucullus, Pompey and the Conquest of the East, 74-62 BC.** By Gaius C. Sampson. Analyzes the military campaigns and the various battles between a revitalized Rome and the various powers of the eastern Mediterranean hinterland, which ultimately changed the odds in Europe entirely. The Russian winter conditions were a major factor compounded by the Germans’ woeful lack of preparation. This illustrated account reveals, Wehrmacht and SS units only began to issue winter clothing in late 1941 and many had to improvise well into 1942. 157 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**$17.95**

**4820622 THE NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES CAMPAIGN 1941-42: Campaign 364.** By Marc Lohnstein. The operational plans, weaponry and forces, and conduct of the fighting by the opposing sides up to late March 1942 are covered in depth, bringing an often overlooked campaign of WWII vividly to life. Well illus., most in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**$17.95**

**4827230 THE NAZIS’ WINTER WARFARE ON THE EASTERN FRONT 1941-1945: Images of War.** By Ian Baxter. The Soviet 1941-42 winter counter offensive changed the odds in Europe entirely. The Russian winter conditions were a major factor compounded by the Germans’ woeful lack of preparation. This illustrated account reveals, Wehrmacht and SS units only began to issue winter clothing in late 1941 and many had to improvise well into 1942. 157 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**$17.95**

**4812034 MYSTERY STALKS THE PRAIRIE: Unexplained Cattle Killings and UFOs in Montana.** By Dith Wolfs. This was one of my favorite books when I was a kid. Published in 1976 by Wolverton, a sheriff’s deputy in Cascade County, Montana, this resource documents numerous incidents of cattle mutilations and UFOs that he had investigated—and that could not be explained. This updated and expanded edition features a new epilogue by Wolverton. Illus. 208 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**$17.95**

**4813588 CITY OF SCOUNDRELS: The 12 Days of Disaster That Gave Birth to Modern Chicago.** By Gary Krist. The masterfully told story of how explosive, developable material ignited the night time Chicago’s aviation disaster, a race riot, a crippling transit strike, and a sensational child murder transfixed and roiled a city already on the brink of collapse. Photos. 364 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**$9.95**

**4814150 THE ORPHANS OF DAVENPORT: Eugenics, The Great Depression, and the War Over Children’s Intelligence.** By Marilyn Brookwood. Chronicles how a band of young psychologists in 1930s Iowa shattered the nature versus nurture debate and overthrew long accepted racist and class views of child development. A narrative of the power and promise of science to better the lives of us all, this account unearths an essential history at a moment when race science is resurgent. 16 pages of photos. 339 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95

**$21.95**

**482282X STALIN’S WAR ON JAPAN: The Red Army’s Manchurian Strategic Offensive Operation 1945.** By Georgy Stepanov. Did Japan surrender in 1945 because of the death and devastation caused by the atomic bombs—or because of the crushing defeat inflicted on their armies by the Soviet Union? In Manchukuo, the puppet state left up in north-east China? Stepanov’s engaging narrative throws new light on the last act of the Second World War. Maps & photos. 226 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**$26.95**


**$17.95**

**4816544 NORWAY 1940: Air Campaign 22.** By James S. Corum. Researched from primary sources, this engaging history skillfully analyzes the German air campaign that ensured victory in Norway, and explores the influence it had on the coming months and years of WWII. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**$17.95**
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4825144 THE VIKING HEART: How Scandinavians Conquered the World. By Arthur Herman. A compelling historical narrative of warfare, enterprise and adventure, with cutting-edge archaeological and DNA research. The full epic story of this remarkable and diverse people, the Vikings, and how we can still be inspired by their indomitable spirit—their spirit of risking it all to venture into the unknown. Color photos. 484 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 4827570 MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Odyssey. With over forty illustrations printed on one side of perforated paper, you can embark on an inspiring exploration of creativity with mesmerizing landscapes, mythical creatures, and ancient lore in astonishing detail. Castle Point. 9⅝x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

★ 4819837 OPERATION VENGEANCE: The Astonishing Aerial Ambush That Changed World War II. By Dan Hampton. The definitive account of the top secret U.S. mission to kill Yamamoto, the Japanese mastermind of Pearl Harbor. The author recreates the moment by moment drama these pilots experienced in the air, and conclusively answers the long standing mystery of which pilot shot down Yamamoto’s plane, and what exactly transpired that day. 16 pages of photos. 333 pages. Scribner. $12.95

★ 481617X FAST ASLEEP: Improve Brain Function, Lose Weight, Boost Your Mood, Reduce Stress, and Become a Better Sleeper. By Michael Mosley. Filled with fascinating case studies, fifty delicious, sleep-promoting recipes and more, this is a complete resource that offers a range of tools for combating fatigue and tiredness. 295 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

★ 4813303 BUCH CASSIDY: The True Story of an American Outlaw. By Charles Leerhsen. Brings Butch Cassidy to vivid life to reveal a more fascinating and complicated man than the outlaw we thought we knew. Leerhsen shares his fascination with how criminals such as Butch deftly maneuvered between honest work and thievery, battling the corporate interests and what exactly transpired that day. 16 pages of photos. 333 pages. Scribner. $12.95

★ 4814185 THE GLASS CASTLE. By Jeannette Walls. A memoiric memoir about siblings growing up in the shadow of their parents’ mutual infatuation. One of the most remarkable memoirs about siblings and the impact they can have on our lives. 329 pages. Unel. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $12.95

★ 4828611 BUNKER: What It Takes to Survive the Apocalypse. By Bradley Garrett. In the U.S. alone, nearly twelve million people are prepared to survive for thirty days without access to food, water, or power. Millions more have started prepping for the sort of emergencies they hear on the news every day. Whenever social and political systems fail to protect the rights of individuals, the result is mutiny, irresponsibility and alcoholism— which was seen by the outside world as brilliance and free-spiritedness. 288 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95


★ 4815556 WEAPONS OF THE SAMURAI: Weapon 79. By Stephen Turnbull. Drawing upon previously untranslated primary texts and the latest research, Turnbull places these formidable weapons in their proper context, whether single combat, small skirmishes, pitched battles, set-piece sieges or covert “special operations.” This study reveals the full range of weaponry employed by the samurai in combat. Wall illus., many in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4828488 GERMAN HEAVY CRUISERS VS ROYAL NAVY HEAVY CRUISERS 1939–42: Duel 113. By Mark Lardas. Examines the development and technical performance of the Deutschland-class Panzerschiffe and Admiral Hipper-class cruisers, and the Royal Navy County and York class heavy cruisers, and also assesses the impact of the key clashes between these opposing warships. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4828461 BRITISH INFANTRYMAN VERSUS MAHDI WARRIOR: Combat 58. By Ian Knight. Written by a leading expert, this fully illustrated study examines the growing arms, weapons and tactics employed by both sides in the Sudan, most notably at the battles of Aba Klea (January 1885), Rotrek (March 1886), and Al Hab (April 1898). 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4815521 LATE ROMAN INFANTRYMAN VERSUS GOTHIC WARRIOR: Combat 56. By Murray Dahm. Examines the origins and roles of the Roman forces and their Gothic opponents, and assesses their performance in the decisive battles which would determine the fate of the Roman Empire—Marcianopolis, Ad Salices and Adrianople. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4820533 ORSON WELLES PORTFOLIO: Sketches and Drawings from the Welles Estate. By Orson Brand. After studying at the Institute of Chicago at the age of sixteen, Orson Welles continued to draw and paint throughout his life. The majority of his art—including costume and sets designs for his film and theater productions, has remained largely unseen until now. This collection provides fascinating new insight into the man and the artist. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Titan. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $50.00 $12.95

★ 4820627 MENGELE: Unmasking the “Angel of Death.” By David G. N. Deutsch. The first international search for the Nazi doctor in 1985 that ended in a cemetery in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the forensic investigation that produced overwhelming evidence that Mengele had died, but failed to convince many. This is a riveting story of science, law, and ancient lore in astonishing detail. 482 pages. Scribner. $13.95

★ 4829123 2022 AUDUBON’S WATERSCORNES CALENDAR. Exquisitely detailed and gorgeously colored, with species masterfully depicted in their natural habitats, the elegant works in this calendar will inspire art lovers and bird watchers alike. 12x12. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4817877 ASPHALT: A History. By Kenneth O’Reilly. Provides a history of this everyday substance. By tracing the history in both its natural and processed forms, from ancient times to the present, O’Reilly sets out to identify its importance within various contexts of human society and culture. 329 pages. Unel. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 4827996 MYSTERIES OF THE WEREWOLF: Shapeshifting, Magic & Protection. By Claude Lecouteux. An animal both mythical and real, a terrifying predator and the villain in many a fairytale, the wolf has haunted the human imagination since prehistoric times. More disturbing is the possibility that some individuals can change into wolves. In this exploration, Lecouteux examines werewolf beliefs and stories from ancient Greece to the post medieval ages: 218 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**★4818083★** NED CHRISTIE: The Creation of an Outlaw and Cherokee Hero. By Devon A. Milesahus. Placing Christie’s story within the rich culture of Cherokee governance and nineteenth-century American political and social conditions, Milesahas draws on hundreds of newspaper accounts, oral histories, court documents, and family testimonies to assemble the most accurate portrayal of Christie's life possible. Illus. 252 pages. UKOP. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**★4817650★** AMERICAN INDIANS IN U.S. HISTORY, SECOND EDITION. By Roger L. Nichols. Tracing the experiences of American Indians in their own terms, this concise survey traces tribal experiences through four eras: Indian America prior to the European invasions; the colonial period, the emergence of the U.S. as the dominant power in North America; and the years from 1900 to the present. Illus. 208 pages. UKOP. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**★481987X★** FOLIES IN AMERICA: A History of Garden and Park Architecture. By Kerry Dean Carso. Examines gardens buildings known as “follies” from the nation’s founding through the American centennial celebration in 1876. Follies brought a range of European architectural styles to the United States. With these symbols of European culture, landscape gardeners introduced their ideas of the American wilder. Illus. 5/8x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**★4818040★** MOUND SITES OF THE ANCIENT SOUTH: A Guide to the Mississippian Chieftoms. By Eric E. Bowman. Includes an introduction to Mississippian culture; descriptions of twenty-two sites including Cahokia, Moundville, and Etowah; discussions of specific structures at each location; highlights of the mound sites; and many, many color. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**★4816471★** SMALL-SCALE GRAIN RAISING, SECOND EDITION. By Gene Logsdon. This is the classic text on raising grain, revised and expanded for the small farm gardeners and small-scale farmers. It covers all the basics, from planting and dealing with pests, weeds and diseases to harvesting, processing, and using whole grains. Illus. 308 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**★4813170★** NATURE’S GIANTS: The Biology and Evolution of the World’s Largest Lifeforms. By Graeme D. Ruxton. A beautifully illustrated exploration of the science behind the awe inspiring gigantism of the tallest trees, the biggest mammals, the heaviest tusks, and why nature’s giants came to be so big. Through a diverse array of examples, Ruxton explores the physics, biology and evolutionary drivers behind organism size, showing what it’s like to live large. Illus. 297 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.95 $14.95

**★482797X★** PRESIDENT JOSEPH R. BIDEN JR. AND VICE PRESIDENT KAMALA HARRIS PAPER DOLLS. Illus. by Tim Foley. Commemorate the inauguration of the 46th US president, Joseph R. Biden Jr., and Kamala Harris, the 49th vice president and first woman elected to that office, with this unique paper doll book. From a majestically drawn horse to a loveable red panda and an inquisitive rabbit, each doll is drawn animal–from a majestic horse to a lovable red panda and an inquisitive rabbit. Each doll is a dazzling array of accurately rendered outfits and accessories as well. Fully illus. in color. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**★4818326★** THE 10 KEY CAMPAIGNS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Ed. by Edward G. Longel. A short course in one of history’s most consequential wars, explaining how the colonists became soldiers and how their dedication, determination, and force of will defeated the world’s greatest power and launched a nation like no other. Heavily illustrated. Illus. 242 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**★482590X★** THE MAMBA MENTALITY: How I Play. By Kobe Bryant. Takes readers on a journey to the core of the legendary mindset that made basketball superstar Kobe Bryant one of the greatest players and best to play the game. This stunning volume beautifully reveals the inner workings of one of the most intelligent, analytical, and creative athletes of our time. Well illus., most in color. 208 pages. Melcher Media. 9/7x11½. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**★4827694★** STICKER MOSAICS: Going Places. By Gareth Moore. Turn a blank page into a geographic work of art using stickers. With 12 unique projects and tons of stickers at your fingertips, you’ll find out just how easy, relaxing, and satisfying making art with stickers can be. 80 pages. Castle Point. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**★4826957★** THE MENAGERIE: Animal Portraits to Color. Explore and color this collection of beautiful, intricately drawn animals—from a majestic horse to a playful giraffe, to a lovable panda and an inquisitive rabbit. Each page is perforated so you can easily display your work. B.E.S. 10½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**★4817400★** THE SUN IS A COMPASS: My 4,000-Mile Journey into the Alaskan Wilds. By Caroline Van Hemert. A unique blend of science, adventure, and personal narrative, this exciting story explores the bounds of the physical body and the tenaciousness of the company of creatures whose daily survival is nothing short of miraculous. It’s a journey through the heart, the mind, and some of the wildest places in North America. 16 pages of color photos. 308 pages. Little, Brown Book. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


**★4820568★** RUTHLESS TIDE: The Heroes and Villains of the Johnstown Flood, America’s Astonishing Gilded Age Disaster. By Al Roker. From NBC host and legendary weather authority Al Roker, a gripping and definitive account celebrating the remarkable heroes of the Johnstown Flood. The Great Flood, as it is about to come be called, today remains the deadliest in U.S. history, killing more than 2,200 people and causing $17 million in damage. Photos. 305 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**★482743H★** THE IMPEACHMENT REPORT. By Jon Meacham. This landmark document details the findings of the House Intelligence Committee’s historic investigation of whether President Donald J. Trump committed impeachable offenses when he sought help from Ukraine investigate former vice president Joseph Biden and his son Hunter. 300 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**★4812530★** 500 WORDS YOU SHOULD KNOW. By Caroline Taggart. Written for those who appreciate the finer words in life, and their correct use. Features words you thought you knew, some you should know, and a few that you might want to know. 208 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**★4814916★** THE MICROBIOME BREAKTHROUGH: Harness the Power of Your Gut Bacteria to Boost Your Mood and Heal Your Body. By Raphael Kellman. If you suffer from chronic illness, fatigue, gastrointestinal, thyroid, or unexplained health issues, take heart. The path to healing starts in your microbiome. Dr. Kellman’s breakthrough program offers proven natural solutions that will help you not only relieve your symptoms but also improve your vitality, cognitive function, and zest for life. 310 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.99

**★4815297★** WHEN FRASER MET BILLY. By Louise Booth. Fraser was an autistic three year old boy. Born with a range of conditions, he was prone to anxiety and sudden outbursts. He was the greatest threat to his own safety and to all around him. This stunning, funny, and moving story is a testament to the power of hope, love, and friendship. Fraser will make you laugh as well as cry and ultimately rejoice at the power of the bond between a child and his cat. 310 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

**4819691** DIAMOND JIM TYLER’S MINI MAGIC MARVELS. A professional magician shares 66 new party tricks and easy to do gams that are so impressive! This instructional guide walks readers through fun magic tricks using everyday objects. With illustrations accompanying each mini magic marvel, this resource is an invaluable addition to any magician’s bookcase. 142 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4822978** LET’S COOK! REVISED EDITION: 55 ‘Quick and Easy Recipes for People with Intellectual Disability’. By E.D. Ritzes & A. Kissack. Learn how to cook simple and nutritious meals with recipes using all the MunchPlate food groups. Gain confidence in the kitchen and build self-worth. Designed by and for adults with intellectual disability, this guide promotes and reinforces life skills for independent living. Fully illus. in color. Current 9/1. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $18.95

**4816668** HAND EMBROIDERY: Timeless Techniques for Beginners and Beyond. By Patricia Bage et al. This refreshed edition of The Stitching Book, drawing on work previously published in the bestselling Beginner’s Guide series of needlecraft books, provides a wealth of reference for anyone interested in surface stitching. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Search. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $18.95

**4825128** BIRD FAMILIES OF NORTH AMERICA. By P’Dunne & K.J. Karlson. This guide takes readers beyond mere bird watching to an understanding of the species by species approach makes it difficult to appreciate birds for what they are: members of well-organized groups united by common traits. Fully illus. in color. 276 pages. HMM. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95

**4826233** ARTILLERY OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: A Concise Dictionary. 1792-1815. By Kevin F. Riley. Explores the artillery arms of all sides, as well as significant technological advances, the innovators, scientists, both military and civilian—individuals such as Robins, Belidor, Griteauval and his colleagues Maritz, Liechtenstein and his collaborators, are all examined. Color illus. 612 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $62.95. $44.95

**482265X** THE BATTLESHTPS SCHARNHORST AND GNEISENAU. VOL. 1. By M. Switow & M. Motyka. The current publication is a form of compromise between combat operations, shortened in it to a necessary minimum, and a broad expression of Arm’s at the peak of Gneisenau’s war, and a photo album that represents life on the ship. Includes 3D photos, taken by Dr. Wehlau after the war, and a photo album that represents life over the last twenty years. Illus. 616 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00. $8.95

**4823478** IN THE HURRICANE’S EYE: The Genius of George Washington and the Victory at Yorktown. By Nathaniel Philbrick. This LARGE PRINT EDITION. Provides a new and provocative way of looking at the war that created the United States. Philbrick’s latest study is the capstone of that enterprise, focusing on the last year of the war, and is the culmination of Philbrick’s engagement with American history and the sea over the last twenty years. Illus. 616 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00. $8.95

**4817648** CHICAGO’S GREAT FIRE: The Destruction and Resurrection of an Iconic American City. By Carl Smith. Chronicles Chicago’s rise and growth during the early twentieth century and its place in America’s post-Civil War expansion. The dramatic story of the fire—revealing human nature in all its guises—became one of equally terrifying renewal, as Chicago quickly rose back up from the ashes thanks to local determination and the world’s generosity and faith in Chicago’s future. Illus. 374 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95

**4816463** PAWPAW: In Search of America’s Forgotten Fruit. By Andrew Moore. Takes readers on a first-person journey through the past, present, and future of this unique fruit. Moore also plunge the deeper questions of how economic, biological, and cultural forces combine to define what Americans eat while offering an anecdote about the incredible food we are reaching within reach. Color photos. 296 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**4822706** GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT IN US NAVY SERVICE: Monographs 74. By Salvatore M Fueiras. The uniqueness of the Tomcat’s mission and having a single user (a nation in addition to Iran) would not be an obstacle for this exceptional fighter to gain respect and a reputation that few fighter planes have had throughout the twentieth century. Includes photos, color profiles and technical details. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95. $21.95

**4812026** MUTINY OF RAGE: The 1917 Camp Logan Riots and Buffalo Soldiers in Houston. By Jaime Salazar. Thirteen black soldiers, from the famed Buffalo Soldiers, stood at attention in front of gloves erected specifically for their hanging. They had been convicted of participating in one of America’s most infamous black uprisings, the Camp Logan Mutiny in 1917. This is their story. 230 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $27.95. $21.95

**4822038** THE SUMMER OF 63: Galveston. Ed. by C. Mackowski & D. Welch. A compilation of some of the works of the public historians with Emerging Civil War, anthologized, revised, and updated, together with several original pieces. Illustrations accompany each page, with eight maps to further illuminate the collection. 298 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**4820746** THE VERGE: Reformation, Renaissance, and Forty Years That Shook the World. By Patrick Wyman. Tells the story of a period that marked a decisive turning point for both Europe and world history. It examines two complementary and contradictory sides of the same historical coin: the world-altering implications of the developments of printed mass media, extreme taxiation, exploitation, globalization, humanization, gunpowder warfare and more. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 401 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95


4812603 SAPIENS/HOMO DEUS. By Yuval Noah Harari. Cover humanity’s past and its future in this special box set featuring Sapiens and its acclaimed companion Homo Deus. This set is about the history of humankind since its inception, with prospects for its future, offering Harari’s perspective on the life and times of Homo sapiens from the dawn of right now. 892 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99. $14.95

481777X SILENT BEACHES, UNTOLD STORIES: New York City’s Forgotten Waterfront. By Elizabeth Albert. Transports the reader into the extraordinary world present in New York City’s more than six hundred miles of coastline through a stunning selection of rare photographs, history, new fiction, and contemporary art. 128 pages. Damiani. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

481777X SILENT BEACHES, UNTOLD STORIES: New York City’s Forgotten Waterfront. By Elizabeth Albert. Transports the reader into the extraordinary world present in New York City’s more than six hundred miles of coastline through a stunning selection of rare photographs, history, new fiction, and contemporary art. 128 pages. Damiani. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

481777X SILENT BEACHES, UNTOLD STORIES: New York City’s Forgotten Waterfront. By Elizabeth Albert. Transports the reader into the extraordinary world present in New York City’s more than six hundred miles of coastline through a stunning selection of rare photographs, history, new fiction, and contemporary art. 128 pages. Damiani. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

481777X SILENT BEACHES, UNTOLD STORIES: New York City’s Forgotten Waterfront. By Elizabeth Albert. Transports the reader into the extraordinary world present in New York City’s more than six hundred miles of coastline through a stunning selection of rare photographs, history, new fiction, and contemporary art. 128 pages. Damiani. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

481777X SILENT BEACHES, UNTOLD STORIES: New York City’s Forgotten Waterfront. By Elizabeth Albert. Transports the reader into the extraordinary world present in New York City’s more than six hundred miles of coastline through a stunning selection of rare photographs, history, new fiction, and contemporary art. 128 pages. Damiani. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4818008 JPS HEBREW-ENGLISH TANAKH. Fitting easily into a backpack or briefcase, this pocket edition will appeal to students and others who need a lightweight, compact version of the popular JPS Hebrew-English Bible. 2039 pages. Jewish Publication Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

★ 4818202 A TRAVEL GUIDE TO THE PLAINS INDIAN WARS. By Stan Hoig. Provides a general overview of the Plains Indian wars, but is particularly helpful for anyone planning to visit to the military posts and sites of battle. Illus. 217 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

4817600 DELLA ROBbia: Sculpting with Color in Renaissance Florence. By Marietta Cambareri. Exhibition catalog. This beautifully illustrated companion to the first major Della Robbia exhibition in the United States brings readers into the workshops of these ingenious artists to experience one of the great inventions of the Renaissance and the enduring beauty it captured. 176 pages. MFA, Boston. 9¼x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

★ 4817753 JIM DINE PRINTMAKER: Leaving My Tracks. By C.S.ackley & P.Murphy. Explores Dine’s etchings, woodcuts, lithographs and illustrated books from the last 50 years, drawing from the prints at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, where the artist has created an archive of his life’s work. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. MFA. $19.95

★ 4819669 FILM’S FIRST FAMILY: The Untold Story of the Costellos. By Terry Chester Shulman. Scandal, adultery, secret marriages, divorce, custody battles, suicide attempts, and alcoholism, the trials and tribulations of the Costellos were as riveting as any Hollywood feature film. Shulman explores the dramatic history of the Costellos and their extraordinary significance to the stage and screen. 261 pages. UPky. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 4822654 THE WARSAW UPRISINGS 1943-1944: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. The Warsaw Uprising is brought to life in this superb collection of photographs, half of which were drawn from the album compiled for none other than Heinrich Himmler entitled Warschauer Aufstand 1943. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


★ 4817869 APACHE VOICES: Their Stories of Survival as Told to Eve Ball. By Sherry Robinson. Expands the Apache side of the story as told to Eve Ball (1890-1984) through previously unpublished accounts culled from unsorted boxes of Ball’s papers. Robinson provides lively glimpses into Ball’s relationships with the scholars Angie Debo and Dan Thropp. Illus. 272 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 4818024 THE LIPAN APACHES: People of Wind and Lightning. By Thomas A. Britten. Britten has scoured U.S. and Mexican archives to piece together the tangled tribal history of these adaptable people, emphasizing the cultural change that coincided with the various migrations and pressures they faced. 336 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 4817992 GHOST TOWNS OF OKLAHOMA. By John W. Morris. In the past 150 years as many as two thousand Oklahoma hamlets, villages, towns, and even cities have bloomed and then died. Some have faded away, with not even a fallen chimney to mark their location. Others have left ghostly marks of their past, and a few still cling tenaciously to life. Illus. 252 pages. UMP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 4816103 THE GIRLS WHO STEPPED OUT OF LINE: Untold Stories of the Women Who Changed the Course of World War II. By Mari K. Eder. Millie Revauro was determined to serve her country as a pilot. Ida and Louise Cook were twin sisters who repeatedly smuggled out jewelry and furs and served as sponsors for refugees. Their stories, and so many more are uncovered and brought together in the account of the women who changed the course of WWII for their lives, for their loved ones and for what was right during WWII. Illus. 378 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 4816404 CHANTERELLE DREAMS, AMANITA NIGHTMARES: The Love, Lore, and Mystique of Mushrooms. By Greg A. Marley. The author journeys through the often unexamined kingdom of fungi, revealing the remarkable beauty, bounty, and complexity of wild mushrooms. In addition to offering practical advice for those who wish to add wild mushrooms to their diet, he also explores the risks of the infamous poisonous and hallucinogenic fungi. Color photos. 263 pages. Chelsea Green. $9.95

★ 4826264 A HISTORY OF PICTURES: From the Cave to the Computer Screen. By D. Hockney & M. Gayford. Inform ed and energized by a lifetime of making art, Hockney in collaboration with Gayford, explores how and why pictures have been made across the millennia. This critically acclaimed reference will help you see familiar paintings as if for the first time. Well illus., many in color. 368 pages. Abrams. 6¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95


★ 4819764 THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO TOUCH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 6. By Bill Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times go harder as the week goes on. From an easy Monday to a down-right difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge with each passing day. Can you make it all the way to the end of the week? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


★ 4826434 BENEDICT XVI, VOLUME 1: A Life. By Peter Seewald. In this definitive biography, based on taped interviews with his subject, Seewald shows the exceptional circumstances in which the exceptionally talented son of a Bavarian policeman became the first Pope in 150 years as many as two thousand Oklahoma hamlets, villages, towns, and even cities have bloomed and then died. Some have faded away, with not even a fallen chimney to mark their location. Others have left ghostly marks of their past, and a few still cling tenaciously to life. Illus. 252 pages. UMP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.00

★ 4817729 FOURSOME: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, Paul Strand, Rebecca Salsbury. By Carolyn Burke. A captivating, spirited account of the intense relationships between these four artists whose striking personalities, passionate feelings, and aesthetic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of 20th-century art. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4814762 THE GREAT AMERICAN READ: The Book of Books. Text by Jessica Allen. Celebrates America’s 100 best loved novels—their ideas, characters, and themes have shaped our country and reflect it back to us. This volume profiles the books, their authors, and their impact on our culture. As little is known about how they came to be. Well illus. in color. 276 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

4813325 100 SIDE HUSTLES: Unexpected Ideas for Making Extra Money Without Quitting Your Job. By Chris Guillebeau. Filled with inspiration for your next big idea, this guide features the start-ups stories of regular people launching side businesses that almost anyone can do: an urban tour guide, an artist inspired by maps, a travel site founder, an ice pop maker, a confetti photographer and many more. Well illus. in color. 335 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

4813235 4817664 PRISONERS OF HISTORY: What Attempted to Sculpt Their History in the Wake of How People from Around the World Have Used Monuments from Those Countries to Show Our History and Ourselves. Monuments to World War II Tell Us About...Our History and Ourselves. 4814762

4812555 GRIT & GRACE. By Tim McGraw with A. Green. McGraw came to a crossroads in his life and career where he knew that unless he made his physical health a priority, he would put his personal happiness and professional success at risk. Here he shares his transformation story along with encouragement, inspiration, and advice to help readers become strong in mind and body. Well illus. 287 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95

4812867 PRISONERS OF HISTORY: What Monuments to World War II Tell Us About Our History and Ourselves. By Ken Low. Takes the reader on a global tour from Berlin to Moscow, Seoul to Hiroshima, the Philippines to Israel, Lithuania to the United States, and uses monuments from those countries to show how people from around the world have attempted to sculpt their history in the wake of WWII. Illus. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

4817044 WILLIAM MERRITT CHASE. By Erica E. Hirshler. This beautifully illustrated volume provides a compact introduction to Chase’s paintings and pastels, sampling several of his favorite motifs—the theatrical environment of his antiques-filled studio, the modern women he celebrated, the costumes and decorative arts of Japan, children playing in city and countryside, and thoughtful moments of leisure and contemplation. 84 pages. MFA, Boston. 7¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

4817050 COMPLETE GUIDE TO SYMPTOMS, ILLNESS & SURGERY. 6TH EDITION REVISED. By H. Winter Griffith et al. Completely revised and updated throughout, this volume features more than 20 new illness and disorders. Topics range from chronic pain syndrome to perineumally silent stabbing pain due to drug addiction. With up to date information on new medical therapies, drugs and surgeries, this handbook will help sort out the confusing information found online and many other places. 1160 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. $9.95

4813375 PAPER QUILLING CHINESE STYLE. By Zhu Lijun Paper Arts Museum. Introduces ten basic Chinese quilling techniques and various shapes with clear color illustrations to help the beginners learn all the fundamentals. Get your materials and tools ready, follow the step by step instructions, and start your journey of east meets west with 160 pages. Shanghai Press. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

4817664 THE CURSE OF OAK ISLAND: The Story of the World’s Longest Treasure Hunt. By Randall Sullivan. With exclusive access to Michigan brothers Marty and Rick Lagina of History’s television show The Curse of Oak Island, Sullivan takes readers along as they mount the most comprehensive effort yet to crack the mystery, and chronicles the incredible history of the “curse” of Oak Island. 16 pages of illus. 4817664

4812220 FORTUNE’S MANY HOUSES: A Victorian Visionary, a Noble Scottish Family, and a Lost Inheritance. By Simon Welfare. In the late nineteenth century, John and Isabel Gordon, the Marquess and Marchioness of Aberdeen, took in a couple who seemed to have it all. Yet by the time they died in the 1930s, this gilded couple’s luck had long since run out. Welfare offers a colorful exploration of the reasons behind their dramatic downfall as well as their inspirational works of social justice. 32 pages of illus. 336 pages. Atria. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

4825101 MY INVENTIONS AND OTHER WRITING & LECTURES. By Nikola Tesla. This volume presents one of the richest collections of writing and lectures by Nikola Tesla, a founding figure of the modern electrical power industry and a longtime rival of Thomas Edison. After working for Edison’s electrical company, the engineer and scientist developed his own legacy of inventions, experiments, and nearly 200 patents. Illus. 376 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. $7.95

4828712 PARANORMAL CONFESSIONS: True Stories of Hauntings, Possession & Horror from the Bellsire House. By Kristin Lee. This collection of fourteen true ghost stories from the owner of the Bellsire House is a mix of lurid and heartwarming stories that both illuminate the after death experience and convey startling heartwarming stories that both illuminate the life stories of these who died in the 1930s, this gilded couple’s luck had long since run out. Welfare offers a colorful exploration of the reasons behind their dramatic downfall as well as their inspirational works of social justice. 32 pages of illus. 336 pages. Atria. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

4821025 BLACK HEAL...
**NEW NON-FICTION**


★ **4822870 PIGLET: The Unexpected Story of a Deaf Blind Pink Puppy and His Family.** By Melissa Shapiro with M.E. Rivas. When Connecticut veterinarian Melissa Shapiro got a call about finding a tiny deaf blind puppy rescued from a hoarding situation, she didn’t hesitate to say yes. Little did she know how much that decision would transform her, her family, and legions of admirers destined to embrace the saga of that indomitable pink pup. 16 pages of photos. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

★ **4814061 THE ONCE AND FUTURE FOREST: California’s Iconic Redwoods.** By Save the Redwoods League. The grandeur of the redwood ecosystems that sustain California and the deep love they have inspired among scientists, writers, artists, and the general public is explored through essays by five authors who convey the majesty and legacy of these famed redwood forests. Color photos. 203 pages. Heyday. Pub. at $25.00.


★ **4816455 ORGANIC MUSHROOM FARMING AND MYCOREMEDICATION.** By Tedd Cotter. An in-depth exploration of best organic mushroom cultivation practices, for both indoor and outdoor growing of a wide variety of species. Cotter also shares insights into his groundbreaking research on challenges such as cultivating morels, “training” mycelium to respond to contaminants, and fostering a tiny deaf blind puppy rescued from a hoarding situation, she didn’t hesitate to say yes. Little did she know how much that decision would transform her, her family, and legions of admirers destined to embrace the saga of that indomitable pink pup. 16 pages of photos. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

★ **4822625 AMERICAN PANTHER TANKS: An Examination of the Five Surviving Panther V Tanks Including the Rare Panther II.** By Craig Moore. Covers the development and production of the Panther V (Panzer V) tanks from the first version, the Ausf.D, to the second version the Ausf.A and to the final production version the Ausf.G, using photographs from other sources. Panther tank was built all over the world. $8.00/10%. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00.

★ **4822781 RESTORATION FORCE: Grass Roots Preservation of Civilian and Military Aircraft by Enthusiasts Worldwide.** By Gavin Hoffen. You’ll find complete coverage of 23 projects worldwide with background histories of the aircraft and full-color photos of the restoration. From Spitfires to Chinooks, this is a fascinating insight into an obsession with the romance that aviation once was. 153 pages. Chelsea Green. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95.


★ **4813555 FLYING AMERICAN combat AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR II, 1939-45.** Ed. by Robin Higham et al. The planes of the Army Air Force struck critical blows against the enemy and captured the hearts and imagination of the daring young men who flew them. Former aviators themselves, these accounts take the reader into the cockpits of these beloved warplanes such as the B-17 Flying Fortress, the P-40 Kittyhawk, the P-51 Mustang, and many more. Photos. 344 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

★ **4815912 MAKING POTS: A Ceramist’s Guide.** By Stefan Anderson. A handbook for the beginner and the experienced ceramist, encompassing techniques such as clay preparation, drying, glazing and firing, as well as offering savvy advice for building your own wood-fired kiln, making your own tools and troubleshooting problems as they appear along the way. Well illus. in color. 155 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $24.95.

★ **4816641 GOODBYE RIBBONED SUGAR! Easy Recipes with No Added Sugar or Fat.** By Madame Labriski. Enjoy fueling breakfasts and hearty loaves, snack on delicious cookies, muffins, donuts, biscotti, and cakes, and sip on protein-packed smoothies perfect for pre-and post-workouts—all made without refined sugar. Now grab your spoon, make some treats, and enjoy those sweet, but healthy, moments in life. Color photos. 198 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.

★ **4819896 COMFORTABLE CROCHET SOCKS: Perfect-Fit Patterns for Happy Feet.** By Sascha Blase-Van Wagendonk. Say hello to comfortable crochet socks with ten patterns for style and comfort. All patterns are presented in a range of sizes from babies and toddlers through adult, so every foot can be happy and warm. Detailed written instructions are given for each size, and stitch diagrams for more advanced stitches. Color photos. 128 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

★ **4817990 HOW AMERICA LOST ITS MIND: The Assault on Reason That’s Crippling Our Democracy.** By Thomas E. Patterson. Explains the rise of a world of “alternative facts” and the present-day cultural and political calamity unfolding around us: politicians for whom division is a strategy; talk show hosts who have made an industry of outrage; news outlets that wield conflict as a marketing tool; partisan organizations and news sites that advance a cause or make a buck. 193 pages. UOVP. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95.

★ **4818199 THE TORAH: The Five Books of Moses.** The essence of Jewish tradition, this current JPS translation, based on classical and modern sources, is acclaimed for its fidelity to the current JPS translation, based on classical and modern sources, is acclaimed for its fidelity to the

★ **4819826 PUCKETT’S CHARGE: Eyewitness Accounts at the Battle of Gettysburg.** Ed. by Richard Rollins. From the generals who devised the assault to the lower level officers and men who bravely walked through shell and shot, Rollins offers a panoramic view of Pickett’s Charge, with more than 150 first-hand accounts. 420 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.

★ **4822668 BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE: The U.S. Army’s Combat-Proven Fighting Vehicle, 1981-2021.** By David Grummitt. Examine the development and service history of the M1 Bradley Combat Fighting Vehicle and the M3 Bradley Cavalry Fighting Vehicle. Grummitt also gives a full account of the wide range of kits and accessories available in all the popular scales and includes a modeling gallery covering the most pertinent Bradley variants. Full Illus. in color. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

**NEW NON-FICTION**

**4817885 BLACK ELK: Holy Man of the Oglala.** By Michael F. Steinlekmann. Based on extensive interviews with Lucy Looks Twice, the holy man’s last surviving child, as well as others who knew him personally, this biography sheds new light on the figure portrayed as a victim of Western subjugation, and instead reveals that in 1904 Black Elk was baptized a Catholic and subsequently served as a devoted catechist and missionary to his fellow Black Elk People. Photos. 211 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**4820614 LEUCTRA 371 BC: Campaign 363.** By Murray Dahm. Explores the rich source material available for this pivotal battle, highlighting key differences between the accounts of Nafplion, Plutarch, Pausanias, Diodorus, and other sources, while discussing the composition of forces and tactical choices made by the opposing sides. Well illus. in color. 96 pages.Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**482847X DIEN BIEN PHU 1954: Campaign 366.** By Martin Winndon. In this superbly illustrated volume, Window documents the dramatic, 56-day “Stalingrad in the jungle” siege that drew the attention of the world. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**4815505 THE BALKANS 1940-41 (2): Campaign 385.** By Pier Paolo Battistelli. The second of two volumes, this covers the 1940-1941 fighting in the Balkans, and describes in meticulous detail the invasions of Yugoslavia and Greece which once again displayed the Wehrmacht’s fighting campaigng skills. Well illus. 98 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**4822803 SAIPAN 1944: Images of War.** By J. Gehan & A. Nicoll. This highly illustrated story of what U.S. General Holland Smith called “the last offensive battle of the Pacific offensive” shows how it opened the way for General Douglas MacArthur to mount his invasion of the Philippines and resulted in the resignation of the Japanese Prime Minister Tojo. 191 pages. Frontlist. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4817890 SCIENTIFIC CHRISTIAN MENTAL PRACTICE.** By Emma Curtis Hopkins. In this classical masterwork and pivotal text in the New Thought tradition, Hopkins shares twelve perspectives on the teachings of Christ that demonstrate the transformational power of mystical wisdom. 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**4818164 SHAMANISM.** By Piers Vitebsky. Discusses visions, initiation rites, shamanic chants, shamanism and mental health, the shamanic use of plants, and the political and social background of the shaman’s work. Well illus., many in color. 184 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**4827945 PANZGERNADERS 1942-1945: Images of War.** By Ian Baxter. The term Panzergrenadiers was introduced in 1942 and applied to the newly formed Panzer divisions of the Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe and later Waffen-SS Panzergrenadier divisions. These elite divisions fought as mechanized infantry and escort for and in close cooperation with panzers and other armoured fighting vehicles. Fully illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4817931 DEERSKINS & DUFFELS; SECOND EDITION: The Creek Indian Trade with Anglo-America, 1685-1915.** By Kathryn E. Holland Braun. Documents the trading relationship which existed between the Creek Indians and the Anglo-American peoples who settled in what is now the southeastern United States. This second edition features a new introduction by the author. Illus. 306 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**4818059 NATIVE NORTH AMERICA.** By L.J. Zimmerman & B.L. Molyneux. Beginning with a brief history of Native Americans, Zimmerman and Molyneux explore individual culture areas, region by region. Through descriptions of the powwow, rites of passage, plant rituals, oral storytelling, dances, the ghost dance, and the drum, they provide a sensitive introduction to Native American spiritual traditions. Well illus., most in color. 184 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**4818148 THE SACRED PIPE: Black Elks’ Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux.** Ed. by Joseph Epes Brown. Black Elk describes and discusses the details and meanings of the seven rites, which were disclosed, one by one, to the Sioux through visions. He takes the reader through the sun dance, the purification rite, the “keeping of the sacred,” and other rites, showing how the Seven Rites come to terms with God and nature and their fellow men. Illus. 143 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**4824062 A BAG FOR ALL REASONS: 12 All-New Bags and Purses to Sew for Every Occasion.** By Lisa Lam. An outstanding collection of 12 inspiring bags for you to make at home. Includes bags and purses for every occasion, with fully photographed step by step instructions. 160 pages. David & Charles. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**4822692 GERMAN MEDIUM TANK PANZERKAMPFWAGEN IV AUSF G/H.J. By Michal Kucicky. Until the fall of 1942, this tank was the heaviest tank in the army of the Third Reich. Initially, it was armed with a 75 mm short-barreled cannon, but as a result of the experience gained, it was rearmed with long-barreled guns. Offers a variety of period photos, color profiles, and meticulous plans providing a highly detailed, 80 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4822737 RED ARMY AUXILIARY ARMoured VehiCLES, 1930-1945: Images of War.** By Alexey Tarasov. This in-depth research and the rare photographs collected by the author give a fascinating insight into a little-known aspect of the history of Soviet armored vehicles. 148 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4819173X THE EDINBURGH LECTURES ON MENTAL SCIENCE: And Other Essential Works.** By Thomas Troward. In this classic addition, Troward, a pioneer of the New Thought movement, shares a message of simple, transformative empowerment. Throughout this volume, the author explains the ways in which our thoughts and mental attitudes powerfully affect the material conditions around us. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**4829069 TECUMSEH AND THE PROPHET: The Heroic Struggle for America’s Heartland.** By Peter Cozzens. In rich and engaging style, Cozzens tells the story of Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa’s heroic campaign to preserve a way of life often erased from history books, this account presents the untold story of the two most significant siblings in Native American history, both of whom, Cozzens helps us understand has bright eyes, wet noses, and expressions that puppy healthy and thriving. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Workman. 12x14 Page. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**4825217 2022 365 PUPPIES-A-YEAR CALENDAR.** Oversized paws, nonstop tails, bright eyes, wet noses, and expressions that say “Come play with me” —yes, here come the cutest puppies of irresistible puppy photos all year long. The photographs are accompanied with care information to help keep your own puppy healthy and thriving. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Workman. 12x14 Page. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
NEW NON-FICTION

482542 MAKING CORSETS. By Julie Collins Brealley. Learn the art of creating a corset from initial inspiration and design through to a beautifully finished garment with this book, which includes an essential list of helpful tools, step by step illustrated instructions, detailed techniques; and three main projects showing the development of the patterned and constructed. 192 pages. Cloth. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

481529 WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN ART SCHOOL. By R. Davis & A. Tilley. From writing your first proposal to gaining gallery representation and dealing with the pressures of commercial success, this no-nonsense guide provides all the advice, real-world experience, and inspiration you need to survive and thrive as a working artist. Illus. in color. 224 pages. ILEX. 5x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95


482910 ON TREASON: A Citizen’s Guide to the Law. By Carlton F.W. Larson. Crisp and short, over two decades of research, this is an indispensable guide for anyone who wants to understand the role of treason law in our constitutional democracy. With this brisk, clear look at the law’s history and meaning, Larson explains what is actually covered by what and—why readers won’t need a law degree to understand why. 288 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

481332 HOW TO COOK: Building Blocks and 100 Simple Recipes for a Lifetime of Meals. By Ruth Ashendon Godlis. This culinary lesson that everyone should master into 25 simple building-block recipes, and follows with 75 more recipes that show you how to remix, rearrange, and re-flavor those basics so you can always whip up dinner with whatever you have on hand, like Pasta with Tomato and Cured Pork, or Sweet Potato and Eggs in Spicy Green Tomato Sauce. Color photos, 223 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

481738 THE PEOPLE, NO: A Brief History of Anti-Populism. By Thomas Frank. Far from being the problem of our time, Frank insists, populism is the cure for what ails us. In his latest demystification of American political life, he traces the history of mass democratic movements through the social upheavals of the last century, revealing a force for enlightenment and liberation—the force of democracy itself. Illus., some in color. 300 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

4826507 THE CANCER CODE: A Revolutionary New Understanding of a Medical Mystery. By Jason Fung. Cancer is the last great medical mystery. For as long as humans have existed, cancer has stalked us. It’s not an infection caused by foreign organisms. It’s not purely a genetic disease. In this rousing narrative, Dr. Fung traces the arc of cancer research and explains the disease process itself—like nutrition, obesity, and type 2 diabetes can influence risk. Illus. 360 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4817818 VESPER FLIGHTS. By Helen Macdonald. A literary cabinet of curiosities about the wonders and oddities of the natural world, Macdonald collects her best loved pieces together with new essays on topics ranging from nostalgia for the countryside of her youth to a true account of a refugee’s flight to the UK. 261 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

4815254 URBAN CALISTHENICS. By Dee Major. You don’t need a gym to build a strong, powerful, chiseled physique, and incredible whole body power. All you need is your body, a horse suit, and a partner. This book will take you on an adventure into the environment around you, and the willpower to make it all happen. Includes 70 calisthenic movements for pushing, pulling, cardio, legs, arms, and whole body. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4823435 THE FEDERALIST PAPERS: The Writings That Shaped the U.S. Constitution, Ed. by R.B. Bernstein. These essays first appeared in 1787–88 as a series of articles in New York City’s newspapers to explain and defend the proposed Constitution of the United States. Ever since, they have been read and studied around the world. 255 pages. Archon. Paperback. $6.95

4817184 THE GOLDEN THREAD: The Cold War and the Mysterious Death of Dag Hammarskjöld. By Ravi Somaiya. On September 17, 1961, Dag Hammarskjöld boarded a Douglas DC-6 propeller plane on the sweltering tarmac of the airport in Leopoldville, the capital of the Congo. Hours later, he would be found dead in an African jungle with an ace of spades playing card pressed to his forehead. This riveting investigative journalism reveals the truth behind the murder. Photos, some in color. 289 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4813693 A HOUSE FULL OF FEMALES: Plural Marriage and Women’s Rights in Early Mormonism, 1835–1870. By Laurel Thatcher Ulrich. This intimate look at the world of early Mormon women explores as it reveals a belief an astonishingly radical-yet-spirited spirit. Ulrich has reconstructed the complex lives of these women, who despite the patriarchal condescension of their own male leaders, created vibrant communities and a voice for women in the American West. Illus. 484 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

4813654 A WORLD ON FIRE: Britain’s Social Role in the American Civil War. By Amanda Foreman. Between 1861 and 1865, thousands of British citizens volunteered for service on both sides of the Civil War. From the first cannon blasts on Fort Sumter to Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, Foreman has woven together their experiences to form a panoramic, unique, and intimate view of the war. 32 pages of photos. 958 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

4827643 RIDING THE ELEPHANT: A Memoir of Altercations, Humiliations, Hallucinations & Observations. By Craig Ferguson. In this candid, mind-altering memoir, readers get to look into the mind and recollections of the unique and twisted Scottish American who became a national hero for pioneering the world’s first TV talk show, and, in the process, for reviving two dudes in a horse suit dancing as a form of entertainment. 267 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

4813243 ADVENTURES IN MIXED MEDIA: Collage, Stitch, Fuse & Journal Your Way to a More Creative Life. By Jane Davies. In lessons that inspire creativity, Davies demonstrates a variety of techniques using paper, fabric, embellishments such as beads, feathers, and ribbons, fusible and non-fusible fibers, and even found objects, to create your next mixed media project. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Potter. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4818334 1001 RECIPES YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO COOK. Ed. by Heather Thomas. No long ingredient lists, complicated instructions, or fancy fillers recipes here—just a huge collection of clear, concise, and simple dishes that you will turn to again and again. Covers classic favorites, one-pot suppers, party food, and baking ideas, plus chapters on gluten-free cooking, freezing 101, and more. Well illus. in color. 608 pages. Collins & Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

4814673 DUPED: Double Lives, False Identities, and the Con Man I Almost Married. By Abby Ellin. The author studies the history and science of lying, talks to people who’ve had their worlds turned upside down, and uses her own experience to write with great openness about her own mistakes. These remarkable stories reveal how often we encounter people whose lives beneath the surface are more improbable than we ever imagined. 261 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 481407X COMPLETE BIBLICAL HEBREW. By Sarah Nicholson. This journey to the heart of scripture takes the reader back between two and three millennia, to the Hebrew Bible, and the language in which it was written. It uses real Biblical passages to teach the form of Hebrew in which the canon is written, giving the reader the basics they need to translate simple passages from the original text. 381 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95


★ 4818466 MAIN SQUEEZE: Juicing Recipes For Your Healthiest Self. By Iris McCarthy. These juicing recipes are designed to give you the energy and nutrients your body needs in a deliciously drinkable form. Whether you’re looking to detox, boost your immune system, or improve your overall health you’ll find a recipe that’s right for you. Try Beet the Day: Garden in a Glass; Strawberry Blush; and more. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Cedar Fort. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ 4816192 CHIEF. By Robert J. Conley. Little Bear asked the author to write down his story, to reveal to the world “what Indian medicine is really about.” Even when mainstream medicine and counseling have failed his patients, Little Bear’s healing practices have proven beneficial time and again. Illus. 154 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 4818087 NAVAHU FOLK TALES. By Frances Johnson Newcomb. In this marvelous collection, Newcomb recounts some of the many tales she heard during long winter evenings at Blue Mesa, tales that describe the journey of the Dine to this world. A love and effort of the People to exist themselves here. Illus. 203 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


★ 4816099 JET AGE AESTHETIC: The Glamour of Media in Motion. By Vanessa R. Schwartz. Exploring realms as diverse as airport architecture, theme park design, film, and photography, Schwartz argues that the jet in flight created an aesthetic that circulated on the ground below, and laid the groundwork for our contemporary media culture. In Jet Age Aesthetic, Schwartz illuminates an aesthetic that emerged from the inevitable tough times. 16 pages of color photos. 415 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

★ 4828248 TEACH YOUR DOG WELSH. By Annie Cakebread. Why not learn a new language with your best friend? This step by step illustrated guide provides words and phrases for both you and your dog to learn. Y Lollfa. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 4827447 BODY LOVE EVERY DAY: Choose Your Life-Changing 21-Day Path to Food Freedom. By Kelly LeVeque. Provides a plan to help you achieve natural wellness for the body, mind, and soul. You’ll find recipes and nutrition information for every meal, exercise and movement for every day, stress management and energy recharge for nights and weekend, how to combat emotional support to get you through the inevitable tough times. 16 pages of color photos. 415 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

★ 4816080 A BRIEF NATURAL HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION. By Mark Berrin. This examination of human history from the perspective of nature offers new insights about the role and how civilization developed as it has and explores how humans, as a species, might have to confront the inevitable tough times. 16 pages of color photos. 415 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

★ 4818121 QUANAH PARKER, COMANCHE CHIEF. By William T. Hagan. The son of white captive Cynthia Ann Parker, Quanah Parker rose from able warrior to tribal leader on the Comanche reservation. Hagan presents a well-balanced portrait of Quanah Parker, the chief, and Quanah, the man torn between two worlds. Illus. 141 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 4817907 CHEROKEE MEDICINE MAN: The Life and Work of a Modern-Day Healer. By Robert J. Conley. Little Bear asked the author to write down his story, to reveal to the world “what Indian medicine is really about.” Even when mainstream medicine and counseling have failed his patients, Little Bear’s healing practices have proven beneficial time and again. Illus. 154 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

NEW NON-FICTION

4825799 THE EVERYTHING EASY VEGAN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Lisa Laing. From recipes for a hectic workweek, to time-saving meal prep ideas, to impressive but easy dinners that are perfect for company, you'll find two hundred recipes for high-impact, low-effort meals including: Udon Noodle Buddha Bowls; Kung Pao Cauliflower; and Brownie Energy Bites. Color photos. 270 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

4820584 THE WAY OF THE WOODSHOP: Creating, Designing & Decorating with Wood. By Aleksandra Zee. Take a journey through the world of woodworking, designing, and creating with wood. Step by step instructions take you through the process of creating nesting cutting boards, a blanket ladder, a daybed, a table and bench, and more. This resource will inspire you to grab a sander and be inspired to create with wood. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

4826426 BECOMING DR. SEUSS: Theodore Geisel and the Making of an American Imagination. By Brian Jay Jones. Geisel took his responsibility as a writer for children seriously, talking down to no reader, no matter how small. And with classics like Green Eggs and Ham and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Geisel delighted readers while they learned. Suddenly, reading became fun. This is the definitive, fascinating, and all-reaching biography of Dr. Seuss. Photos, some in color. 482 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

4825855 THE TB12 METHOD: How to Do What You Love, Better and for Longer. By Tom Brady. Introduces new methods of training that can benefit anyone who is committed, open-minded, and disciplined. Brady shares these commonsense principles for you to rethink how you exercise, train, and live your full life. Well illus. in color. 317 pages. S&S. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

4827937 THE BRANDENBURG-CLASS BATTLESHIPS 1890-1918: Super Drawings in 3D. By Tassos Katsikas. The Brandenburg class battle ships were the first blue water warships of the Kaiserliche Marine and can be categorized as the first German pre-dreadnought ships. The new Kaiser Wilhem II the architect of the German Naval expansion’s first step was establishing in 1888 the Imperial Naval Office which had two different divisions and a shipyard. Financed new fleet units. Fully illus. in color. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

4818458 JOYFUL JUICING. By Carey Kingsbury. Juicing is the best way to give your body a quick and powerful burst of vibrant health. Overflowing with the essentials of juice nutrition, you are shown how to cleanse your life of toxins that are weighing you down. Try over 60 juice recipes such as Orange Dreams, Inner Balance, Bright and Alert; Easy Breeze; and others. Well illus. in color. 93 pages. Cedar Fort. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4820038 ESTATE PLANNING 101: A Crash Course in Planning for the Unexpected. By V. Cook & A. Blacklock. A comprehensive and easy to understand guide that cuts out the unnecessary jargon and shows you how to create an estate plan that works for you. Whether you’re looking to start creating your estate planning documents or just want to figure out your net worth, this has all the answers—even the ones you didn’t know you were looking for. Photos. 272 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4818393 THE FRENCH COOK: Cream Puffs and Eclairs. By Holly Herrick. The author explains the technique in easy to understand language as she guides you through the steps of preparing the choicest French desserts. Color photos. Both sweet and savory fillings. Cheese Puffs with Three Cheeses and Pepper; and Creamsicle Cream Puffs with Hot Chocolate Sauce, are just some of the more than 60 recipes to master and enjoy. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

4816948 UNCULTIVATED: Wild Apples, Real Cider, and the Complicated Art of Making a Living. By Andy Brennan. At turns candid and philosophical, Brennan shares his decades-long experience working with wild apples, fine-tuning the art of cider making, and building an environmentally conscious business. Along the way, he reveals his faith in nature, and belief in its uncanny ability to deliver us from our own mistakes. 274 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

4823370 BIG GUNS, BRAVE MEN: Mobile Artillery Observers and the Battle for Okinawa. By Rodney Earl Walton. The scope and denseness of the desperate eight-week battle for Okinawa were overshadowed by the euphoria of VE Day, the sudden, terrifying end of the war with Japan after atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Walton’s history’s focus on the dramatic fight for Iwo Jima. Here is the story of the conquest of Okinawa. 16 pages of photos. 229 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95 $7.95

4818113 THE POETRY HOME REPAIR MANUAL. By Ted Kooser. Much more than a guide for writing and revising poetry, this manual has all the comforts and merits of an enlightening conversation with a wise, patient friend, one who willing to share everything he’s learned about the art he spent a lifetime learning. 168 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

4815724 THE BOOK OF MORMON: A Biography. By Paul C. Gulzar. The founding text of the Mormon religion and perhaps the most important sacred text ever to originate in the United States. Gulzar traces the life of this remarkable book, showing how it launched one of the fastest-growing religions on the planet. 255 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

4815726 AUGUSTINE’S CONFESSIONS: A Biography. By Gary Wills. Tells the story of the Confessions—which motivated Augustine to dictate it, how it asks to be read, and the many ways it has been misread in the one and half millennia since it was composed. Wills provides an unparalleled introduction to a spiritual classic, one of the most important books in the Christian and Western traditions. 166 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $13.95

4815548 US NAVY FRIGATES OF THE COLD WAR: New Vanguard 297. By Mark Stille. Explains how the technology and design of these frigates changed during the Cold War, and how the classes were modified to keep up to date. This fully illustrated volume offers a full study of the ships that formed the backbone of the Cold War U.S. Navy. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

4815491 ARMIES IN SOUTHERN RUSSIA 1918-19. Men-at-Arms 540. By Phoebus Allan-Kingsbury. Illustrated with rare photos and color plates depicting the uniforms worn by these troops, this fascinating volume offers an in-depth and compelling account of the campaign, 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

4817974 THE FREE STATE OF JONES: Mississippi’s Longest Civil War. By Victoria E. Bynum. Between late 1863 and mid-1864, an armed band of Confederate deserters battled Confederate cavalry in the Piney Woods region of Jones County, Mississippi. Calling themselves the Knight Company after their captain, Newton Knight, they set up headquarters in the swamps of the Leaf River, where headquarter in the swamps of the Leaf River, where

THE BRANDENBURG-CLASS BATTLESHIPS 1890-1918: Super Drawings in 3D. By Tassos Katsikas. The Brandenburg class battle ships were the first blue water warships of the Kaiserliche Marine and can be categorized as the first German pre-dreadnought ships. The new Kaiser Wilhem II the architect of the German Naval expansion’s first step was establishing in 1888 the Imperial Naval Office which had two different divisions and a shipyard. Financed new fleet units. Fully illus. in color. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

THE TB12 METHOD: How to Do What You Love, Better and for Longer. By Tom Brady. Introduces new methods of training that can benefit anyone who is committed, open-minded, and disciplined. Brady shares these commonsense principles for you to rethink how you exercise, train, and live your full life. Well illus. in color. 317 pages. S&S. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

THE GREEN KNIGHT. Blending Celtic myth and Christian faith, this epic is among the great Middle English poems: a tale of magic, chivalry, and seduction. 94 pages. Penguin.

Theocracy: A History of Churches, States, and Politics. By Robert Gottfried. A comprehensive and easy to understand guide that cuts out the unnecessary jargon and shows you how to create an estate plan that works for you. Whether you’re looking to start creating your estate planning documents or just want to figure out your net worth, this has all the answers—even the ones you didn’t know you were looking for. Photos. 272 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

THE EVERYTHING EASY VEGAN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Lisa Laing. From recipes for a hectic workweek, to time-saving meal prep ideas, to impressive but easy dinners that are perfect for company, you’ll find two hundred recipes for high-impact, low-effort meals including: Udon Noodle Buddha Bowls; Kung Pao Cauliflower; and Brownie Energy Bites. Color photos. 270 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

THE BRANDENBURG-CLASS BATTLESHIPS 1890-1918: Super Drawings in 3D. By Tassos Katsikas. The Brandenburg class battle ships were the first blue water warships of the Kaiserliche Marine and can be categorized as the first German pre-dreadnought ships. The new Kaiser Wilhem II the architect of the German Naval expansion’s first step was establishing in 1888 the Imperial Naval Office which had two different divisions and a shipyard. Financed new fleet units. Fully illus. in color. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

THE TB12 METHOD: How to Do What You Love, Better and for Longer. By Tom Brady. Introduces new methods of training that can benefit anyone who is committed, open-minded, and disciplined. Brady shares these commonsense principles for you to rethink how you exercise, train, and live your full life. Well illus. in color. 317 pages. S&S. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

THE GREEN KNIGHT. Blending Celtic myth and Christian faith, this epic is among the great Middle English poems: a tale of magic, chivalry, and seduction. 94 pages. Penguin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4814053</td>
<td>MURDER IN OLD KENTUCKY, REVISED EDITION: True Crime Stories from the Bluegrass</td>
<td>By Kevin McQueen. Recounts dark and disturbing tales from the pages of Kentucky history, including the 1825 murder of Col. Solomon Sharp and the 1881 murder of three innocent teenagers in this collection of 25 true stories that made headlines. Meticulously researched, this title will capture any fan of true crime or Kentucky history. 191 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4819590</td>
<td>THE ALTERNATIVE FLOUR COOKBOOK: Plant-Based Kitchen</td>
<td>By Kim Lutz. You can easily enjoy all the benefits of alternative flours in 100 savory and sweet plant-based recipes like Cinnamon Mug Coffee Cake; Artichoke Tomato Quiche; Homemade Spelt Pasta; Almond Ricotta; Barbecue Seitan Sandwiches; Seitan; Almond Noodles; Maple Bourbon Bread Pudding; and more. 224 pages. Dramatic, visionary, and remarkable, it pays tribute to Avedon's role in the world of photography and fashion, and his legacy as one of the most consequential artists of his generation. This is an intimate window into Avedon's fascinating world. 4827821</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48116420</td>
<td>GROWING GREAT GARLIC: The Definitive Guide for Organic Gardeners and Small Farmers</td>
<td>By Ron L. Engeland. The definitive guide written by a small-scale farmer who makes his living growing over 200 strains of garlic. Engeland reveals which strains to plant, when and how to plant, fertilizing, when to harvest, and pruning, plus how to store, market, and process the crop. Drawing on 213 pages of research, this revised edition will captivate any collection of 25 true stories that made headlines. This title will thrive. 224 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4813067</td>
<td>NORTH ON THE WING: Travels with the Songbird Migration of Spring</td>
<td>By Bruce M. Beehler. A fascinating first-hand account of a once in a lifetime journey engaging readers in the wonders of spring migration. Beehler's story sends us on a call to conserve, restore, and expand bird habitats in order to preserve them for the well-being of future generations of both birds and humans. Illus. 246 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $32.45</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48116420</td>
<td>Delicious &amp; Natural Remedies to Boost Your Health</td>
<td>By Tantia de Ruijt. Inspired primarily by traditional medicine and wisdom from the East, these recipes have been carefully crafted to support your body's natural defenses and keep you feeling good on a daily basis. Includes the immune-boosting Turmeric Tonic; Love Potions; and Salvation Shrubs. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48116420</td>
<td>NURTUREL Y SWEET BAKING: Hea ther Recipes for a Glut e-Free Treat</td>
<td>By C. Strothe &amp; S. Keitel. Featuring light and colorful classic summer cakes, as well as rich, comforting wintry bakes like Cherry Ho!l Cross Buns; Apple Cupcakes; Fruit Crumbles; and much more. Includes vegan and gluten-free recipes. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4817192</td>
<td>HAND-LETTERED HOME: DIY Wood Signs for Farmhouse Decor</td>
<td>By J. Kindersley. Learn the art of hand-lettering with 20 beautiful projects for your home; get expert tips on the best lettering tools and techniques, and step by step instructions for the materials you need to create gorgeous signs. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Castle Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818158</td>
<td>SUPER ROOTS: Cooking with Healing Spices to Boost Your Mood</td>
<td>By Yanita de Ruijt. From the alkalizing and gut-soothing Kelp to the anti-inflammatory Curry-Ale Chicken Broth, these 60 recipes are for nourishing food that will supercharge your health and leave you feeling restored and satisfied. Color photos and page references. 224 pages. Hardcover. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4810719</td>
<td>CALI’FLOUR KITCHEN: 125 Cauliflower-Based Recipes for the Carbs You Crave</td>
<td>By Amy Lacey with L. Scheintaub. The authors reveal how to create the brand’s bestselling cauliflower crusts at home along with 125 recipes for lasagna, blueberry pancakes, chocolate chip cookies and more. From Paleo and Keto to Vegan and Gluten-Free lifestyles, you can enjoy pizza, sandwiches, and even truly delicious desserts and stay low-carb. Color photos. 240 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4815114</td>
<td>THE REVERSE YOUR DIABETES COOKBOOK: Lose Weight to Beat Type 2 Diabetes</td>
<td>By Katie Caldesi et al. You can lose weight and reverse your type 2 diabetes by adopting a low-carb diet. The authors did this and share the delicious recipes that helped them do it: like Mexican Sea Bass with de Gallo Salsa; Pizza al Taglio; and Lamb Shank Tagine. Color photos. 192 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4826876</td>
<td>GRATEFUL: The Transformative Power of Giving Thanks</td>
<td>By Yvette van Boven. Keep it simple and seasonal by baking, broiling, and roasting all year long. Boven’s foolproof recipes offer new inspirations for how to prepare fresh, comforting food even like: Sweet Potato &amp; Spinach Gratin; Grilled Eggplant with Burrata; and Fish Pie with Steamed Leeks. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4817214</td>
<td>TIME MADE IN THE OVEN: Truly Easy, Comforting Recipes for Baking, Broiling, and Roasting</td>
<td>By Vevette van Boven. You can lose weight and reverse your type 2 diabetes by adopting a low-carb diet. The authors did this and share the delicious recipes that helped them do it: like Mexican Sea Bass with de Gallo Salsa; Pizza al Taglio; and Lamb Shank Tagine. Color photos. 192 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481455X</td>
<td>BATCH COOKING: Prepare and Cook Your Weeknight Dinners in Less Than 2 Hours</td>
<td>By Keda Black. Shows that if you spend just two hours every Sunday on food preparation, you will have five delicious weeknight meals to look forward to. Black gives you 13 mostly mealless mantras, an easy to follow shopping list and a guide for how to tweak it for the season. Each menu is broken down into the Sunday prep time, and the day by day method of finishing the recipe. Color photos. 184 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4826825</td>
<td>THE DANCE BIBLE: The Complete Resource for Aspiring Dancers</td>
<td>By Camille LeFevre. Dance is a business as well as an art, and this manual tells you all you need to know about marketing your talent, maximizing your income, and sustaining a long career in dance—a single volume with tips, tricks, and insider’s secrets you’ll need to get ahead. color. 256 pages. B.E.S. Spiral. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4815041</td>
<td>PLEESECAKES: 60 Awesome No-Bake Cheesecake Recipes</td>
<td>By J. Moruzzi &amp; B. Parry. Features over 60 of the authors’ wildly popular no-bake recipes from boozy riffs on cocktails and breakfast, through Mexican and Thai inspired copycat and strawberry based recipes like Cinnamon Mug Coffee Cake; Artichoke Tomato Quiche; Homemade Spelt Pasta; Almond Ricotta; Barbecue Seitan Sandwiches; Seitan; Almond Noodles; Maple Bourbon Bread Pudding; and more. From Paleo and Keto to Vegan and Gluten-Free lifestyles, you can enjoy pizza, sandwiches, and even truly delicious desserts and stay low-carb. Color photos. 240 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW NON-FICTION

**4820711** DARK CITY, REVISED EDITION: The Lost World of Film Noir. By Eddie Muller. Join Muller on a spell-binding trip through treacherous terrain: Hollywood in the post-World War II years, where art, politics, scandal, style and brilliant craftsmanship produced a new aesthetic bound to redefine our understanding of a new type of cultural mythology. Well illus., in some color. 260 pages. Running Press. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**4820851** BY WATER BENEATH THE WALLS: The Rise of the Navy SEALs. By Benjamin H. Milligan. Written with the insight that can come only from a combat veteran and a member of this elite circle, this is an essential new history of the SEAL teams, a cracking account of desperate fast boats and unforgettable characters pulling impossible-and a riveting epic of the dawn of American special operations. Illus. 626 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**481651X** CHECKMATE IN BERLIN: The Cold War Showdown That Shaped the Modern World. By Giles Milton. Recounts the first battle of the Cold War—the race to seize Berlin—as we’ve never seen it. An exhilarating tale of intense rivalry and raw power, it is above all a story of flawed individuals who were determined to win, and Milton does a masterful job of weaving among all the key players’ motivations and ambitions. 317 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4820894** NEW WOMEN IN THE OLD WEST: From Settlers to Suffragists, an Untold American Story. By Winifred Gallagher. Drawing on an extraordinary collection of research, Gallagher weaves together the striking legacy of the persistent individuals who not only created homes on weather-wrecked prairies and built communities in muddy mining camps, but also played a vital, unrecognized role in the women’s rights movement and forever redefined the “American woman.” 16 pages of photos. 277 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**481844X** INSPIRED: Creating Calligraphy. By Betty Soldi. Learn modern letterforms using the creative work pages and explore new ideas such as writing with lipstick on mirrors or composing words on a leaf. Bring your calligraphy to life in fun and original ways, from customizing gift wrap and stationary to decorating balloons and bunting. Get instant practice and see your abilities transformed. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.50

**4813979** DRIVEN: The Secret Lives of Taxi Drivers. By Marcello Di Cintio. Occupying the space between public and private, a cab brings people together who might otherwise never have met. Nowhere else do people occupy such intimate quarters and share so little. In a series of interviews with drivers, the author creates a compassionate and joyful tribute to the men and women who take us where we want to go. 276 pages. Bmovies expressive pieces. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4813995** INSTANT ECONOMICS: Key Thinkers, Theories, Concepts and Developments Explained on a Single Page. By N. Hayes & S. Kite. Pulls together all the pivotal philosophical knowledge and thought into one concise volume. Every key figure, discovery or idea is explained with succinct and lively text and graphics. This collection makes philosophy interesting and accessible. 176 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**4812042** SPOOKY GREAT SMOKIES: Tales of Hauntings, Strange Happenings, and Other Local Legends. By S.E. Schlosser. From the farmer who finds a cavern of Skulls to a moonshiner who makes a deal with a water demon, and the Half-Shaved ghost seeking vengeance, to the first meeting of the Asheville Ghost Club, this edition abounds with spooky tales from our Smoky Mountains. Drawings. 191 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**4820738** STAYING ALIVE IN TOXIC TIMES: A Seasonal Guide to Lifelong Health and Resilience to Fight Infection. By Aseem Malhotra. With the evidence-based science between the pages, Dr. Malhotra shares how to make changes to our diet, along with daily exercise and stress relief, can have remarkable results in improving our metabolic health. 100 pages. Yellow Kite. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**4820555** YOUNG ELIZABETH: One Extraordinary African Summer in the Life of the Princess. By Graham Viney. Captures in vivid detail the 1947 royal tour of southern Africa, during which Princess Elizabeth celebrated her twenty first birthday. It is an intimate, revealing portrait of the royal family, hard at work in the national interest, and succeeding triumphantly against all odds. Pages in color. 386 pages. Running Press. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4814099** INSTANT PSYCHOLOGY: Key Theories, Concepts and Techniques Explained on a Single Page. By Mays & S. Tomley. Pulls together all the pivotal psychological knowledge and thought into one concise volume. Every key figure, discovery or idea is explained with succinct and lively text and graphics. This collection makes psychology interesting and accessible. 176 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4814002** INSTANT PHILOSOPHY: Key Thinkers, Theories, Concepts and Developments Explained on a Single Page. By C. Southwell. Pulls together all the pivotal philosophical knowledge and thought into one concise volume. Every key figure, discovery or idea is explained with succinct and lively text and graphics. This collection makes philosophy interesting and accessible. 176 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**4828704** HEKATE: Goddess of Witches. By Courtney Weber. Take a journey through the lore, legends, history, and mythology of Hekate, and discover the goddess’s origin, her role as witchcraft, and also perhaps the most beloved goddess today. 206 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4818407 GRILL IT UP! Flavorful & Fun Recipes for the BBQ. By Steve Tillet. Enjoy some good eats with these flavor bursting recipes for the BBQ. Get ready to grill Starr & Garlic Vegetables; Pizza Bites; BBQ Shrimp Scampi; The Perfect Rib Roast; Steve’s Famous Dry Rub Chicken on a Can. Includes recipes for dry rubs, sauces, marinades, and kid friendly desserts like S’more Chocolate Chip Cookies. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4820541 A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO NUMEROLOGY. By Sonia Ducie. In this engaging guide a numeologist expert answers the most frequently asked questions about the subject, and offers guidance on how to work out the most significant numbers in your life, and how to interpret them. 119 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 4816048 A LITTLE HISTORY OF POETRY. By John Carey. Tells the stories behind the world’s greatest poems, from the oldest surviving one written nearly 4,000 years ago to those being written today. Carey looks at poets whose works shape our view of the world, such as Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Whitman and Yeats. Illus. 312 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

4818385 BRANCHES & BLOOMS. By A. Harempolis & J. Rizzo. In this guide to decorating with branches come 100 inventive projects to make with flowering and leafy branches throughout the year. With detailed instructions lists, clear instructions, and hundreds of step by step photos, plus tutorials covering basic techniques, and care information success is guaranteed! 272 pages. Artisan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4814482 ROOM RECIPES: A Creative & Stylish Guide to Interior Design. By Tonya Olsen. The ultimate resource for homeowners looking to spice things up or decorate a space from scratch. You’ll find eye catching examples of beautiful, budget friendly designs, step by step instructions to create the most elaborate of beautiful, budget friendly designs, step by step instructions to create the most elaborate projects to make with flowering and leafy branches throughout the year. With detailed instructions lists, clear instructions, and hundreds of step by step photos, plus tutorials covering basic techniques, and care information success is guaranteed! 272 pages. Artisan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


4826752 BABY SHARK MY FIRST BIG BOOK OF Coloring. Get creative with this big collection of pictures to color, nearly 200 pages of baby shark, his family, and his friends. Ages 5 & up. BuzzPop. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4814649 COOKIE LOVE: Over 30 Delicious Cookie Recipes. By Jean Hwang Carrant. Brings over 30 easy recipes to satisfy all our cookie needs, from nostalgic classics such as Chocolate Chip, Coffee or Peanut Butter, to originals with a modern twist, like Beer, Oat Maltita, or the vegan Firraw Cookie. Color. 72 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

4812999 WHITE GUILT: How Blacks and Whites Together Destroyed the Promise of the Civil Rights Era. By Shelby Steele. In 1955 the killers of Emmett Till, a black Mississippi youth were acquitted because they were white. Forty years later, despite the strong DNA evidence against him, O.J. Simpson went free after his attorney portrayed him as a victim of a racist system. Steele investigates here that the age of white supremacy has given way to an age of white guilt—and neither has been good for African Americans. 181 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

481522X TOBLERONE COOKBOOK: 40 Fabulous Baking Treats. Ed. by Isabel Gonzalez-Prenestdagerst. From irresistible Toblerone Trio Brownies to a Chocolate Muff Cake and a no-cook Rocky Road, this fun-filled collection of recipes has 40 foolproof ways to use the different varieties of candy. Color photos. 95 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4812166 THE DISCIPLINED MIND: What All Students Should Understand. By Howard Gardner. Looks beyond such issues as charts, vouchers, unions, and affirmative action in order to explore the larger questions of what constitutes an educated person and how this can be achieved. For all students. 287 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

4814535 I WANT TO CONCENTRATE: Improve Focus and Achieve More. By Harriet Giffeney. Examines why it’s important and what gets in the way of our concentration, while offering practical information, pointers and ideas on how to regain control over the cluttering monkeys in our heads and our lives. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4814754 THE FRENCH ART OF NOT GIVING A SH*T: Cut the Crap and Live Your Life. By Fabrice Midal. One of the world’s leading teachers of meditation and mindfulness, Midal offers a new solution to the perennial problem of too much, too-fast modern life. It’s OK to say no. It’s fine to quit the things that don’t fulfill you. It’s necessary, in fact, to give yourself a break. 161 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4817123 UNTHINKABLE: An Extraordinary Journey Through the World’s Strangest Brains. By Helen Thomson. Tells the stories of nine extraordinary people Thomson has encountered, from a man who thinks he’s a tiger to a doctor who feels the pain of others just by looking at them to a woman who hears music that’s not there, their experiences illustrate how the brain can shape our lives in unexpected and brilliant and alarming ways. 275 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4827005 WALLS: A History of Civilization in Blood and Brick. By David Frye. Tells the epic story of history’s greatest man-made barriers, from ancient times to the present. It’s a frequently eye-opening saga—one that reveals a startling link between what we build and how we live. 292 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

482724 SUPERBUGS: Deadly Microbes and the Extraordinary Race for a Cure. By Matt McCarthy. The clinical trial testing a new antibiotic to fight superbugs served as the backdrop for this readable edition, and the results will impact nothing less than the future of humanity. This proverbial ticking clock will keep readers on the edge of their seats. 290 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95

4812905 RUST: A Memoir of Steel and Grit. By Elise Colette Goldbach. A memoir that invites the reader inside the belly of the mill in Goldbach’s hometown of Cleveland. Steel is the only thing that sticks to the mill, towering, towering, and churning mills. But she discovers solace in the tumultuous world of steel, uneathing a love and a need for her hometown she didn’t know existed. 310 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.95  $4.95

483197 THOMAS JEFFERSON, ARCHITECT: Palladian Models, Democratic Principles, and the Conflict of Ideals. By L. DeWitt & C. Piper. Exhibition catalog. Renowned as a political and statesman, Thomas Jefferson was also one of the premier architects of the early United States. This catalog offers fresh perspectives on Jefferson’s architectural legacy, which has shaped the political and social landscape of the nation and influenced countless American architectural styles. With more than 300 color reproductions of Jefferson’s work, the second collection of Huysman’s art criticism serves as a companion to the author’s iconoclastic first collection Of 1883. Illus. 256 pages. FINE ARTS PUBLISHING. Dedalus. 5x7¾. Paperbound. *  $11.95

482586 LEAVING THE WITNESS: Exiling a Religion and Finding a Life. By Amber Scoran. After abandoning the Jehovah’s Witness movement, and shunned by family and friends as an apostate, Scoran was alone in Shanghai and thrown into a world she had known only from the periphery. Her memoir is a coming of age story of a woman already in her thirties, and starting over. 279 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95

482620 HOW TO MEDIATE: A Guide to the Process. By Lawrence LeShan. It’s an easy to follow and realistic approach that will enable you to bring meditation effortlessly into your life, no matter how great the demands on your time, this guide is an unrivaled source of inspiration and practical instruction. 226 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

4815076 PRIMATE CHANGE: How the World We Made Is Remaking Us. By Vyattt Dorgan-Reid. Unscrambles the complex architecture of our human bodies, built over millions of years and only starting to give up on us now. The author shows that the ways of living that we have been building have been altering the expression of our DNA, too. Illus. 399 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

4815068 PRESSURE COOKING EVERY DAY. For Denise Smart. Features 80 fresh, easy to make modern recipes for your pressure cooker to help save time in the kitchen and cut costs. Includes such Moroccon Spiced Lentil Soup; Sri-Lankan Lamb and Coconut Curry; and Toulouse Sausages with Puy Lentils. Color photos. 128 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. In the superfast world, it’s a necessity an easy to follow and realistic approach that will enable you to bring meditation effortlessly into your life, no matter how great the demands on your time, this guide is an unrivaled source of inspiration and practical instruction. 226 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95


4825802 THE EMPATH EXPERIENCE. By Sydney Campos. Shows you techniques for developing a deeper clarity around your sensory perception. Learn what it means to be an empath and how this can influence your life in positive ways. Find out how to trust your innate wisdom, embrace your intuitive superpowers, and start living a truly fulfilling life. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95


4817397 SPYING ON THE SOUTH: An Odyssey Across the American Divide. By Tony Horwitz. Reducing Frederick Law Olmsted’s time with the Cord and polarization of our time, Horwitz embarks on his own adventure, following Olmsted’s tracks down the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, into bayou Louisiana, across Texas, and finally following paths to discovering vestiges and strange new mutations of the Cotton Kingdom. 486 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

4827635 PRISONER: My 544 Days in an Iranian Prison. By Jason Rezaian. The dramatic memoir of the journalist who was held hostage in a high security prison in Tehran for eighteen months. This release–which almost didn't happen–became a part of the Iran Nuclear deal. Written with wit, humor, and grace, Rezaian brings to life a fascinating, maddening culture in all its complexity. 311 pages. Anthems. Boundaries. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95


4816730 THE SUNSET ROUTE: Freight Trains, Forgiveness, and Freedom on the Rails in the American West. By Carrot Quinn. A powerful and bravely honest adventure memoir set in the unseen corners of the United States, following a remarkable protagonist who has witnessed more tragedy than she thought she could ever endure and who must learn to heal her own heart. An inspiring odyssey across the American Divide. 486 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

4815874 THE INVENTION OF SICILY: A Mediterranean History. By Jamie Mackay. Sicily is at the crossroads of the Mediterranean, and over 2,000 years has been the gateway between Europe, Africa and the East. This is a rich and fascinating cultural history of the Mediterranean’s enigmatic heart. 296 pages. Verso. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

4815831 FORGETTING: The Benefits of Not Remembering. By Scott A. Small. A renowned neurologist explains why our routine forgetting--of names, dates, even house keys--is not a brain failure but actually, when combined with the fact that one of the mind’s most beneficial functionalities. Forgetting is in fact good for us--and it is a required functionality for our minds to work well. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95
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### New Non-Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4815769 THE CIVIL WAR VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Kayla Dugger.</td>
<td>MFA, Boston. 8x10½. Pub. at $50.00</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816382 PAUL KLEE: The Great Artists.</strong></td>
<td>By Susie Hodge. A unique and hugely influential artist, Klee’s lifelong engagement with the possibilities of color and abstraction made him a key figure in the development of modern art. Hodge examines Klee’s extraordinarily varied output, from witty drawings to dreamlike, abstract paintings as well as recounting a remarkable lifetime in the shadow of war and oppression. Well illus. in color. 160 pages.</td>
<td>Spring Kodersley. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816366 EDOUARD MANET: The Great Artists.</strong></td>
<td>By Ann Sumner. While often associated with the Impressionist movement, Manet was indeed a true pioneer and solo artist. He neither joined the likes of Monet, Renoir, and Pisarro, nor exhibited with them. Instead, the Paris-born ground-breaker created his own path in dynamic style. Well illus. in color. 96 pages.</td>
<td>Sirius. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816374 PAUL GAUGUIN: The Great Artists.</strong></td>
<td>By Caroline Bugler. Now hailed as a leading Post-Impressionist artist, Gauguin’s mature oil paintings, with their brilliant colors and strong outlines, are among the most beautiful and groundbreaking works of nineteenth-century art. A close look at his life and art reveals a complex man driven by a strong desire to explore the unknown. Well illus. in color. 96 pages.</td>
<td>Sirius. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4818293 MASTODONS TO MISSISSIPPIANS: Adventures in the Deep Past.</strong></td>
<td>By A. Deter-Wolf &amp; T.M. Peres. During the period between AD 1000 and 1425, a thriving civilization was known to archaeologists as the Deep Past. Their is one of only the stories of the city’s deep past, which is explored here. Illus. 133 pages.</td>
<td>Vanderbilt. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4818075 NEBRASKA HISTORY MOMENTS.</strong></td>
<td>By David L. Bristow. Each page of this resource uses a painting or artifact to tell a true story about the past, drawing from the extensive collections of History Nebraska. 132 pages.</td>
<td>Jordan Schnitzer. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4825195 HUMAN ANATOMY: Color Yourself Smart.</strong></td>
<td>By Wendy L. Leonard, illus. by P Ferguson-Jones. A revolutionary way to make learning science easy and to improve your memory. If you’ve always wanted to learn about a subject but found the material too intimidating, then put this helpful guide will introduce you to the world of anatomy and physiology. 128 pages.</td>
<td>Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816994 MADE IN THE AMERICAS: The New World Discovers Asia.</strong></td>
<td>By Dennis Carr et al. Exhibition catalog. Reveals the largely overlooked history of the profound influence of Asia on the Americas. Beginning in the sixteenth century, European outposts in the New World became a major nexus of the Asia trade. Well illus. in color. 160 pages.</td>
<td>MFA, Boston. 8x10½. Pub. at $50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816900 CASANOVA: The Seduction of Europe.</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Frederick Iichman et al. Exhibition catalog. Accompanies the first major art exhibition outside Europe to lavishly recreate Casanova’s visual world, from his birthplace of Venice, city of masquerades, to the cultural capitals of Paris and London, and the outposts of Casanova’s Europe. Twelve essays by prominent scholars illuminate multiple facets of Casanova’s world. Fully illus. in color. 344 pages.</td>
<td>MFA, Boston. 7¼x10. Pub. at $45.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816897 BOXED: A Visual History and the Art of Boxing.</strong></td>
<td>By Carlos Rolon. Looks at how artists have used boxing as a metaphor or have been otherwise inspired by the sport of boxing. Alongside new work from Carlos Rolon, it includes art by Andrea Gursky, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Andy Warhol, Gary Simmons, and many more. Well illus., some in color. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Damiani. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4813529 TOUGH BY NATURE: Portraits of Cowgirls and Ranch Women of the American West.</strong></td>
<td>By Lynda Lanker. Exhibition catalog. For close to twenty years, Lanker has been immersed in a vast and unprecedented artistic undertaking to capture the matriarchs of the West, those women who played the essential roles of hard working ranchers, mothers, cowgirls, wives, and homemakers. Her portraits will forever honor the unsung heroines of the West. Well illus., many in color. 132 pages.</td>
<td>Jordan Schnitzer. 13¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4818512 THE THAMES THROUGH TIME: A Liquid History.</strong></td>
<td>By Stephen Croad. Embark on a photographic journey along the Thames of almost 100 miles and 150 years. Bringing together the work of photographic pioneers and great topographical photographers—as well as the author’s fascinating historical commentary—it is a charming chronicle of the ebb and flow of the river’s long life. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Batsford. 11x8¾. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4823516 LIVING BEYOND YOUR FEELINGS.</strong></td>
<td>By Joyce Meyer. Examines the wide range of feelings we experience. Meyer addresses the way the brain processes and stores memories and thoughts, explaining how we can manage our reactions to them. Blending the wisdom of the Bible with the latest psychological research she discusses, 261 pages.</td>
<td>Hodder &amp; Stoughton. Paperbound.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4816870 ARTFUL ADORNMENTS: Jewelry from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.</strong></td>
<td>By Yvonne J. Markowitz. Features over one hundred works from one of the most comprehensive collections in the world. With lavish color illustrations, this volume chronicles a dazzling array of emerald and diamond brooch once owned by the cerebral-fortune heirress Marjorie Merriweather Post, to a rock crystal and gold amulet found in the tomb of an ancient Egyptian queen. 204 pages.</td>
<td>MFA, Boston. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4813618 DECODING DRAGONS: Status Garments in Ch’ing Dynasty China. By John E. Vollmer. This publication serves as a catalog to the remarkably comprehensive collection of Ch’ing dynasty costumes at the Museum of Art, University of Oregon. Full technical notes provide data, citing materials and discussing particular characteristics of each garment’s construction. Well illustrated. Color illus., most in color. 224 pages. **$7.95**

4826295 THE 5-INGREDIENT KETO COOKBOOK. By Stephanie Pedersen. You’ll find genius advice on how to set up your keto kitchen, cook in bulk so you can freeze and pack keto meals all week long, and much more, including a macro count for every recipe. These 100 dishes include Keto Hash; Greek Goddess Keto Wrap; and Tuna Burgers. Color photos. 162 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

4814630 COOK YOURSELF YOUNG: Improve Your Skin & Hair, Sleep Better, Look & Feel Younger with 100 Easy Recipes. By Elizabeth Peyton-Jones. Shows recipes and advice for slowing down the aging process, with more than 100 easy to cook dishes that make use of the natural medicines in foods to help you live your best life. Recipes include Quinoa Porridge with Pear; Thai Fish Curry, and Gardener’s Pie. Color photos. 160 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. **$9.95**

4819114 IS FOR ILLUMINATI: An A–Z Guide to Our Paranoid Times. By Chris Vola. In this fully illustrated, darkly funny guide that plays on the classic ABC primer, Vola examines the biggest conspiracies of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Whether you’re a long-time conspiracy believer or a freshly initiated paranormal explorer, this is a mind-blowing trip through the most fascinating conspiracy theories that live on the Web and circulate the globe. **$9.95**

4817419 THE TEN STEPS OF POSITIVE AGEING: A Handbook for Personal Change in Later Life. By Guy Robertson. Concentrating on the psychological and emotional aspects of getting older, and employing a range of personal development techniques, this guide provides you with the keys to a happier and more fulfilled later life. 218 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. **$5.95**

481486 VETERANS VOICES: Remarkable Stories of Heroism, Sacrifice, and Honor. By R.H. Miller & A. Wakeford. From intimate photographs and poignant stories, this moving collection showcases the courage, heroes, and sacrifice of a select group of United States soldiers and veterans. Weaving personal drama with patriotic duty, National Geographic has forged a rich and powerful tribute to the heroes that walk among us. 254 pages. National Geographic. 10¾x8½. Pub. at $30.00. **$5.95**

4819093 ANIMALKIND: Remarkable Discoveries About Animals and Revolutionary New Ways to Show Them Compassion. By I. Newkirk & G. Stone. A captivating study of why our fellow living beings deserve our respect and what scientists believe this respect has done for our world. 224 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

4819643 HOW TO BE A MOTORIST. By H. Robinson & K.R.G. Browne. This volume of Robinson’s illustrations with commentary by K.R.G. Browne will appeal to “everybody who is ever likely to drive, be driven in, or get run over by a mechanically propelled vehicle.” 120 pages. Bodleian Library. 5x7¼. Pub. at $17.50. **$5.95**


4815262 URBAN SCRAWL: The Written Word in Street Art. By Lou Chambers. Documents some of the world’s most interesting text-based street art, from formal typography to anaglyph scrawl. Fully illus, in color, 184 pages. Hardie Grant. 7½x10¾. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**


4814567 DESPERATE ROMANTICS: The Private Lives of the Pre-Raphaelites. By Franny Mayo. Brings to life these notorious characters, showing that these artists are as compelling today as they were in their own time. 16 pages of illus. 418 pages. John Murray. 5x7¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. **$5.95**


4814614 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO LIVING WELL GLUTEN-FREE: Everything You Need to Know to Go from Surviving to Thriving. By Beth Hillson. Whether you’ve been diagnosed with a gluten-related condition or you’re just striving for a healthier diet, Hillson combines her personal expertise with the latest research to offer essential info on celiac disease, gluten sensitivity, wheat allergy, and other gluten-related disorders, along with the basics of a GF diet. 332 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. **$9.95**


4827600 OUTRAGED: Why Everyone Is Shouting and No One Is Talking. By Ashley “Dotty” Charles. A candid exploration of the state of outrage in our culture, how it debases our civil discourse, and how we can channel it back into the fight that matters. Passionate, funny, and unrelentingly wise, this is the essential guide to living through the age of outrage. 139 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00. **$5.95**

4812735 THE INEVITABLE: Understanding the 12 Technological Forces That Will Shape Our Future. By Kevin Kelly. Much of what will happen in the next thirty years is inevitable, driven by technological trends that are already in motion. In this provocative narrative, the visionary thinker provides a plausible, optimistic road map for that future. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **$5.95**

4814770 THE HEALTHY CONVERT: Allergy-friendly Sweet Treats. By Nicole Maree. Missing out on a meal never felt well for Maree, but faced with digestion dilemmas, much of the food she loved was off limits. Here she shows you how to change your kitchen from the inside out, with creative alternatives to sugar, flour, oil, dairy, eggs and nuts to make delicious and wholesome sweet treats. Color photos. 160 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

4824051 THE 5-INGREDIENT KETO COOKBOOK. By Stephanie Pedersen. You’ll find genius advice on how to set up your keto kitchen, cook in bulk so you can freeze and pack keto meals all week long, and much more, including a macro count for every recipe. These 100 dishes include Keto Hash; Greek Goddess Keto Wrap; and Tuna Burgers. Color photos. 162 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $22.95. **$9.95**

4819114 IS FOR ILLUMINATI: An A–Z Guide to Our Paranoid Times. By Chris Vola. In this fully illustrated, darkly funny guide that plays on the classic ABC primer, Vola examines the biggest conspiracies of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Whether you’re a long-time conspiracy believer or a freshly initiated paranormal explorer, this is a mind-blowing trip through the most fascinating conspiracy theories that live on the Web and circulate the globe. **$9.95**

4817419 THE TEN STEPS OF POSITIVE AGEING: A Handbook for Personal Change in Later Life. By Guy Robertson. Concentrating on the psychological and emotional aspects of getting older, and employing a range of personal development techniques, this guide provides you with the keys to a happier and more fulfilled later life. 218 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. **$5.95**

481486 VETERANS VOICES: Remarkable Stories of Heroism, Sacrifice, and Honor. By R.H. Miller & A. Wakeford. From intimate photographs and poignant stories, this moving collection showcases the courage, heroes, and sacrifice of a select group of United States soldiers and veterans. Weaving personal drama with patriotic duty, National Geographic has forged a rich and powerful tribute to the heroes that walk among us. 254 pages. National Geographic. 10¾x8½. Pub. at $30.00. **$5.95**

4819093 ANIMALKIND: Remarkable Discoveries About Animals and Revolutionary New Ways to Show Them Compassion. By I. Newkirk & G. Stone. A captivating study of why our fellow living beings deserve our respect and what scientists believe this respect has done for our world. 224 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

4819643 HOW TO BE A MOTORIST. By H. Robinson & K.R.G. Browne. This volume of Robinson’s illustrations with commentary by K.R.G. Browne will appeal to “everybody who is ever likely to drive, be driven in, or get run over by a mechanically propelled vehicle.” 120 pages. Bodleian Library. 5x7¼. Pub. at $17.50. **$5.95**


4815262 URBAN SCRAWL: The Written Word in Street Art. By Lou Chambers. Documents some of the world’s most interesting text-based street art, from formal typography to anaglyph scrawl. Fully illus, in color, 184 pages. Hardie Grant. 7½x10¾. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**
NEW NON-FICTION

4815955 PRUNING & TRAINING: Essential Know-How and Expert Advice for Gardening Success. Ed. by Megan Douglass. Contains everything you need to know to care for more than 80 of the most popular shrubs, climbers, and ornamental trees. Get to grips with all the essential techniques with a helpful guide that focuses on realistic aims and achievable results. Fully illus, in color. 143 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4827670 TOGETHER: The Healing Power of Human Connection in a Sometimes Lonely World. By Vivek H. Murthy. Offers inspiring and encouraging stories of individuals and communities who are making great strides in helping us to understand that we are not alone. Communicating with great compassion and hope, Dr. Murthy makes a convincing argument for why we can and must build a more connected world. 326 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

4817966 THE FOURTH WORLD OF THE HOPIS: The Epic Story of the Hopi Indians as Preserved in Their Legends and Traditions. By Harold Courlander. The noted folklorist brings together traditional accounts of epic events and adventures that took place in the Hopi clans and villages, from legendary to historical times. Notes, a pronunciation guide, and a glossary enhance the reader’s appreciation of the text. Illus. 233 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4815580 THE ABDICTION OF PRISON. By Jacques Lesage de La Haye. A powerful series of revelations from a longtime prison abolitionist. It makes a compelling case for the end of prisons, punishment, and guilt, suggesting instead that we work toward fundamental social change, care, community, and ending all regimes of repression and violence. 138 pages. AK Press, Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

4816978 LAST FOLIO. By Y. Dojc & K. Krasnova. A photo journal of what Dojc finds when he returns to his ancestors’ home in Slovakia, where time has stood still since the day when all those attending a Jewish school were taken away by the Nazis. What he finds inside, as well as in the abandoned synagogues and cemeteries he visits, are the remnants of an ancient culture that was wiped out in an instant. 128 pages. Prestel. 11½x12¼. Pub. at $55.00 $9.95

4815203 THAI IN 7: Delicious Thai Recipes in 7 Ingredients or Fewer. By Sebby Holmes. From Crispy Tofu with Coconut Cream & Thai Basil to Braised Beef Clay Pot Curry, these inspiring, easy recipes—using only seven ingredients—retain punchy Thai flavors using ingredients that can be found in any supermarket. Color photos. 176 pages, Kyle Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

4813969 THE SECRET HEART OF THE HIGHLANDS: Classic Scottish Poems. By Gary Morgan. With poems from famous Scottish writers such as Robert Burns, Sir Walter Scott and Mary, Queen of Scots, this collection roams across so many aspects of Scottish life and culture. Scotland inspires poets to write about love, nature, heritage and to reflect on life. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 207 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

4816447 NONTOXIC HOUSECLEANING. By Amy Kolb Noyes. From kitchen to bathroom, clothing to floors, you can protect your personal and planetary health with the non-toxic cleaning alternatives introduced in this guide. Color photos. 80 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

4816579 VAUXHALL CARS. By James Taylor. This beautifully illustrated introduction traces the history of Vauxhall Motors from its beginnings in the 1880s to its acquisition by General Motors in 1925. From its early electric vehicles to new engineering trends, the company embraces new engineering, 62 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

4817311 THE OEDIPUS PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. Revising and updating his classic 1958 translation, Roche captures the dramatic power and intensity, the subtitles of meaning, and the explosive emotions of Sophocles’ great Greek trilogy, 286 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4815807 EASY VEGETABLES: Essential Know-How and Expert Advice for Gardening Success. By Megan Douglass. Contains everything you need to know to sow, grow, and harvest your own crops at home. Try your hand at more than 50 different varieties, including both vegetable garden must-haves and unusual crops like逻辑on and cucumelons. Includes step by step photos. 143 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4813201 I CAN’T BELIEVE IT’S NOT BUDDHA! What Fake Buddha Quotes Can Teach Us About Buddhism. By Bodhipaksa. This humorous and informative little volume takes these fake Buddha quotes as a launching point for a discussion on what the Buddha really did say, and it is a great entry point for those interested in learning more about Buddha, what it is and what it isn’t. 142 pages. Parallax. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

4815902 THE POWER OF PERSONALITY. By Sylvia Loehken. Explores how introverts, extroverts and those in the middle, think, feel and act in different situations, revealing the distinctive features of each personality type and explaining how they can all deliver advantages in different times. Loehken will help you understand your strengths and work smarter with the personalites around you. 295 pages. John Murray. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

4815064 A CLOTHED JEW. By J. Dojc. From the city to the country, from the synagogue to the cemetery, Dressing the Body for the Jewish Life. This comprehensive history of Jewish dress provides a fascinating introduction to the rise of Secularism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Provides a fascinating introduction to the rise of Secularism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Includes step by step photos. 160 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

4815586 I CAN’T BELIEVE IT’S NOT BUDDHA! What Fake Buddha Quotes Can Teach Us About Buddhism. By Bodhipaksa. This humorous and informative little volume takes these fake Buddha quotes as a launching point for a discussion on what the Buddha really did say, and it is a great entry point for those interested in learning more about Buddha, what it is and what it isn’t. 142 pages. Parallax. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

4817813 THE KETO HIGH FIBER DIET. By Thomas Kirschfeld. Features more than 70 delicious, low-carb keto recipes, each containing a nutritional breakdown, and includes step by step photos. 160 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

4817902 THE KETO HIGH FIBER DIET. By Thomas Kirschfeld. Features more than 70 delicious, low-carb keto recipes, each containing a nutritional breakdown, and includes step by step photos. 160 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

4815903 THE FOURTH WORLD OF THE HOPIS. The Epic Story of the Hopi Indians as Preserved in Their Legends and Traditions. By Harold Courlander. The noted folklorist brings together traditional accounts of epic events and adventures that took place in the Hopi clans and villages, from legendary to historical times. Notes, a pronunciation guide, and a glossary enhance the reader’s appreciation of the text. Illus. 233 pages. UNMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4815581 THE ABDICTION OF PRISON. By Jacques Lesage de La Haye. A powerful series of revelations from a longtime prison abolitionist. It makes a compelling case for the end of prisons, punishment, and guilt, suggesting instead that we work toward fundamental social change, care, community, and ending all regimes of repression and violence. 138 pages. AK Press, Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95
4818342 101 GOURMET DESSERTS FOR THE HOLIDAYS. By Wendy Paul. Desserts are the highlight of the holiday season, and what better way to top off all your seasonal gatherings! Try tasty favorites such as Eggnog Cheesecake; Apple Pie Cookies; Cinnamon Bun Ice Cream; Ghost Cupcakes; Candy Cane Brownies; and more. These recipes are sure to please your sweet tooth and brighten your holiday spirit. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Cedar Fort. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

4813006 YOUNG CASTRO: The Making of a Revolutionary. By Jonathan M. Hansen. A nuanced and penetrating portrait of a young Castro, having grown up on an island that felt like a colonial cage, was compelled to lead his country to independence. Hansen challenges the reader to put aside the caricature of Fidel Castro as a bearded, bombastic, anti-American hothead, and change what you think you know about Castro. 16 pages of photos. 484 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95


4815327 THE YEAR OF NO NONSENSE: How to Get over Yourself and On with Your Life. By Meredith Atwood. Identifying all the nonsense in her life, Atwood embarked on a “Year of No Nonsense”—an experiment that changed the trajectory of her health, happiness, and success beyond what she ever believed was possible. Here she opens the door to you getting rid of your Nonsense! 271 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4817370 SHINRIN-YOKU: The Healing Art of Forest Bathing. By Oliver-Luke Delorie. Discover a slow, mindful way of walking that heals the soul and mends the heart, and let all your senses bathe in the sensory pleasures that woodland has to offer with the help of this guide. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4814924 MONTY PYTHON’S FLYING CIRCUS: Complete and Annotated—All the Bits. By Luke Dempsey. Every script from the 45 episodes of this groundbreaking show, including every silly setup and saucy aside from all the classic sketches is included. With 2,000 color photos. Terry Gilliam’s iconic artwork and 1,000 insightful and hilarious annotations, this is a must have for every obsessive Python fan. 880 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4815165 THE SOPHROLOGY METHOD: Simple Mind-Body Techniques for a Calmer, Happier, Healthier You. By Florence Parot. Whether you want to improve your energy level, focus your mind, build emotional resilience, manage stress and anxiety, have better sleep, boost your self-confidence or prepare for exams, interviews or public speaking, this text will teach you the tools and strategies you need to fulfill your unique potential. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Gaia. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4817494 WABI SABI: Finding Beauty in Imperfection. By Oliver Luke Delorie. Learn how to let go of judgment and see things differently by embracing the Japanese philosophy of Wabi Sabi, the art of appreciating the imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4812875 PROOF OF CONSPIRACY. By Seth Abramson. A story of international intrigue whose massive cast of characters includes Israeli intelligence operatives, Russian oligarchs, Saudi death squads, American mercenary companies, Trump’s innermost circle, and several members of the Trump family as well as Trump himself. 582 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

4811776 THE GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE TO GROOMING. By Peabody Fawcett. Takes a charming look at the history of male grooming and surveys hair fads and fashions through the years. Gathering the wisdom of the world’s distinguished barbers and stylists, it offers practical advice on hair care, skin care, growing and maintaining a beard, and so much more. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

4825784 CBD OIL FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing Uses of CBD Oil. By Michelle Vale. Shows you how to use this all-natural self-care miracle in your daily health and beauty routine, from transforming your hair, nails, and skin to tackling high blood pressure, combating nausea, and more. Features step-by-step instructions and helpful tips. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


4827372 SUPERLIFE: The 5 Simple Fixes That Will Make You Healthy, Fit, and Eternally Awesome. By Darin Olien. Full of simple fixes, easy to do, like cut out -to -do -lists, grocery lists, an infallible guide to supplementing and more, Olien offers you a kick start to eternal awesomeness, and teaches you how to harness the superpowers of food, water, oxygen, and pH balance to live your best life today, tomorrow, and on into the future. 304 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

4812607 DIVINE DIRECTION: 7 Decisions That Will Change Your Life. By Craig Groeschel. Will help you seek wisdom through seven principles so that you can start making godly decisions today with your future story in mind. Through encouraging stories of how God has moved in people’s lives, he will show you how to revitalize your decision making and move closer to the story God wants you to live. 184 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

4826973 ONE SIMPLE ACT: Discover the Power of Generosity, By Debbie Macomber. This moving blend of true stories and motivating messages delights and surprises us as we see for ourselves how giving of the gifts of time, talent, and service, and forgiveness often has a life-changing impact, not only on the recipient of such gifts, but on the giver as well. All it takes is one simple act. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


4825861 KINDERGARTEN WRITING & ABCS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun workbook. Perfect for the beginning reader, young writer, or art lover. Featuring Star Wars characters and activities. It reinforces key writing skills, including capital and lowercase letters, first vocabulary words, and more. Ages 4-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman, 8 ¼ x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**4819888** BASIC HOME REPAIR & MAINTENANCE: An Illustrated Problem Solver. By Terry Meany. With this informative and well-organized guide you'll have the knowledge and instruction you need to deal with or prevent scores of the most common problems in your home. 406 color photographs and step-by-step instructions show what to do, what can go wrong, and whether there is a quick fix. 244 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4814169** TWILIGHT OF THE GODS: War in the Western Pacific, 1944–1945. By Ian W. Toll. An authoritative history of the last year of World War II in the Pacific, when the U.S. Navy won the largest naval battle in history. MacArthur made good on his pledge to return to the Philippines; waves of kamikazes attacked the Allied fleets, and Hiroshima and Nagasaki were vaporized in atomic blasts. 30 pages of photos. 962 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**4825063** ICONIC TAROT DECKS: The History, Symbolism and Design of over 50 Decks. By Sarah Barlett. Discover the secrets of the most iconic, mysterious and beautiful tarot decks ever created. Each of the fifty six decks in this collection holds its own unique symbolism and mystical beginnings. This is the perfect volume for collectors, design lovers, tarot addicts and anyone interested in the art and mystery of tarot. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**4823966** THE ART OF PRESERVING: Ancient Techniques and Modern Inventions to Capture Every Season in a Jar. By Emma Sun. Preserving is a craft that has the power to transform. It is a way to be conscious of where food comes from and control how it is processed and treated. It is also a way to transform your life. 239 pages. Morrow. Hardcover. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

**4818037** LOOKING EAST: Western Artists and the Allure of Japan. By Brooke Vitale. Explores the fascinating story of how the art of Japan has captivated the world with its exquisite beauty, craftsmanship, and sense of the sublime. Through an exploration of how the East has inspired artists, this book celebrates the shared cultural values and enduring connections between the two cultures. 288 pages. 220 color photos. 130 color reproductions. 342 line drawings. 3 maps. Viking Studio. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**4814576** BIG CHICKEN: The Incredible Story of How Antibiotics Created Modern Agriculture and Changed the Way the World Eats. By Maryn McKenna. An acclaimed journalist reveals how antibiotic use has altered the way we consume industrially raised animals, and its impact on our daily lives. Drawing on decades of research, as well as interviews with entrepreneurs, epidemiologists, and other specialists, McKenna paints an astonishing story of science gone wrong. 404 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**482802X** CANNED: Quick and Easy Recipes That Get the Most Out of Tinned Food. By Theo A. Michaels. A collection of ingenious, short-cut recipes that show how canned food is not only convenient and budget-friendly, but delicious too! More than 65 simple, tasty recipes using canned food as the main ingredients, supplemented by a few basic store-cupboard and fresh ingredients. Including chicken ramen, pumpkin and almond cake, and Buddha Bowl. Color photos. 160 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**4820991** WATER REALMS: Ancient Water Technologies and Management. By Karen Mutton. Explores ancient irrigation projects, urban water collection and distribution systems, and the use of water for recreation. Projects include the Saladino aqueduct and its impact on our daily lives. Drawing on decades of research, as well as interviews with entrepreneurs, epidemiologists, and other specialists, McKenna paints an astonishing story of science gone wrong. 404 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**4828585** SUDOKU ON THE LOO. By Gareth Moore. Why not use your quiet moments to give your brain a bit of a workout with the brand new sudoku puzzles in this little collection? Solutions provided. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**4828523** WORD SEARCHES ON THE LOO. By Gareth Moore. Why not use your quiet moments to give your brain a bit of a workout with the brand new word search puzzles in this little collection? Solutions provided. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**4828534** CROSSWORDS ON THE LOO. By Gareth Moore. Why not use your quiet moments to give your brain a bit of a workout with the brand new crossword puzzles in this little collection? Solutions provided. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**4828511** PUZZLES ON THE LOO. By Gareth Moore. Why not use your quiet moments to give your brain a bit of a workout with the brand new word search puzzles in this little collection? Solutions provided. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**4814975** ON POINT: Life Lessons from the "Columns" Interviews in WSJ. Magazine. Selected from WSJ. Magazine’s popular Columnists interviews with contemporary cultural icons—from Fortune 500 CEOs to renowned chefs, fashion designers and artists—the voices in this collection focus on topics relevant to readers of all ages. 321 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $24.99 $15.95

**482703X** WHAT MAKES A MARRIAGE LAST. By Marlo Thomas & Phil Donahue. Offers practical and heartfelt wisdom for couples of all ages, and a rare glimpse into the lives of husbands and wives we have come to know and love. Thomas and Donahue’s frequently funny, often touching, and always engaging conversations span the marital landscape from that first rush of new love to keeping that precious spark alive. Illus. 610 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

NEW NON-FICTION

*4813847 BREWING WITH CANNABIS: Using THC and CBD in Beer. By Keith Villa. Explore adding cannabis and CBD to non-alcoholic beer and home brew. Learn methods for decarboxylating THC into psychoactive THC. Learn about cannabinoïds and terpenes, how they function in the human body, their interaction with cannabis, how to incorporate them into extract based and all grain recipes. 197 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

*4822889 YATES TOP 50 EDIBLE PLANTS OFR POTS AND HOW NOT TO KILL THEM! By Angie Thomas. Provides the best information on which edible plants to grow in pots and how to care for them, no matter what your skill level. With many color photographs for inspiration, Thomas puts "paleo plate" within reach of everyone, whatever their gardening space. 208 pages. Brewer's Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

*4827998 THE FARMMADE COOKBOOK: Traditional Recipes from America's Farmers. By Patti Johnson-Lang. A time capsule of food, craft, and tradition sharing recipes from farms all over the country. Each authentic farm-made recipe represents its region's unique farming culture. Recipes are paired with each farm's unique story of resilience and connection with the land, resulting in a tangible agrarian gift to us all. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99


4823710 WILLIAM BLAKE: A Book of Postcards. A visionary since childhood, Blake held strong, sometimes mystical beliefs about religion, politics, and art. This collection of his art, illuminates those beliefs. Fully illus. in color. Pomegranate. 6¼x4¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4823524 LOVE IN THE LOUVRE. By J.-C. Bologne & E. de Halleux. The art of love and the love of art have been intimately entwined, from ancient times to the modern period. Through this critical selection of forty works of art, the authors celebrate this inexhaustible theme and offer an original look at the collections of the world's finest museum. Well illus. most in color. 80 pages. Flammarion. 7¼x7½. Pub. at $19.95


4823559 MEDITATIONS ON FIRST PHILOSOPHY & OTHER METAPHYSICAL WRITINGS. By Rene Descartes. One of the best-known works by Descartes and among the most influential philosophical texts ever written. This text offers metaphysical views on the relationship between the mind and thought, the nature of reality, and how accumulated knowledge and our experiences affect us. 284 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.

4827848 WHEN PHOTOGRAPHY REALLY WORKS. By Val Williams. Showcases eighty outstanding photographs, from early pioneering black and white prints to the best of today's digital photography. The photographs shown and discussed in this guide were taken by artists as diverse as Alfred Stieglitz, Ernst Haas, Margaret Bourke-White, Rineke Dijkstra, and Martin Parr. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Barron's. 7½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

4823699 TWELFTH NIGHT, OR, WHAT YOU WILL. By William Shakespeare. Offers generous help with vocabulary, pronunciation, and prosody and provides alternative readings of phrases and lines. On-page annotations give readers all the tools they need to comprehend the play and begin to explore its many possible interpretations. 161 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

4823621 THE SEAGULL. By Anton Chekhov. In the first of his four great plays, Chekhov demolished the conventions of traditional Russian theater and brought the everyday to the stage. His first true masterpiece, its performance marked the birth of modern theater. 143 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.

4814088 254: A Photographer's Journey Through Every Texas County. By Ronn & Lance Varnell. The landscape photos in this collection, along with the accompanying facts about each county, illustrate all the counties of Texas. Each county includes a map of its location and iconic photography of that county's notable landscape and natural features. Setting up. 264 pages. Schiffer. 9x8¼.

*4828707 FRANKEL: The Greatest Racehorse of the Twentieth Century and the Sport that Made Him. By Simon Cooper. In winning all 14 races he entered, Frankel became the greatest racehorse that has ever lived. This is a rich and multilayered tale of modern horse racing, the lives of everyone involved, human and animal, and an undeniable play off the 35 pages of color photos. 354 pages. William Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

NEW FICTION

4826558 CREDIBLE THREAT. By J.A. Jance. Ali Reynolds and her team at High Noon Enterprises must race against the clock to save an archbishop who faces mysterious death threats. But when a shooter leaves the archbishop severely injured, it's up to Ali to find the attacker before it's too late. 323 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99

4827589 NEON PREY. By John Sandford. Clayton Deese looks like a small-time muscle for hire when his loan-shark boss needs to teach someone a lesson. But having skipped out on bail, the U.S. Marshals have now come looking for him, but it's his boss they really want. When they discover a jungle full of graves behind Deese's cabin, Lucas Davenport sets out on the trail of a serial killer instead. 406 pages. Putnam.

4820487 A BITTER FIST. By Deborah Crombie. Scotland Yard Detective Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his wife, Detective Inspector Gemma James, have been invited for a relaxing weekend in the Cotswolds, guests of the family House, the family house of Melody Talbot. But a tragic car accident and a series of mysterious deaths rock the estate and pull Duncan and Gemma into the investigation. 372 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99

4814274 FAITHLESS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. In the new police thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author, what looked like a lover’s quarrel turned fatal has bigger and more terrifying motives behind it. Eve and her team, find that the lies go well beyond murder. 404 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

4825039 FAIR WARNING. By Michael Connelly. Veteran reporter Jack McGovney has taken down killers before, but when a woman he had a one night stand with is murdered, the police are at the door telling him he’s a suspect. Now he has to walk a thin line between suspect and detective, as he hunts a killer who knows his victims better than they know themselves. 470 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

The end.
**NEW FICTION**

**4826162 FAT TUESDAY.** By Sandra Brown. Burke Baskie is a cop with nothing left to lose. Focusing on his nemesis Pinkie Duval, a flamboyant attorney with a killed-in-action justice, Burke, a former G-men center around kidnapping Remy, the lawyer’s trophy wife. Burke hasn’t planned on the attraction he’ll feel for this woman, nor can he resist the elusive dual taint of love and hate. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**


**4826809 CHRISTMAS AT THE ISLAND HOTEL.** By Jenny Colgan. On the tiny, beautiful, and remote island of Mure, halfway between Scotland and Norway, a new hotel opening is a big event. New mother Flora MacKenzie and her brother Fintan are working themselves flat to death to get the hotel ready in time for Christmas. As the island’s residents and special guests gather for the grand opening gala, Christmas is in the air. 344 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. **$5.95**

**4827740 THICK AS THIEVES.** By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Although the two men are bound to silence by the crime they committed as youths, each has spent years waiting and hoping that the other will make a fatal mistake. The arrival of their elusive accomplice’s daughter may know more about the missing money than she’s telling, sets them both on red alert. 485 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00. **$7.95**

**4825845 IMORTAL ANGEL.** By Lynsay Sands. For almost a century, Liliana Garcia has been on the run. But fate has brought her to a small mountain town to lay low. Gently, her vigilante tendencies have drawn unwelcome attention to her fellow Immortals. Forced to relocate, Liliana is supposed to lay low in a new town. Instead she quickly entangles herself with six eligible bachelors. 262 pages. Avon. Pub. at $27.99. **$6.95**

**4824210 AN UNEXPECTED AMISH COURTSHIP.** By Rachel J. Good. Jilted by her first love, Sovilla Mast fled her hometown to live in Pennsylvania with an aunt she’s never met. To take her mind off her loneliness, Sovilla turned to making homemade pet food and treats to sell at the Valley Green Farmer’s Market. And it’s there she meets dog breeder, Isaac Lantz. 363 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95. **$6.95**

**4829093 THE WONDER BOY OF WHISTLE STOP.** By Fannie Flagg. Bud Threadgode grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop. Deciding to take one last trip to see what has become of his beloved Whistle Stop, Bud sets off a series of events, involving good and bad times, which change his life and the lives of his daughter and many others. 292 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. **$12.95**

**4827884 WHO SLAYS THE WICKED.** By C.S. Harris. London, 1814. When sadistic young Lord Stage is found dead in his silk-hung, blood-soaked bed, Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, is called in to help catch the killer. And as the allied armies march on Paris and Napoleon’s end draws near, Sebastian races to confront a ruthless killer who doesn’t stop at nothing and spare no one. 341 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. **$6.95**

**4812271 HIS SECRET MISTRESS.** By Cathy Maxwell. At the Logical Men’s Society, an exclusive bachelor’s club, brandy flows like water, business cardigans abound, and a gentleman pledged to marry is always persuaded to reconsider. But now a chance encounter brings one of the leading members, Brandon, back into the life of the only woman who managed to captivate him. 240 pages. Avon. Pub. at $27.99. **$5.95**

**481245X RESTLESS RANCHER.** By Jennifer Ryan. One minute down on his luck rancher Austin Hubbard was sleeping soundly, the next, a sassy spitfire dumped on his head and woke him up—in more ways than one. 275 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95**

**4827023 WESTWIND.** By Ian Rankin. At British ground-control headquarters, Martin Hepton watches with dismay as systems lose contact with their advanced satellite in Europe. A conglomerate of Hepton’s, who suspects something strange is going on, dispatches for Hepton to realize there is much more at stake than anyone knows. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**

**4827708 THE STRANGER.** By Harlan Coben. Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American dream. Then he meets an enigmatic stranger and learns a devastating secret about his wife, and when he confronts her, the mirage of perfection disappears. He soon finds himself tangled in something far darker, and realizes it could ruin— even end—lives. 380 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $17.00. **$5.95**

**4817117 THE COWBOY WAY.** By Elmer Kelton. The acclaimed Western writer chronicles the highs and lows of cowboy life in these sixteen stories, classic tales brimming with action, adventure, bravery, romance, and the romance of the American West. 237 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99. **$6.95**


**481729X MOUNTAINS OF GRACE.** By Kelly Irvin. Mercy Yoder loves her students and her life in the tiny village of West Kootenai, nestled at the foot of Montana’s most northern mountains. And she is in no rush to get married, much to the disappointment of her parents. But when she meets an English man who understands her, she’s not sure if she is willing to give up all she has known and loved for him. 347 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$4.95**

**4827619 THE PERSUASION.** By Iris Johansen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When Eve Duncan’s daughter becomes a violent pyromaniac’s target, Jane must team up with longtime love interest Seth Caleb. As Jane and Seth chase down their bloodthirsty adversary, they also have to reckon with their own epic love story. But one thing is clear, it will take both of them to confront and defeat this evil. 675 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00. **$7.95**

**4828631 A CASE OF CAT AND MOUSE.** By Sofie Kelly. When a reality TV crew comes to the peaceful town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two magical cats, Hercules and Owen, see more than their share of drama when one of the judges is found dead. With the whole town on tenterhooks, the talented trio will need all paws on deck to chase down this killer. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**482893X CLASS ACT.** By Stuart Woods. An isolated Stone Barrington reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and reputations and money are now on the line. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, he also must become more committed when he makes a new acquaintance. 327 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. **$21.95**

**4828895 VORTEX.** By Catherine Coulter. Agents Sherlock and Savich find themselves dealing with very powerful figures from the past with nothing but the present. 386 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. **$21.95**

**4829093 THE WONDER BOY OF WHISTLE STOP.** By Fannie Flagg. Bud Threadgode grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop. Deciding to take one last trip to see what has become of his beloved Whistle Stop, Bud sets off a series of events, involving good and bad times, which change his life and the lives of his daughter and many others. 292 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. **$12.95**

**4828631 A CASE OF CAT AND MOUSE.** By Sofie Kelly. When a reality TV crew comes to the peaceful town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two magical cats, Hercules and Owen, see more than their share of drama when one of the judges is found dead. With the whole town on tenterhooks, the talented trio will need all paws on deck to chase down this killer. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**482893X CLASS ACT.** By Stuart Woods. An isolated Stone Barrington reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and reputations and money are now on the line. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, he also must become more committed when he makes a new acquaintance. 327 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. **$21.95**

**4828895 VORTEX.** By Catherine Coulter. Agents Sherlock and Savich find themselves dealing with very powerful figures from the past with nothing but the present. 386 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. **$21.95**
**NEW FICTION**

**4817796 TRACE ELEMENTS.** By Donna Leon. When Dottorezza Donato calls the Questura to report that a dying patient at the hospice Palazzoferretti wants to speak to the police about a murder, Commissario Guido Brunetti and his colleague Claudia Griffoni waste no time in responding. 278 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00  **$7.95**

**4817788 THE THIEF’S JOURNAL.** By Jean Genet. This intensely autobiographical novel reconstructs Genet’s early adult years as a petty criminal and vagabond, traveling through Europe and Asia, one step ahead of the authorities. 268 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 **$5.95**

**4824032 HUNTER’S MOON.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. A cattle ranch stalked by the ultimate predator. A heifer gutted and beheaded by razor-sharp claws. A ranch hand crushed and killed—it before it kills him and everyone he loves. 363 pages. Pinnacle. **$6.95**

**4824083 THE MORGANS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. There’s nothing unusual for a legendary gunsmith to be summoned to the lawless territory of Arizona. But when Frank Morgan, aka The Last Gunfighter, rides into Tuscon, he finds himself ambushed and kidnapped. The only way out is for Frank’s son, Conrad, to ransom his father free. 331 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  **$6.95**

**4824091 MURDER IN CONNEMARA.** By Carlene O'Connor. Veronica announces she’s ready to celebrate one year’s sobriety with seven people she’s invited to John Cavendish’s family country estate. Detective Peter Diamond catches sight of a paroled violent criminal attending the race. When he learns one of the runners never crossed the finish line, he wonders if he was a spectator to murder. 356 pages. Kensingong. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  **$6.95**

**4822247 GOOD MORNING, MIDNIGHT.** By Reginald Hill. Prominent businessman Pal Maciver locked himself in his study and shot himself. It’s an open and shut case as far as Detective Inspector Standhope is concerned—but Maciver’s father died in an almost identical manner ten years earlier—and “Fat Andy” was the investigating officer. 465 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  **$9.95**

**4822675 THE MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR AT STYLES.** By Agatha Christie. Lieutenant Hastings is invited to John Cavendish’s family country manor. The beautiful Styles Court is home to John’s stepmother Mrs. Inglethorp, and her new husband, Alfred. When Mrs. Inglethorp is found poisoned, anybody could be the murderer. Making his unforgettable debut, the brilliant Belgian detective, Hercule Poirot, is on the case! 238 pages. Archon. Paperbound.  **$4.95**

**4825934 THE ROAD HOME.** By Richard Paul Evans. The conclusion to the Broken Road of Deliverance. Charles continues his pilgrimage along the iconic Route 66. He intends to finish his trek from Amarillo, Texas, to Santa Monica, California, despite learning that his ex-wife is now planning to marry another man. And Charles has reasons to learn about her. When he arrives at his true destination. 320 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  **$4.95**

**4816307 SECRETS TO THE GRAVE.** By Tami Hoag. As Sheriff Detective Tony Mendez and child advocate Anne Levine begin to peel back the layers of mystery that surround the disappearance and murder of a man whose body is found burned beyond recognition, the stakes are in for their lives here and there. And just when it seems Marissa has taken her secrets to the grave, they uncover a fact that puts Anne and Haley, Marissa’s daughter, directly in the sights of a killer. Marissa never existed. 460 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  **$4.95**

**4827716 A SUMMER AFFAIR.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Clair, a devoted mother and wife, has a problem. Her only limitation. Agreeing to chair the committee for Nantucket’s social event of the year, she’s propelled into the orbit of billionaire Lock Dixon. Working closely with Lock, unexpected sparks begin to fly and Claire finds the gala, the nature, and herself falling out of control. 404 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  **$4.95**

**4812895 THE PEANUTS POSTER COLLECTION.** By Charles M. Schulz. From Charlie Brown and Lucy to Snooky and Woodstock, the gang’s all here in 20 high quality, ready to frame, remastered art prints of the beloved comic strip. Perfect for fans of all ages! 48 pages. Atrium. 11x14 Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  **$7.95**

**4818558 THE HEATENHS.** By Ace Atkins. When juvenile delinquent TJ Byrd insists that she doesn’t know who killed her mother, Quinn Colson is inclined to believe her. But no one else does, not even Officer Victor. S. Marshal Little Virgil. While Little Tracks TJ, intent on bringing her to justice, Quinn sets out to find the truth about TJ’s missing mother. Someone has gone to a lot of trouble to implicate TJ. 404 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  **$19.95**

**4815882 IT’S BETTER THIS WAY.** By Debbie Macomber. It’s been nearly six years since Julia Jones had her heart broken. After her husband became involved with another woman, Julia did everything she could to save their marriage to no avail. When she meets a handsome mariner in the building she now lives in, she can’t help but be drawn to him. 301 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00  **$19.95**

**4819721 THE DARKEST EVENING.** By Ann Cleeves. After finding a child alone in a car that skidded off the road, Detective Inspector Sarah Louth, arrives at a place she knows well, Brockburn Manor where her father grew up. As a blizzard closes in and a woman lies dead in the snow. Vera’s investigations also begin to uncover the truth behind her complicated past. 374 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  **$12.95**

**4815823 THE FINISHER.** By Peter Lovesey. Through a particularly ill-sated series of events, couch potato Mavee Kelly has been forced to sign up for the Olver Half, Bath’s springtime half marathon. Meanwhile, Detective Peter Diamond catches sight of a paroled violent criminal attending the race. When he learns one of the runners never crossed the finish line, he wonders if he was a spectator to murder. 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99  **$19.95**

**4819713 A COMEDY OF TERRORS.** By Lindsey Davis. In first century Rome, Flavia Albia is not looking forward to the December festival of Saturnalia. With a series of gang related murders and bloody murders, Albia and her husband Tiberius must work alone, as the stakes rise and the emperor himself become a target of the hidden criminal gangs. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  **$21.95**

**4828003 BILLY SUMMERS.** By Stephen King. Billy Summers is a man in a room with a gun. He’s a killer for hire and the best in the business. But he’ll do the job only if the target is a truly bad guy. And now Billy wants out, but there is one last hit. Billy is among the best snipers in the world, a decorated Iraq war vet, a Ho udini of the runest, a Chicago detective—Billy knows what it’s like when it comes to vanishing after the job is done. So what could possibly go wrong? 517 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00  **$21.95**

**4819705 CLAWS FOR ALARM.** By Cate Con te. When Maddie is involved with another woman, Julie did everything she could to save their marriage. When her husband Tiberius must work alone, the stakes rise and the emperor himself become a target of the hidden criminal gangs. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  **$5.95**

**4827546 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE THREE WISE WOMEN.** By Emily Brightwell. When Christopher Gillyan is shot dead under the cover of fireworks at a holiday party, Mrs. Jeffries is deemed a suspect. But when the case hasn’t been solved six weeks later, Inspector Witherspoon is called upon to find the killer, and he receives the help of Lucy Belle, Ruth, and Mrs. Jeffries—three women. 282 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  **$4.95**
**NEW FICTION**

**4813464 THE MISTLETOE MURDER AND OTHER STORIES.** By P.D. James. James was frequently commissioned by newspapers and magazines to write a special short story for Christmas. Now, for the first time, four of the best are collected here. Includes the title story as well as: *The Twelve Clues of Christmas; The Bodorex Inheritance;* and *The Yarn Collectors*. 134 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

**4814134 DISNEY DARKWING DUCK: Just Us Justice Ducks.** Ed. by David Gerstein. Presents the vivid 1980s and ‘90s adventure comics based on the classic Disney Afternoon animated line up. Includes Disney Ducktales, Just Us Justice Ducks; Adventures of the Gummi Bears The Legend of Tumm, the Werebear; Gool Trop A Goofy Movie; Ducktales A Beagle Buccaneer Story; Chip ’n Dale Kid on the Duck Fantascope. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4815656 FALSE WITNESS.** By Karin Slaughter. Leigh has worked hard to build what looks like a normal life. She’s an up and coming defense attorney at a prestigious law firm in Atlanta, would do anything for her 16 year old daughter, Maddy, and is managing to successfully co-parent through a pandemic after an amicable separation from her husband Walter. But her ordinary life masks a terrifying secret—one she are 440 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**4816714 NINE LIVES.** By Danielle Steel. Mary Margaret Kelly sought out all the things her widowed mother had lost—a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable widowed mother had lost—a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable...

**4826598 NOTHING VENTURED.** By Jeffrey Archer. William Warwick has always wanted to be a detective, and much to the dismay of his lawyer father, Sir Julian Warwick QC, he joins London’s Metropolitan Police. But before long he is investigating the theft of a priceless Rembrandt painting, and falling in love with the museum’s research assistant—who is terrified her secret will come to light. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**4831401 QUEEN BEE.** By Dorothy Arrow. Frank Beekeeper Holly McMee Jensen’s world is upended when her more flamboyant sister, Leslie, returns and both sisters, though seemingly polar opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their neighbors’ front yard. But when Frank is accused of a brain... 402 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4825071 GIRLS LIKE US.** By Cristina Alger. FBI agent Nell Flynn hasn’t been home in ten years. Nell and her older sister, Mary, have never had much of a relationship. But when Martin dies in a motorcycle accident, Nell returns home and ends up becoming involved in her father’s last case: the brutal murder of two young women. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4841440 THE BREAKER.** By Nick Petrie. Peter interrupts a crime, but it wasn’t what he’d expected. The young gunman appeared to have one target but when her co-pilots and her signature drone are more to the encounter than meets the eye. When an associate from Peter’s past appears with an irresistible offer. if he and June solve this mystery, his record will be scratched clean. 495 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**4824903 ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD.** By Quentin Tarantino. With the likes of Rick Dalton, Cliff Booth, Sharon Tate and Charles Manson this work is at once hilarious, deliciously brutal. This is the always surprising, sometimes shocking novel based on Tarantino’s Academy Award winning film. 400 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4824857 THE CHARM SCHOOL.** By Susan Wiggs. Yearning to escape her life in Boston society, Isadora Peabody takes a job as an intern on a ship bound for Rio de Janeiro. The surly and handsome sea captain, Ryan Calhoun, is opposed to a woman holding the role. But Isadora’s attraction flow between them, Ryan and Isadora must risk it all for love. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4824946 TO SIR PHILLIP, WITH LOVE.** By John Lee. Sir Philip and his beloved childhood friend—and the other a terrifying... 254 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $6.95

**4825012 BLINDSIDE.** By James Patterson. As detective Michael Bennett leaps into the case of the mayor’s missing daughter, Natalie, sources lead him to a... 498 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $6.95

**4811616 DEADLOCK.** By Catherine Coulter. FBI Special Agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling mysteries and a relentless psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn that what happened in the past casts a long shadow. Savich and Sherlock must discover the truths not only to save themselves but also to prevent further... 498 pages. Pocket Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4824237 YOU BETRAYED ME.** By Lisa Jackson. The Cahills of San Francisco are famous for two things: their vast wealth, and the scandals that surround them, murder, greed, and deadly ambition. Some people will do anything to get, and keep, the Cahill family’s Janid of money. Their number one target is Carlene Cahill’s girlfriend Megan goes missing, he can’t escape a feeling of dread. 539 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4823605 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** By Gaston Leroux. The lights of the Paris Opera House... 204 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $6.95

**4826043 DISNEY PRINCESS MUSIC SPEAKER STORYBOOK.** Join Ariel, Belle, and Jasmine for a musical adventure, featuring three princess story retellings. The 15 tunes include Disney classics *Under the Sea; Beauty and the Beast;* and *A Whole New World*. Ages three and up. Fully a color, 30 pages. Disney. 11.99 12 Pub. at $19.99 $11.99
NEW FICTION

4815785 THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe. By Matt Manning et al. The most comprehensive guide to DC’s Super Heroes and Super-Villains, which includes the latest earth-shaking developments in the DC Multiverse, and profiles more than 1,200 characters. 324 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $10.12. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

4824954 WIDOW’S SECRETS. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Artist Liana is stunned to learn her husband, missing for ten years, has been found murdered. Now Officer Kent Olson seeks to solve the cold case, with Liana’s help. Liana wants nothing to do with the police, yet Kent intrigues her. Will digging into the past create new problems? 232 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. $4.95

4827414 JEEVES AND THE LEAP OF FAITH. By Ben Schott. In this eagerly anticipated sequel to Jeeves and the King of Clubs, Schott leads Jeeves and Wooster on yet another elegantly uproarious espionage caper. 336 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

4827510 METROPOLIS. By Philip Kerr. At central police HQ, the Murder Commission has its hands full. A killer is on the loose and though he scatters many clues, each is a dead end, as if he’s taunting the cops. Meanwhile, the press is having a field day. This is what Bernie Gunther finds on his first day. With the Murder Commission. 368 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

4812395 NO JUDGMENTS. By Meg Cabot. Sabrina Beckham needs to start over. So she leaves Manhattan for the one place that has always felt safe—Little Bridge. The tiny island in the Florida Keys was her family’s favorite vacation spot. It seems too beautiful to be hit by disaster—until a Category 5 hurricane bears down, and residents are urged to evacuate. But she has no intention of leaving. 358 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

4827503 MCGARVEY. By David Hagberg. When Kirk McGarvey investigates the mysterious death many years ago of his parents, he uncovers long-buried secrets that put him head to head and hand in hand with the same deadly efficiency as always, he has his plans vaporized and his own future in the Program. 376 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

4825926 ONE TRUE PATRIOT. By Sean Parnell. Two months after taking down terrorist Aleksand Zakayev, Eric Steele is back in action. Though he is completing his Alpha assignments with the same deadly efficiency as always, he has lingering questions about his plans, and his own future in the Program. 376 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

4812115 THE BORDER. By Don Winslow. For more than forty years, Art Keller has been on the front lines of America’s longest conflict, the war on drugs. Now elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, he finds himself at war with the cartels that are more than ever wreaking chaos and suffering in Mexico, and his own government. 727 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. $6.95

4816919 THE COLOUR OF MURDER. By Julian Symons. John Wilkins meets a beautiful, irresistible girl, and his world is turned upside down. Looking at his wife, and thinking of the girl, everything turns red before his eyes—the color of murder. Originally published in 1957. 262 pages. Poison Pen. Paperback. $12.95. $5.95

4826337 THE ADVENTURE OF THE PECULIAR PROTOCOLS. By Nicholas Meyer. January 1905. Holmes and Watson are summoned by Holmes’ brother Mycroft to undertake a clandestine investigation. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found floating in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled into England at the cost of her life. 238 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

4823982 A DEADLY DECEPTION. By Lorna Barrett. Tricia has just received a second marriage proposal within fifteen minutes. The first was from her friend with benefits, Marshall Cambridge, and the second from her ex-lover, police chief Grant Baker. While weighing her options, Marshall is run down and killed by a speeding van. When the same van attempts to run her down, Tricia searches for the driver before she becomes the next victim. 323 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $16.95

4826272 HOUSE OF CORRECTION. By Nicci French. When a body is discovered in Oxford, England, Tabitha is shocked to find herself placed in handcuffs. It must be a mistake. Tabitha is not a murderer. She knows she’s not. She thinks she’s not. But what if she’s only lying to herself? 516 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

4824172 A TIME TO SWILL. By Sherry Harris. Chloe loves her new life pouring beers and mixing cocktails at the Sea Glass Saloon in the Florida Panhandle town of Emerald Cove. But on the job, the only exercise she gets is walking from one end of the bar to the other, so in the mornings she loves to run on the beach. On a foggy morning, she discovers a body in a beached boat. Chloe is determined to find out who did this. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $8.99. $6.95

4823958 THE CIDER SHOP RULES. By Julie Anne Lindsey. Autumn in Blossom Valley means pumpkin patches are ripe and Winona Mae Montgomery and her Granny Smythe’s cider shop is flourishing. And best of all Jacob Potter’s pumpkin farm draws tourists and locals alike. That’s why it’s such a shock when Mr. Potter is found dead. Fortunately when it comes to solving a murder, no one has a patch on Winnie. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95

4817710 EDDIE’S BOY. By Thomas Perry. Michael Shafer is a retired American businessman, living peacefully in England with his beautiful wife. But her annual shopping trip party brings strangers to their house, and with them, an attempt on Michael’s life. He is immediately thrust into action, luring his lethals pursuers to Australia before trying to figure out why the mafia is after him—again. 274 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4824148 ROYAL. By Danielle Steel. In this spellbinding tale a princess is sent away to safety during World War II, where she falls in love, and is left to raise her child. A fascinating story of family, love, and an unforgettable portrait of an extraordinary young woman and the man who brings her home. 367 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4814290 COLD CASE AT CARDWELL RANCH. By B.J. Daniels. A grizzly discovery at the bottom of an abandoned well leads cold-case detective Waco Johnson to Cardwell Ranch and a thirty year old unsolved homicide. When evidence points to the Montana rancher’s helper, Waco knows he’ll need the Montana rancher’s help to find the vanished woman. 440 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4814312 DEVIL IN DISGUISE. By Lisa Kleypas. Lady Merritt Sterling, a strong-willed beauty who runs a shipping company, knows London society is dying to catch her in a scandal. So far, she’s been too smart to provide them with one. But then she meets Keir MacRae, a rough and rugged Scottish whisky distiller, and all her sensible plans vanish like smoke. 372 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95
NEW FICTION

★ 4824156 SWEET TALKING RANCHER. By Kate Pearce. Everyone in rancher Danny Miller’s life wants to know how he feels about his teenage flame returning to Morgan Valley. Danny wishes he knew. After the disastrous ending of their relationship, and Faith’s choice to leave town, Danny’s rebuilt his life without her. But he’s about to have a very practical reason for needing her in it again. 326 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


★ 4814304 THE COURTSHIP OF CAROL SOMMARS. By Debbie Macomber. For the last five years, the mother of mourning Sommars has devoted herself to two things: working as a nurse and raising her teenage son, Peter. Carol is content with her life, so she’s caught off guard when Peter suggests she start dating again. 426 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4816684 KILL ALL YOUR DARLINGS. By David Bell. After years of struggling to write following the deaths of his wife and son, English professor Connor Nye publishes his first novel: a thriller about the murder of a young woman. There’s just one problem. Connor didn’t write the book, his missing student did. And then she appears on his doorstep, threatening to expose him. 406 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4820665 THE WOMEN’S MARCH. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Twenty-five year old Alice Paul returns to her native New Jersey after years on the front lines of the suffrage movement in Great Britain. Weakened from imprisonment and hunger strikes, she is determined to invigorate America’s stagnant suffrage movement. 344 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

4813634 FLOTSAM. By Erich Maria Remarque. Offers a terrifying portrait of Europe as the Nazi shadow falls over the continent. But, during a time of cruelty and cold-blooded wars of the Nazi state, Steiner and Kern still are able to find humanity as well as kindness. They also find incomparable joy in each other. 400 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

★ 4826723 THE WHEEL OF TIME, BOXED SET III. By Robert Jordan. Novels. Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time has become a hallmark in epic fantasy, and captivated millions of readers. This boxed set includes volumes eight, nine, and ten: A Crown of Swords; The Path of Daggers; and Winter’s Heart. 2,023 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $32.97 $24.95

4820599 A CRAFTED QUILTS A CRIME. By Holly Quinn. Local quilter Wanda Wadsworth particip ates in a live mannequin-with-displasstion contest. Wanda’s a favorite to win, but when spectators realize she’s not breathing, a blanket of grief and fear descends upon the wintry town. Detective Liam Nash together with the detective team S.H. E., set out to solve Wanda’s chilling, unlikely death. 314 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

482055X READ AND BURIED. By Eva Gates. Librarian Lucy Richardson unveils a mysterious map and a coded page dating back to the Civil War. But when the body of historical society member Jeremy Hughes is found dead in the library and the map and the coded page become missing, Lucy is forced to get involved fast. 309 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 4812298 THE HUNGER. By Alma Katsu. Evil is invisible, and it is everywhere. That is the only way to fight a series of misfortunes that plagued the wagon train known as the Donner Party. As members of the group begin to disappear, the survivors start to wonder if there really is something disturbing—and hungry—waiting for them in the mountains. 376 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

★ 4812174 THE EARL TAKES A FANCY. By Lorraine Heath. Though born out of wedlock, Fancy is determined to fulfill her mother’s wish that she marry into nobility. While Fancy’s keen intellect and good school manners make her the perfect wife for a gentleman. But as Fancy finds herself torn between her family’s expectations and her growing feelings for the supposed commoner, Matthew, secrets are exposed. 327 pages. Avon. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 4812484 TO BED THE BRIDE. By Karen Ranney. Politics has introduced MP Logan McKnight to many fascinating people, but the lady he encounters on the lands bordering his ancestral Scottish home outshines them all. Eleanor Craig of Hearthmere is everything Logan longed for—a beauty, a wit, an eccentricity, and it also seems lonely, so Logan brings her a puppy. Thus begins their passionate connection. 296 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

★ 4827678 THE SECOND WIFE. By Rebecca Fleet. When Alex met Natalie, she changed his life. After the tragic death of his first wife, which left him a single parent to his teenage daughter Jade, he was desperate to leave the pain of his past behind. But his new-found happiness is shattered when the body of a woman is found by him and his children unexpectedly tested. 325 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 4813251 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JEAN-LUC PICARD. Details the extraordinary life and career of one of the most celebrated names in Starfleet history and Captain Picard’s loyal companion. Personal correspondence and personal correspondence given Picard’s memoirs depth, and highlight some of the key moments and relationships from his life. Color photos. 280 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

★ 4820525 THE LAST DAY. By Andrew Hunter Murray. Scientist Ellen Hopper has traveled to the edge of civilization to escape the brutal violence and authoritarianism that have transformed her country. Until one day she receives a letter that contains a powerful and dangerous secret, one that she will need to return home to uncover, and one that those in power will kill to conceal. 292 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95

★ 4826590 DEAD OR ALIVE. By Tom Clancy. Covert intelligence expert Jack Ryan, Jr., and his compatriots at The Campus—joined by black ops warriors John Clark and “Ding” Chavez—come up against their greatest foe: a sadistic killer known as the Emir. 950 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

★ 481308X DEATH COMES TO PEMBERLEY. By P.D. James. It is 1803, six years since Elizabeth and Darcy embarked on their life together at Pemberley, Darcy’s magnificent estate. Their peaceful, orderly world seems almost unassailable. Then, on the eve of their much anticipated annual autumn ball, the patriarch dies, and all clues lead to Darcy’s silent but beloved gardener. 292 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

★ 482413X OVER OUR DEAD BODIES: Undertakers Lift the Lid. By K. McKenzie & T. Harman. An intriguing functional family business, C.R. Undertakers, is confronted when their mother’s wake into a full-blown riot, to funeral crashers looking for free meals, to a horse-drawn hearse taking the dearly departed for the ride of their afterlife, these accounts from actual undertakers have you laughing, thinking, and gasping in disbelief. 236 pages. Citadel. At $15.95 $11.95

★ 4829026 THE LAST MRS. SUMMERS. By Rhys Bowen. Accompanying her friend Belinda to Tewrana Hall in Cornwall, Lady Georgiana Ramroch must act as a chaperone that points to Belinda and her prime suspect. Learning that some long buried secrets have come back to haunt those in residence at Tewrana Hall, Lady Georgiana must sift through the rumors of murder, to save Belinda. 305 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
**4819748 HEART AND SOUL.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Two works of passion and suspense. In *From This Day,* hotel manager B.J. Clark resists the takeover of his New England inn but she cannot resist the temptations of a wealthy hotelier. In *Storm Warning,* Autumn Gallagher is shocked to discover a past lover at her aunt's inn and learns he's a prime suspect in a guest's death. 337 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**4828623 THE BROKEN SPINE.** By Dorothy St. James. Tru Beckett finds herself in a bind when her library in Cypress, South Carolina, is turned into a state of the art bookless "technological center." Tru decides to rescue hundreds of beloved books slated for the town dump under cover of darkness. But when the town manager, who was behind the push to transform the library, turns up dead in her new secret book room--Tru becomes suspect #1. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4828682 MURDER ALWAYS BARKS TWICE.** By Jennifer Hawkins. For ex-accountant Emma Reed and her beloved corgi, Oliver, opening Reed's Teas & Cakes in the village of Trevena in Cornwall, has been the fulfillment of a dream. Emma is asked to cater a local Daphne du Maurier literary festival, but when the festival organizer is found dead, Emma, Oliver and their friends are plunged into a poisonous murder mystery instead. 344 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4824164 TAGGART.** By Louis L'Amour. Adam Stark had found gold. In the confluence of the mesas and canyons near Rockinstraw Mountain, Stark, his wife, Consuelo, and his sister, Miriam, were quietly working a rich vein while keeping their presence a secret from raiding Apaches. But when Taggart enters their camp, tensions soon mount. Consuelo, against all good judgment cannot resist testing Taggart. 200 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**4814320 THE DUKE GOES DOWN.** By Sophie Jordan. Peregrine Butler's privileged, blissful life is turned upside down when it is revealed he was born before his parents' marriage and therefore is not the legal heir to the dukedom. Facing ruin, Perry must use his charm and good looks to win an heiress, while ignoring his real daughter. And he almost seems--like part of the family. Until she realizes he is after information that will tamish the Bodine name. 459 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $16.00. **$9.95**

**4814339 FOLLOW HER HEART.** By Marta Perry. Reportor Amanda longs to prove herself with a serious front-page story. Then her boss, Ross, is killed in a car accident leaving her to investigate his relatives. And he almost seems--like part of the family. Until she realizes he is after information that will tamish the Bodine name. 459 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**4814452 BAYOU BEAUTY.** By Lexi Blake. Sylvie is the mayor of the tiny town on the bayou that holds her heart. But for her, this can only be a pit stop on her way to bigger and better things. Rene Darois's whole life has been about serving his family. His latest demand, he must find a wife or lose it all. But he has just the solution, his college sweetheart, Sylvie. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**482506X SEMPER Promise.** By Marianne Elliot. In search of her father and the return of her sister, who left the Amish life years ago forces Miriam to face the problems in her marriage. She has been unable to give her husband, Daniel, a child, and fears he is not happy. When a disaster threatens the community, everyone comes together, offering new hope for all and for Miriam. 261 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4814371 NO REASON TO TRUST.** By Tess Gerritsen. Willy Jane is in search for the truth of her father's death. Her search for the truth is the only thing sustaining her, and she needs the help of ex-army officer Guy Bernard. But what she couldn't have prepared for are the shocking secrets and attraction she must face. 511 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4824865 A COLD CREEK SECRET.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Novels. In *A Cold Creek Secret,* Mimi Van Hoyshot (nee Weston) is a homemaker who resists the templations of her wealthy family. In *Storm Warning,* Autumn Gallagher is shocked to discover a past lover at her aunt's inn and learns he's a prime suspect in a guest's death. 337 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**4814479 RALPH COMPONT SEVEN ROADS TO REVENGE.** By Carlton Stowers. A grieving father seeks justice for his murdered wife and a new life for his daughter. Carl sets out to track down the killers, but he is surprised to learn that there are many roads to revenge. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4813480 SARATOGA TRUCK.** By Edna Ferber. Clio Dulaine, an ambitious Creole beauty, more than meets her match in Clint Maroon, a handsome Texan with a head for business and an eye for beautiful women. As different as they seem, they share a common trait: they’re both looking to settle a score. 286 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**

**481374X KING KONG.** By E. Wallace & M.C. Cooper. First published in 1933. A true colossus among adventure stories, it tells of a great ape’s capture and being brought to America. Novelization from the first of several *King Kong* movies. 156 pages. Modern Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$4.95**

**4819861 STARLIGHT ENCLAVE.** By R.A. Salvatore. Two different roads. On one, Jaronix and Alesha are on a quest to find an artifact that could offer salvation to Menobranzeran. On the other, Drizzt seeks answers that could offer salvation to not just his soul, but all souls. And no matter the outcome of either journey, the Realms will never be the same again. 444 pages. HarperVoyager. Pub. at $27.99. **$21.95**

**4824075 MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA: The First 80 Years.** Ed. by Jonathan Wilkins. Eighty years ago as the free world was threatened by fascism, a Super Hero was created to boost morale, offering a symbol of hope. Created by master storytellers Joe Simon and Jack Kirby, Captain America wore the colors of the bold red, white, and blue of the American flag. This deluxe volume explores Captain America's development, decade by decade. 194 pages. Titan. 8x11. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

**4823400 CRANFORD.** By Elizabeth Gaskell. The women of the small country town of Cranford live in general poverty, resolutely refusing to embrace change. In their simple well-ordered lives they face emotional dilemmas and upheavals. A rich, comical and illuminating portrait of life in a small town. 175 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**4827473 LITTLE WOMEN.** By Louisa May Alcott. Lovely Meg, talented Jo, frail Beth, spoiled Amy: these four March sisters, who learn the hard lessons of poverty and of growing up in New England during the Civil War. Based on Louisa May Alcott's childhood, this lively and entertaining novel tells the tale of a family who possesses a lasting vitality that has endeared it to generations of readers. 464 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$4.95**

**4821556 DARK CHALLENGE.** By Christine Feehan. Julian was golden, powerful, but tormented. By Lisa Oliver. A difficult decision faces2002. When the town manager, who was behind the push to transform the library, turns up dead in her new secret book room--Tru becomes suspect #1. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**4825853 AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE.** By Patrick Taylor. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 411 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. **$4.95**
NEW FICTION

4813278 BLOOD SUGAR. By Daniel Kraus. In a ruined house at the end of Yellow Street, an angry outpost hatches a scheme to take revenge for all the wrongs that have been suffered. With the help of three alienated kids, he plans to hide razor blades, poison, and broken glass in Halloween candy, maiming or killing dozens of innocent children. But will the investigation of the plot at the plantation pages, Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4816315 A SINGLE THREAD. By Tracy Chevalier. 1932. Since the Great War took both her beloved brother and her fiance, Violet Speedwell has become a “surplus woman,” one of a generation destined to remain unmarried after the war killed so many young men. Yet Violet cannot reconcile herself to a future spent caring for her grieving, embittered mother. 321 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

4826938 ASH. By James Herbert. They were missing. boy with suicidal souls, roaming corridors and passageways. Infamous people thought long-deceased, hiding and nurturing their evil in a basement full of secrets so shocking they would shake the world if they were ever revealed. David Ash and his partner of three years, Captain Terry, are sent to investigate. 692 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback $4.95

4827856 WHEREVER SHE GOES. By K.L. Armstrong. The officer tells Aubrey there are no reports of a missing child after she reports seeing a child being abducted. So why haven’t the little boy’s parents reported him missing? Aubrey knows what she saw, a boy being taken against his will from the park. But instead of listening to her, people question Aubrey’s sanity. 292 pages. Delacorte Paperback. $20.00

4821662 BLOOD SISTERS. By Jane Cory. Three little girls set off to school one sunny morning. Within an hour, one of them is dead. Fifteen years later, Kitty can’t speak and has no memory of the accident that’s to blame. Art teacher Allison looks fine on the surface but the surface is a lie. Meanwhile, someone is watching both Kitty and Alison—someone who wants revenge. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

4812131 THE CAJUN DOCTOR. By Sandra Hill. Dr. Daniel LeDeux and his brother travel to the swampy bayous of Louisiana, where they discover a long-lost family. Scared by a nasty divorce, Samantha has sworn off men, especially doctors. When Samantha’s stepbrother gets into serious trouble, Daniel LeDeux comes to his aid. 359 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4812379 THE MEN OF BITTER CREEK. By Joan Johnston. Novellas. When The Man from Wolf Creek leaves his secluded mountain refuge to seek revenge on the thief who robbed him, he never expected he’d end up taking home the wily old bandit’s daughter. Conn Benton is shocked at the surprising turn of events. A woman should manage a Winthrop—especially that tall, red-headed Emilaine—to end the feud between their families in The Christmas Baby. 294 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4816358 TANGLED UP IN CHRISTMAS. By Lisa Renee Jones. Hannah hasn’t been back to Sweetwater Texas in years, but when her ex-boyfriend, even out of the airport, she runs into her ex—the entire reason why she left in the first place. Now she’s working alongside him to save injured animals, and he’s pushing for a second chance. 510 pages. Entangled. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4817087 A CHRISTMAS TO REMEMBER. By Jenny Hale. Carrie loves her job as a nanny, but while her friends are settling down, all of Carrie’s time is spent with other people’s families. She just hasn’t found the right man. Then one fateful Christmas, she embarks on a new career—fixing her lonely life. The house is beautiful, the kids are adorable, and she’s in charge of decorating the tree. There’s only one problem: her boss. 246 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

4812123 CAJUN CRAZY. By Sandra Hill. Former Chicago cop Simone LeBeaux is back home in the bayou, under the double-wide in the Pecos Gates trailer park to help her mama recover from surgery. Her one rule: no Cajun men. When she opens Legal Belles, an agency that uncovers cheating spouses, Adam Lanier comes to her aid in a difficult case, and the Cajun has Simone tripped on 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4825667 FOREVER MINE. By Erin Nicholas. Maya, daring and spontaneous, is the exact opposite of what Dr. Alex Nolan always thought he wanted. But when their little girl disappears, he never knew shows up on his doorstep. Maya is the one who helps them hold it together. With love on the line, will the guy who’s always played it safe be willing to take the biggest risk of all? 331 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4827538 MONTANA SKY. By Nora Roberts. In order to get their inheritance, Willa, Tess and Lily—three step-sisters unknown to each other—must live on their father’s ranch together for one year. They must put their bitterness aside and live like family. They must protect each other and unite against an enemy who wants to destroy them all. 438 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

48252125 WITHOUT MERCY. By Jessica Ferris. A ragged set of skeletal remains is found, and Brockton and his assistant, Miranda, are on the case. In the middle of the investigation, a sadistic serial killer escapes from prison, bent on wreaking vengeance, and he has had two decades to perfect his plan. 372 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4818955 A HEX FOR DANGER. By Susan Ash. The small town of Bellamy Bay has its share of skeletons in its closet, but it isn’t used to bodies turning up in the local history museum. When the police investigation nets her friend Celeste, water critic, Alexander Daniels decides to find the true culprit. With the help of her magically inclined and cousins, Alex dines in to clear her friend’s name. 323 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

4822870 THE COLDEST CASE. By Martin Walker. An anonymous skull, an unsolved murder, some ruthless rags about Cold War espionage, Bruno’s investigation into a long standing cold case takes him into the tangled inheritance of a Bergere garden and into the archives of once Communist run regions of Paris as a fierce heat wave , sharing a double with John. 322 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4820886 THE MAN WITH THE SILVER SAAB. By Alexander McCall Smith. Detective Ulf Varg is a man of refined tastes and quite familiar with the frank Malmok Daniel. His new boss, Adlers Anders Kindgren visits the Department of Sensitive Crimes to report a series of bizarre acts that have been committed against him, Ulf and his team swing into action. 236 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4816676 THE HOLLYWOOD SPY. By Susan Elia MacNeal. Los Angeles, 1943. As the Allies beat back the Nazis in the Mediterranean and the United States military slowly closes in on Tokyo, Walt Disney cranks out wartime propaganda and the Coconut Grove takes a jazz and singing every woman floats lifeless in the pool of one of California’s trendiest hotels, and Maggie Hope starts digging into the case. 349 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4821009 JUDAS HORSE. By Lynda La Plante. When three murk customers have the hots for the residents of Chipping Norton, a small community of wealthy families who value their privacy. But when a mutilated body is discovered it becomes clear that this is no ordinary group of old-fashioned thieves. Detective Jake investigates, 305 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
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**4816545** THE WINTER MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. This story was first written as a screenplay, a vehicle for the figure skater Sonja Henie. Following its rules for Earthly. This final mystery of Van Dine’s is true vintage Philo, and that is its own very genuine kind of pleasure. Originally published in 1939. 188 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$11.95**

**4823974** CARROT CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. During a family reunion, Uncle Gus is found dead with an ice pick jutting out of his chest. Now Hannah Swensen’s got to sift through a long list of suspects to find a killer, even if it could mean returning to the spy race. 325 pages. Atria. Pub. at $18.95

**$16.95**

**4812611** A VERY PRIVATE MURDER. By Stuart Pauson. When the mayor of Heckley and driving force behind the construction of a controversial new mall is found murdered, killed by a single shot to the head, the chief constable insists on D.I. Priest investigating the case. But it’s going to take more than standard police procedure to crack this case. 349 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback.

**$9.95**

**4824113** MURDER, SHE EDITED. By Kaitlyn Dunnett. When freelance editor Mikki Lincoln inherits a nearby farm from a woman she hasn’t seen in years, it comes with a big catch: diaries hidden in the neglected house must be recovered, edited, and published across the internet within one month. The location of an unsolved murder, Mikki must now swiftly crack an eerie cold case from the past first in order to recover, edit and publish across the web. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

**$18.95**

**4824105** MURDER IN A TEACUP. By Vicki Delany. When one of the guests at grandmother Rose’s B&B is poisoned by drinking from one of the locals’ water jugs, the local mill, he and Belinda make a deal: if she tends to the farm, he’ll sell her flowers in town. 303 pages. Hallmark. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$11.95**

**4812069** AN AMISH FLOWER FARM. By Mindy St. Martin. Belinda Graber loves growing flowers for her family to sell at the Amish market. Selling them in town, though, is out of the question. Beekeeper Adam Fisher knows how blessed he is to live next door to the Grabers’ field of flowers. When he must go to work at the mill, his and Belinda make a deal: he will tend his hives, she’ll sell her flowers in town. 303 pages. Hallmark. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$11.95**

**4823656** TERRIFYING GHOST SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Gillian Whitaker. This attractively bound silver-embossed volume gathers new stories of spooky encounters and destructive events and joins them with classic short fiction from Edith Wharton, Sheridan Le Fanu, and more. 432 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

**$13.95**

**4823389** BLACK SCI-FI SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Josie Karani. This handsomely bound gold foil-stamped anthology of 20 stories provides a long-overdue look into compelling futures for humankind, told by black voices. Authors include Sutton Griggs and W.E.B. Du Bois. 430 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $15.95

**$13.95**

**4812289** THE LAST THING I TOLD HIM. By Laura Dave. Before Owen Michaels disappears, he manages to smuggle a note to his beloved wife of one year: protect her. Despite her confusion and fear, Hannah Hall knows exactly to whom the note refers—Owen’s sixteen year old daughter, Bailey. Together, Hannah, Hall and Bailey set out to uncover the truth about Owen. 316 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

**$19.95**

**4821017** THE OTHER BLACK GIRL. By Zakya Dailla Harris. Twenty-six year old editorial assistant Nella Rogers is pretty tired of being the only Black girl at Wagner Books—so of course she’s excited when Hazel-May McCall starts working in the cubicle beside hers. But then a string of unsettling events causes Nella to become paranoid. Another number one, and Hazel, the new darling. And then the notes start to appear. Atilla. Pub. at $27.00

**$19.95**

**4820762** MICKEY MOUSE: The Man from Alcatraz. By Romano Scarpa. Who knows what evil lurks in the heart of Mouseton’s infamous Alcatraz Prison? When Mickey tries to return ex-con violinist J. Cobalt Bloogle, the resulting mayhem is ultimately claimed the lives of 832 men and injured 300 more. You will be astounded and humbled by the heroic actions of a few extraordinarily brave sailors in the face of unspeakable atrocity. 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99

**$18.95**

**4820770** GOLDEN AGE DETECTIVE STORIES. Ed. by Pto Penzler. In this thrilling new collection, Penzler selects 14 of the greatest American short stories from the era with authors including Ellery Queen, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Cornell Woolrich, Erle Stanley Gardner, and Anthony Boucher. 430 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**$11.95**

**4818212** RIGMAROLE. By G.A. McKevett. Plus-sized P.I. Savannah Reid must stop one very sour killer before someone else comes to a bitter end. 245 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $26.00

**$18.95**

**4828049** A FEW DROPS OF BITTERS. By P.T. Deutermann. In Ilmarsh, England, local police detective Nicholas meets six unsolved murders: a farmer’s heads on a farm, each buried with a single eye facing the low winter sun. After veterinary forensics expert Cooper Allen travels to the scene, a pathogen is discovered and many of those who have come into contact with the corpses grow critically ill. 452 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

**$21.95**

**4818560** TRIAL BY FIRE. By P. Deutermann. The gripping novelization of how, against all odds, the sailors of the Franklin were able to save their ship after a raging days of battling the flames that ultimately claimed the lives of 832 men and injured 300 more. You will be astounded and humbled by the heroic actions of a few extraordinarily brave sailors in the face of unspeakable atrocity. 245 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99

**$19.95**

**4812955** SIXTEEN HORSES. By Greg Buchanan. In Limarsh, England, local police detective Nicholas meets six unsolved murders: a farmer’s heads on a farm, each buried with a single eye facing the low winter sun. After veterinary forensics expert Cooper Allen travels to the scene, a pathogen is discovered and many of those who have come into contact with the corpses grow critically ill. 452 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

**$21.95**

**4812964** BLACKIE. By Brad Thor. Sco t Buchanan. In Limarsh, England, local police detective Nicholas meets six unsolved murders: a farmer’s heads on a farm, each buried with a single eye facing the low winter sun. After veterinary forensics expert Cooper Allen travels to the scene, a pathogen is discovered and many of those who have come into contact with the corpses grow critically ill. 452 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

**$21.95**
NEW FICTION
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PRISONER’S DILEMMA. By Richard Powers. Eddie Hobson’s recurring tainting spells have worsened, and knowing his aversion to doctors, he has no one to turn to for help. He is left to discover the nature of his sickness. Meanwhile in private, Eddie puts the final touches on a secret project he calls HobbsTown, a place that will save him, the world, and the earth. 362 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

COLD WIND. By Paige Shelton. Thriller writer Beth Rivers has just begun to settle in to her new life in the isolated village of Benedict, Alaska. She doesn’t have much of a chance to settle in since the unidentified man who kidnapped her in her hometown of St. Louis hasn’t been found yet, so for now Beth is staying put. Very soon however, Beth’s sense of safety is once again threatened. 291 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

GHOST UPS HER GAME. By Carolyn Hart. After a busy morning dispatching emissaries from Heaven’s Department of Good Intentions to those in need, Bailey Ruth Raeburn is feeling flush with success. So when an urgent call for help in the case of a murdered college student comes through from her old hometown, she can’t resist taking on the mission—and the mystery—herself. 214 pages. Severn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

DEPRAVED HEART. By Patricia Cornelw. Dr. Kay Scarpetta receives a text message from a child murder victim just before he is bludgeoned to death. To be from her niece Lucy. It’s a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost twenty years ago. As Scarpetta watches, she comes to grips with frightening secrets and dangerous implications, as the FBI begins building a case against Lucy, that could send her to prison. 489 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

ONCE AND ALWAYS. By Judith McNaught. Victoria, a divinely fierce, intelligent orphan, leaves her home in America to travel across the vast Atlantic to claim her long-lost inheritance: a labyrinthine English estate named Wakefield. There she is drawn to the magnetic charisma of Lord Jason Fielding. But she suspects that he harbors a dark and painful past. 439 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $7.95

THE NIGHT SHE DISAPPEARED. By Kevin O’Brien. From the depths of sleep, Seattle TV reporter Anna Malone awakens to her phone ringing. She rarely drinks, and this hangover is terrible. Why can’t she shake the feeling that something terrible happened last night? And why can’t she recall any of it? 488 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

ONE TRUE PATRIOT. By Sean Parnell. Novels. When special operative Eric Steele gets the alert that a fellow Alpha is in serious trouble, he rushes to Paris only to arrive too late. Stalker Six, is dead. The danger is increased when he discovers all that killing Alphas is just the beginning of a much larger, more nefarious plot. 436 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

LONE HEART PASS. By Joel Thomas. With a career and a relationship in ruins, Jubilee Hamilton is left reeling from a fast fall to the bottom. The run-down Texas farm she’s inherited is a far cry from the second chance she hoped for, but it and the abrasive foreman she’s forced to hire are all she’s got. 356 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


DARK OF THE MOON. By John Sandford. Virgil Flowers was brought into the burglary of California Apparition as an act of revenge from Lucas Davenport: “We’ll only give you the hard stuff.” He’s been doing the hard stuff for three years—but he’s never seen anything like this. 383 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

THE SHADOW. By James Patterson & B. Sitts. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Only two people know that 1930s society man Lamont Cranston has a secret identity as the Shadow, a crusader for justice. One is his greatest love, Margo Lane, and the other is his fiercest enemy, Shwan Khan. When Khan ambushes the couple, they risk everything for survival. A century later Lamont awakens in a world both known and troublingly familiar: 486 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

THE TRUE SOLDIER. By Paul Fraser Collard. April, 1861. Jack Lark arrives in Boston as civil war storms across America. A hardened soldier, Jack has always gone where he was ordered to go and killed the enemy he was ordered to kill. But when he becomes a sergeant for the Union Army, he realizes that this conflict is different. 486 pages. Heritage. Pub. at $29.99 $26.99

HEART OF DARKNESS. By Adapted by Peter Kuper. The illustrator delivers a visually immersive and profound graphic novel interpretation of the colonialism in Africa, evoking the danger and suspense at the heart of this brutal story. Fully Illus. Norton. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

A DECEPTION AT THORNCREST. By Ashley Weaver. Amory Ames is alone at her country home, homesteading, enjoying her last few weeks of peace and quiet as she prepares for the imminent arrival of her baby. However, when an unexpected visitor arrives at Thorncrest, secrets identities and whirlwind romances appear to be becoming par for the course—until a murder Hart is called to. 275 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $22.95

NEVER ASK ME. By Jeff Abbott. In a quiet neighborhood in the wealthy Austin suburb of Lakehaven, the body of Danielle Roberts is discovered on a park bench. Danielle is a beloved member of the community, an adoption consultant who delivered the joy of parenthood to a number of local families. Her death becomes the catalyst for a maelstrom of suspicion and intrigue. 396 pages. Criminal Intemperance. Pub. at $27.99 $23.95

GHOST. By James Swallow. As a disasterous attacks unfold across the globe, Marc Dane must call on all his skills and ingenuity to track down the mysterious figure behind it all—a faceless criminal known only as Master. Before the world is plunged into war. 382 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 $26.95

TELL ME THE TRUTH. By Gilly Macmillan. Lucy Harper’s talent for writing bestselling novels has given her fame, fortune, and millions of fans. It’s also given her Dan, her nearest, jealous husband whose own writing career has gone precisely nowhere. Now Dan has vanished. 300 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

THE HEATWAVE. By Kate Riarid. When Sylve receives a letter calling her back to her country home in the South of France, she knows she has to go. In the middle of a Sweltering 1990s summer marked by unusual fires across the countryside, she returns to La Revenie with her youngest daughter, Emma, in tow and with a deep suspicion she’s discovered the place she’s long loved to return to. 344 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $20.00

KNOT READY FOR MURDER. By Mary Marks. One loose thread threatens to unravel Martha’s wedding plans: the groom to be, Crusher, married a pregnant teen to save her from scandal thirty years ago and the marriage was never annulled. Now Crusher’s wife Hadas is coming to Los Angeles. But soon after she arrives, their house guest goes missing. Martha and her quilting cohorts must find the pattern to the mystery. 310 pages. Knitting. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW FICTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>482410</em></td>
<td><strong>TO ACH CHECK A KILLER.</strong></td>
<td>By Victoria</td>
<td>Kensington. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>482411</em></td>
<td><strong>BODY OVER TROUBLED WATERS.</strong></td>
<td>By Denise Swanson.</td>
<td>Kensington. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>482412</em></td>
<td><strong>TWO WICKED DESSERTS.</strong></td>
<td>By Lynn Cahoon.</td>
<td>Kensington. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>481682X</em></td>
<td><strong>THAT DEEP RIVER FEELING.</strong></td>
<td>By Jackie Ashenden.</td>
<td>Sourcebooks. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4816862</em></td>
<td><strong>SECRETS IN THE SAND.</strong></td>
<td>By Carolyn Brown.</td>
<td>Sourcebooks. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4826526</em></td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN SHERLOCKS: Stories from the Golden Age of the American Detective.</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Nick Rennison.</td>
<td>Penguin. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4829034</em></td>
<td><strong>THE NIGHT SINGER.</strong></td>
<td>By Johanna Mc.</td>
<td>Penguin. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4816716</em></td>
<td><strong>MURDER IN CHIANTI.</strong></td>
<td>By Camilla Trinchieri.</td>
<td>Sourcebooks. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4824059</em></td>
<td><strong>THE KINGDOM.</strong></td>
<td>By Jo Nesbo.</td>
<td>Vintage. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4824229</em></td>
<td><strong>WE ARE ALL THE SAME IN THE DARK.</strong></td>
<td>By Julia Heaberlin.</td>
<td>Vintage. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW FICTION


★ 4815939 NIGHTFALL AND OTHER STORIES. By Isaac Asimov. A collection of twenty classic short stories by the author of the Foundation series, featuring the definitive and only in-print version of “Nightfall.” 380 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

★ 4813930 BORN TO THE BADGE: Wyatt Earp, an American Odyssey. By Mark Warren. Shunted from his entrepreneurial ambitions to profit from the boomtowns of the frontier, twenty-six year old Wyatt Earp returns to law enforcement. As assistant marshal in Dodge City, Wyatt establishes a reputation as an unrelenting peace officer, before returning to Kansas and inadvertently forging his path into history. 249 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4819918 THE LONG ROAD TO LEGEND. By Mark Warren. An unsophisticated Iowa farm boy fuels his inner fire of ambition but struggles to find a direction that matches his rough temperament. In his young adult years the possibilities seemed endless for Wyatt Earp but history remembers him as a peace officer, a role he never wanted but that fate forced upon him. 241 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4813882 A LAW UNTO HIMSELF: Wyatt Earp, an American Odyssey. By Mark Warren. In Tombstone, Arizona Territory, despite a silver strike and the threat of entrepreneur opponents, Wyatt returns to law enforcement, poised to face a new threat to the Cowboy rustlers rampant on both sides of the U.S. Mexican border. These confrontations, that erupt to a gunfight behind the O.K. Corral, will define Earp’s place in history. 297 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4826663 KIDNAPPED. By Robert Louis Stevenson. David Balfour sets out from the Scottish Lowlands to seek his fortune in Edinburgh. Betrayed by his uncle, he is carried away to be sold into slavery. With the help of Alan Breck, an adventurer on the ship, they make an epic escape across the western Highlands. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. 278 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

★ 4826647 THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. By Mark Twain. Rather than be “civilized” by the Widow Douglas, Huckleberry Finn sets off with Jim, an escaped slave to find freedom on the Mississippi River. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. 360 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4825050 GREYFRIARS BOBBY. By Eleanor Atkinson. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. Inspired by true events, this is the deeply moving story of an inseparable bond and a wonderful evocation of Edinburgh in the late nineteenth century. 216 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4827899 WITHOUT A BREW. By Ellie Alexander. It’s winter in the Banana village of Leavenworth, Washington, which for local brewmaster Sloan Kravitz of City Dark, could meanimized craft beers, and getting the new guest rooms at Nitro into pristine condition before visitors flood in for Icefest. But when a guest goes missing, Sloan is convinced another mystery is brewing. 395 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $22.99 $16.75

★ 4817109 THE CONFERENCE OF THE BIRDS. By Ransom Riggs. With enemies behind him and the unknown ahead, Jacob Portman’s story continues as he leaves his family behind and embarks on the latest installment of the beloved Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children series. 321 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $22.99 $15.99

★ 4820495 THE BOOKS OF THE DEAD. By Emily Bernstein. When American sleuth Rachel Lewis stumblest upon an employee of the French national library imprisoned in the bathroom of a café, she is not surprised to be asked to help with the investigation by her old acquaintance Captain Boussiault. When Boussiault pulls Rachel from the case, she decides to travel to Paris ahead with her own investigation. 309 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $19.99

★ 4827880 THE WICKED HOUR. By Alice Blanchard. The day after Burning Lake’s notorious debauched Halloween celebration, Detective Natalie Lookhart uncovers a heartbreaking scene—a young woman bound and lying in a dumpster. The police clue to who she is, except for a mystifying tattoo on her arm and a callus underneath her chin. She’s not from around here, no one knows who she is. 295 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99


★ 4813874 THE NANNY. By Gilly Macmillan. On a hot night in the summer of 1987, Hannah, the Holt family’s nanny, left Lake Hall without a trace, devastating seven year old Jo. Haunted by the loss of the woman she loved more than anyone, Jo grew up blaming her beautiful, aristocratic mother, Virginia. But what really happened on that hot summer evening? 384 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

★ 482749X THE MAN IN THE MICROWAVE OVEN. By Susan Cox. Fleeing from a murder and family tragedy in her native England, where she was the scandal du jour for the tabloid press, Theo Bogart changed her name and built an undercover life in a close-knit San Francisco neighborhood. She didn’t expect to find love there, and now she doesn’t know how—or if—to reveal the truth. 296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $19.99

★ 4823990 DOPEFiEND. By Donald Goines. Teddy and Terry fulfilled their dreams...Together, Teddy and Terry filled people with admiration wherever they went. Young, gifted, and black, the future was theirs for the taking. But Teddy had a small addiction. Then Terry had a tale. Then both of them were stuck in the darkest of bottoms. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4829050 THE TALE OF PRINCESS FATIMA, WARRIOR WOMAN. Ed. by Melanie Magidow. A fearless, sword-swinging heroine who singlehandedly skewers countless men in stealth attacks on horseback, Princess Fatima was secretly given away at birth because she wasn’t male, only to triumph as the most formidable warrior of her time. This is the only Arabic epic named for a woman, recounting the adventures of a legendary medieval warrior. 167 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 482864X DEATH IN CASTLE DARK. By Veronica Bond. Maybe it was too good to be true, but when actress Nora Blake accepted the job from Derek Corby, proprietor of Castle Dark, she could hardly believe the downsides. But something sinister lurks behind the walls of Castle Dark, and when one of the actors is murdered, Nora sets out to see which of her fellow actors might be taken on the role of a murderer. 270 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
NEW FICTION

★ 481441X SEEK THE TRUTH. By Lynette Eason. When Sonya Daniels finds a kidnapped baby’s birth certificate hidden in her late mother’s home, she’s shocked to learn that was her family’s connection to the child, still missing for over two decades? Sonya hires detective Brandon Hayes to investigate. But someone doesn’t want the truth to come out and attempts to make Sonya believe she can be alone.
460 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $5.95

★ 4824938 THE RANCHER’S BABY SURPRISE/ THE COWBOY’S UNEXPECTED BABY. By J. Brookes & S. Dees. Novels. In The Rancher’s Baby Surprise, Garrett Wade rescues pregnant Hannah study at floor in labor. Becoming desperate of the single mom and her son, he invites her to stay at his ranch. In The Cowboy’s Unexpected Baby, Garrett Cole finds a newborn on his doorstep. When Abby, a social worker comes to his aid, will Garrett risk his heart?

429 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 482402X RANCHER TO THE RESCUE/ A COWBOY IN SHEPHERD’S CROSSING. By A. James & R.L. Heme. Novels. In Rancher to the Rescue, Jake comes to the aid of a woman in her broken down car and finds the answer to his childcare problems. As they help each other, will this woman be able to rescue Jake? In A Cowboy in Shepherd’s Crossing, Jace finds himself caring for this twin baby nieces while working with designer Melanie. Will she become part of his Y? 429 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 4824873 THE COWBOY’S SECRET/ A RANCHER TO TRUST. By J. Kemerer & L. Blount. Novels. In The Cowboy’s Secret, Dylan takes a job as a ranch hand and hides his millionaire status. As he falls in love with Abby, his infant niece’s guardian, will Dylan have a chance at happiness? In A Rancher to Trust, tragedy makes Dan the guardian of orphaned twins. Can his ex-wife forgive the past and open her heart to the family she’s always wanted? 427 pages.

★ 482489X A FATHER’S PROMISE/A BABY FOR THE RANCHER. By M. Oberhausen & M. Daley. Novels. In A Father’s Promise, Wes is stunned to discover he has a child. Can this sudden dad overcome a past tragedy that has him convinced he’s not meant to be a husband or father? In A Baby for the Rancher, Ben, a new father, adjusts to life with baby Cody, but the child really needs a mom. Could Sherri Lucy Benson be the perfect match? 440 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. $5.95

★ 482752X MISTRESS OF THE RITZ. By Melanie Benjamin. Inside the gilded walls of the Ritz every woman looks beautiful, every man appears with favored guests like Ernest Hemingway, Coco Chanel, and the Duke and Duchess of Windsor walk through its famous doors to be welcomed and entertained by Blanche Audico and her husband Claude, the hotel’s director. But one secret is shared between Blanche and Claude alone.
372 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.00

★ 4825705 THE ASTONISHING LIFE OF AUGUST MARCH. By Aaron Jackson. Abandoned as an infant by his actress mother in her dressing room at the Sarsensgund Theater, August March was raised there by an ancient wardrobe laurelist. But August’s wondrous time inside the theater comes to an end, and he finds himself pell in guerrilla raids of postwar New York City. 275 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

★ 481293X A STAR IS BORED. By Byron Lane. Laugh out loud funny and searingly poignant, this is a novel that, like the star at its center, is excruciating, joyous, heart-breaking, and hopeful. 342 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.99

★ 482654X CONSENSUAL HEX. By Amanda Harlowe. When Lee, a first year at Smith, is raped under eerie circumstances by an Amherst frat boy, she’s quickly disillusioned by her lack of recourse. As her trauma bubbles and boils within her, the mysterious Professor Weiss selects her for an exclusive seminar on gender, power, and witchcraft, where she meets Luna, Gabi, and Charlotte who all share a unique gift. 308 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

★ 4821824 OONA OUT OF ORDER. By Margarita Monimtor. It’s New Year’s Eve 1962 and Oona Lockhart has her whole life before her, but at the stroke of midnight she turns nineteen, and the year ahead promises to be one of consequences. Should she go to London to study economics or remain at home in Boston to pursue her passion for music? Can she be with her boyfriend? When she awakens, 32 years in the future, so begins Oona out of order. 338 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.99

★ 4827702 DRINKS WITH DEAD POETS. By Glyn Maxwell. Poet Glyn Maxwell wakes up in a mysterious village one autumn day. He has no idea how he got there, but he has a strange feeling there’s a class to teach. And isn’t that the poet Keats wandering down the lane? Why not ask him to give a reading, and hit the pub with the students afterward? 345 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

★ 4827243 JACK. By Marilynne Robinson. Robinson tells the story of John Ames Boughton, the prodigal son of Gilead’s Presbyterian minister, and romances him with Delta Miles, a high school teacher who is also the child of a minister. Their deeply felt, tormented, star-crossed interracial romance resonates with all the paradoxes of American life, then and now. 309 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00

★ 4826183 FIRE ON THE WATER. By Scott MacGregor, illus. by G. Dumm. This original graphic novel imagines the lives of blue-collar workers involved in the real-life Lake Erie tunnel disaster in Cleveland. Fully illus. 279 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99

★ 4826171 THE COLD MILLIONS. By Jess Walter. The Dolans live by their wits, jumping freight trains and taking day work at crooked job agencies. While sixteen year old Rye years for a steady job and a home, his older brother, Gig, dreams of a better world. A propulsive novel about two brothers steeping in the turbulent class warfare of the early twentieth century. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99

★ 4826191 FRAMED. By S.L. McInnis. Beth seems to have the perfect life: a beautiful house in the hills above Los Angeles, a handsome, ambitious husband, and plans of starting a family. So it doesn’t occur to her to worry when the news breaks of a quadruple homicide across town. Beth would never think to tie the murders to her sudden reappearance of wild, sexy, Cassie, her estranged best friend. 330 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.00

★ 4827015 UNDER PRESSURE. By Robert Pobi. On a beautiful October evening, an explosion rocks New York City’s iconic Guggenheim Museum–closed for a private soirée–instantly killing 702 people. In response the FBI mobilizes its entire team, and Brett Kehoe, Special Agent in charge of Manhattan, decides that he can’t do this without more computational power. Dr. Lucas Ross, a lonely genius for the FBI agent, is uniquely qualified to solve the task, 437 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

★ 4827457 THE LION’S DEN. By Katherine St. John. Belle likes to think herself immune to the dizzying effects of fabulous wealth. But when her best friend, Summer, invites her on a glamorous getaway to the Mediterranean aboard a billionaire boyfriend’s yacht, the only sensible answer is yes! But her dream vacation devolves into a nightmare as she and other girls are treated more like prisoners than guests.
353 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00
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**NEW FICTION**

4812654 AXIOM’S END. By Lindsay Ellis. In the fall of 2007, a well-formed leek has revealed that the U.S. government might have engaged in first contact. Cara Sabino is doing everything she can to avoid the whole mess, since the force driving the controversy is her whistleblowing father. Even though she hasn’t spoken to him in years, with him in hiding the attention is focused on her. 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4818564 HIGHLAND LEGEND. By Kathryn Le Veque. As the bastard son of a duke, Magnus Stewart’s royal blood has only been a curse. Lured by the mystique and riches of the legendary fight club Magnus Caledonia, Magnus doesn’t want or bitterness to battle his way to the status of a prized gladiator known as the Eagle. When Magnus comes to the aid of Diantha de Mora, there is an instant attraction. 282 pages. Sourcebooks Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4823494 KILLING COMMENDATOIRE. By Haruki Murakami. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A thirty-something portrait painter in Tokyo is abandoned by his wife and finds himself holed up in the mountain home of a famous artist, Tomohiko Amada, where he discovers a previously unseen painting in the attic and he unintentionally opens a circle of mysterious circumstances. 390 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

4828968 CLASS ACT. By Stuart Woods. LARGE PRINT EDITION. An old client of Stone Barrington reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and reputations and money are now on the line. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, things become more complicated when he makes a new acquaintance. 335 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00 $21.95

4821533 IN THE LIBRARY. By Katherine Schellman. Regency widow Lily Adler has finally settled into her new London life when her semi-estranged father arrives unexpectedly, intending to stay with her while he recovers from an illness. Spending time with a friend, Lady Wyatt and her new husband, Lily avoids her father’s disapproval. But when Lady Wyatt’s husband is found dead, Lily is determined to uncover the truth. 346 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $33.00 $21.95

482159X STEEL FEAR. By B. Website. J.D. Mann. The moment Navy SEAL sniper Finn sets foot on the USS Abraham Lincoln to hitch a ride home from the Persian Gulf, it’s clear something is deeply wrong. Leadership is weak. Morale is low. And when a crew member starts disappearing one by one, what at first seems like a random string of suicides soon reveals something far more sinister. 446 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

482200X IT’S BETTER THIS WAY. By Debbie Macomber. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After her marriage ends, Julia James begins a new life. She meets Heath Johnson, a divorce himself, and their friendship combining families will prove to be a challenge, Julia and Heath must reconcile their love for their children. New York? She’s got six, and all six will be called to arms in the greatest battle the city has ever fought, 465 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4828674 MARVEL AVENGERS: The Ultimate Character Guide. By A. Cowssill & J. Tomlinson. Collecting more than 200 heroes and villains, every page offers reference features incredible art and is packed with detailed information on each character’s history, stats, abilities, and power ranks. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

481309X THE OTHER PASSENGER. By Louise Candlish. It all happens so quickly. One day you’re living the dream, commuting to work by ferry with your charismatic neighbor Kit in the seat beside you. The next, Kit hasn’t turned up for the boat and you’re booked in his place. Melia, has reported her disappearance, and when you get off at your stop, the police are waiting for you. 388 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

4827961 ENTER JEEVES: 15 Early Stories. By P.G. Wodehouse. This collection of short stories by Wodehouse is the only collection to contain the first eight Jeeves short stories, as well as the complete Reggie Pepper series. Awash in an eternal glow of old-boy camaraderie, these stories offer revisits of Jeeves, a delightfully gracious servant, sure to please fans old and new. 232 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4823508 A LITTLE PRINCESS. By Frances Hodgson Burnett. Sara is brought from India to London arriving as a princess to attend Miss Minchin’s School. But then disaster strikes, she understands that her father becomes penniless, and she is cast into poverty. But her imagination and the kindness of strangers lift her above her misery. 235 pages. Arcutus. Paperback. $4.95

4823488 INFERNO. By Dante Alighieri. The fearsome journey of a pilgrim who meanders through the increasingly macabre landscape of Hell. He meets and often recognizes the various incidents of his travels are horrific and witness to their strangely befitting punishments. 192 pages. Arcutus. Paperback. $4.95


4812794 THE LOST JEWELS. By Kirsty Manning. When respected American jewelry historian Kate Kirby receives a call about the mysterious Cheapside jewels, she knows she’s on the brink of the experience of a lifetime. But a trip to London forces Kate to explore secrets that have long been buried by her own family. Unraveling a series of sketches, she wonders if the sketches hold the key to the secrets. 313 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4816259 MR. MALCOLM’S LIST. By Suzanne Allain. The Honorable Mr. Jeremy Malcolm is searching for a wife, but not just any wife. He’s determined to elude the fortune hunters and find a near-perfect woman that will meet the qualifications of his well-crafted list. And then Selina Dalton arrives in town. 244 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4816293 A ROGUE OF ONE’S OWN. By Evie Dunmore. Lady Lucie is fuming. She and her band of Oxford suffragists have finally scraped together enough capital to control one of London’s major publishing houses, with a purpose: to use it in a coup against Parliament. But who could have predicted that the one person standing between her and success would be her own mother’s true love? Lord Ballentin? 430 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
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NEW FICTION

4811852 BIZARRO COMICS! By Chris Duffy et al. The tales of Superman’s twisted doppleganger, Bizarro, are collected in this brilliant deluxe edition format. Along with Bizarro decide to publish his own comics from Bizarro Comics HC #1 through the strange and wonderful tales told in Bizarro World. 240 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

4812476 THE SEASONS. By Janna King. For a twenty-something, there is no summer job better than being a Seasonaire. No responsibilities, college is barely a thought, and you are surrounded by glamorous, beautiful people. Intoxicating and seemingly carefree, what could possibly go wrong? 326 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4812766 SHELTER IN PLACE. By David Leavitt. A story about house and home, furniture and rooms, safety and freedom, and the injurious ways in which political upheaval can undermine even the most seemingly impregnable foundations. A novel of the unlikely appetites by which both our public and private lives are shaped. 366 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4812239 THE GARDENER OF EDEN. By David Downing. A mysterious beachcomber appears one day on the coastal bluffs near the seaside town of Carvelle, a place whose best days are long behind it. Who is he, and why has he returned after nearly forty years? 263 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

4812360 MALIBU BLUFF. By Janna King. Every summer is curated as a dream for six twenty-something seasonaires handpicked by Lyndon Wyld, the chic founder of her namesake clothing line. This summer takes these influential brand ambassadors to the West Coast, where their antics are juicy entertainment for their throngs of fans and followers. 308 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4812492 TOMORROW THERE WILL BE SUN. By Dana Reinhardt. Two families arrive in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, for a once in a lifetime vacation in a villa right on the water—complete with five bedrooms, swimming pool, and rooftop Jacuzzi. Jenna has organized the trip to celebrate her husband’s fiftieth birthday, and she’s been looking forward to it for months. But soon, there is trouble in paradise. 317 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4826485 BOOKS OF BLOOD. By Clive Barker. In this tour de force collection of six brilliantly disturbing tales, Barker combines the extraordinary with the ordinary, bringing to life our darkest nightmares with stories that both seduce and devour. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4812344 LEADING MEN. By Christopher Castelani. In July of 1953, at a glittering party thrown by Truman Capote in Portofino, Italy, Tennessee Williams and his longtime lover Frank Merlo meet Anja Blomgren, a mysterious young Swedish beauty and aspiring actress. Their sexual encounter will go on to affect all of their lives. 99 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4812883 THE RED TENT. By Anita Diamant. The story begins with the mothers, Leah, Rachel, Zilpah, and Bilhah, and the four wives of Jacob. They love Dinah and give her gifts that sustain her through childhood, a calling to midwifery, and a new home in a foreign land. Dinah’s story reaches out from a remarkable period of early history and creates an intimate connection with the past. 321 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

4816889 BALTASAR AND BLIMUNDA. By Jose Saramago. Portugal, 1711: an amorous friar is pursued naked through the rubble-strewn streets of Lisbon, an enthusiastic procession of followers following after to see the damnation of adultery; a royal prince uses hapless sailors for target practice; and women dressed in colorful finery wash as lapped converts and sacrifices are out to death by flames. 343 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

4812263 A HANDFUL OF ASHES. By Rob McCarthy. Susan Bayliss became notorious when she turned the whistle on her boss, a famous surgeon at a renowned children’s hospital. Now Dr. Harry Kent, a medical examiner with the Metropolitan Police, has been called out to certify her suicide. But something about the scene is wrong. 373 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4812345 KILLER’S CHOICE. By Louis Beley. With the death of his nemesis, corrupt business mogul Abner Brown, retired Marine infantry officer Jack Dana thought he could finally realign his peaceful career as a novelist. But dark forces intervene to upend Jack’s comfortable new life when two of his uncle Harry’s closest friends are brutally murdered in their own home. 220 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4816218 AGENCY. By William Gibson. Verity Jane, gifted app whisperer, takes a job as the beta tester for a new product: a digital assistant, accessed through a pair of ordinary-looking glasses. “Eunice,” the dismally human AI in the glimmering machine, has a face, a fragmented past, and a canny grasp of combat strategy. 402 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

481214X THE COMPANIONS. By Katie M. Flynn. In the wake of a highly contagious virus, California is under quarantine. Sequestered in high-rise towers, the living can’t go out, but the dead can come in—and they come in all forms, from sad rolling cans to manufactured bodies that can pass for human. 257 pages. Scout. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4812441 THE PRICE YOU PAY. By Aidan Tranter. Jack Price is having a bad day. What he absolutely did not need was for someone to enquire after his past. This past-pursuer was a young neighborhood wiseacre who had a link to an old drug mule. But when Jack begins making some inquiries with a view to calming the whole thing down, someone hires the Seven Demons to kill him. 277 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4826965 THE MOST PRECIOUS OF CARGOES. By Jean-Claude Grumberg. Set against the horrors of the Holocaust and told with a fairy tale-like lyricism, this is a fable about family and redemption that reminds us humanity can be found in the most inhumane of places. 120 pages. Harper. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

4812352 THE FLIGHT PORTFOLIO. By Julie Orringer. The story of one young American’s quest to save the lives of artists and writers fleeing the Nazis after the invasion of France. Varien Fry, a Hollywood editor, is abducted by a French Resistance agent who recognizes the darkness descending over Europe and decides to take action. 562 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

4812638 ALICE’S FARM: A Rabbit’s Tale. By Marypee Wood. When a new family moves into Prune Street Farm after two years of the place sitting empty, Alice and the other cottontails aren’t sure what to make of it. Then she overhears a plan by a developer to run the new owners off the land and bulldoze the farm! Ages 8-12. 360 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

482623X THE GIRL IN WHITE GLOVES. By Kerri Maher. Grace knows what people see. She’s the Crippled Child, the story of glamourous Dinaah and her frozen in dazzling Technicolor. But behind the lens, beyond the panoramic views of glistening Mediterranean aqua, she is living the truth: the sacrifices it takes for an unappreciated girl from Philadelphia to defy her family and become the reigning queen of the screen. 370 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

4812409 THE PISCES. By Melissa Broder. Lucy has been writing her dissertation on Sappho for nine years when she and her boyfriend break up in a dramatic flame-out. After she bottoms out in Phoenix, her sister in Los Angeles insists Lucy dog sit for the summer. But Lucy finds little relief from her anxiety. Everything changes however when Lucy becomes entranced by an eerie, attractive swimmer while sitting on the beach. 270 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95
NEW FICTION

4825942 ROYAL HOLIDAY. By Jasmine Guillory. Vivian has been out of the country a grand total of one time, so when she gets the chance to tag along on her childhood babysitter Maddie’s strip-shipping trip abroad, she finds the royal family member, she can’t refuse. But what she doesn’t expect is to become instantly attracted to a certain Private Secretary, his charming accent, and his undeniably formal manner. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $15.95

4818261 AUTUMN LEAVES, 1922. By Tessa Lunney. October 1922. As the leaves turn gold on the Parisian boulevards, Kiki Button returns to Europe. As soon as she arrives back in Montmartre, Kiki sets up drinking with artists at the Café Rotonde. But it’s not all champagne and moonlit trysts, as she is pulled into another spy mission—one that brings her ever closer to the rising fascist threat. 378 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

4820062 MARVEL WOLVERINE: Creating Marvel's Legendary Mutant. By Mike Avila. A comprehensive look at this savage super hero, covering every aspect of Logan’s mysterious past—from the adventurous X-Man to the heartless Weapon X to the honed and bloodied rocinon. Filled with astonishing comic arc and exclusive interviews from legendary creators like John Byrne, Jim Lee, Frank Miller, Chris Claremont and many more. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Insight Editions. 9 1/4x12 1/8. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

4820047 THE STORE. By Bentley Little. Juniper is a desert town the retail giant called The Store has chosen for its new location. Bill Davis is the only one in town who senses the evil lurking within The Store. Not able to stop his teenage daughters from taking jobs there and falling under the frightening influence of its sadistic manager, Bill takes a stand at a terrifying cost. 418 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $8.95

4816722 SLEEP WITH SLANDER. By Dolores Harguindey. A high-society girl from the 1920s wakes up from a forty-year slumber in Hong Kong, only to find herself entangled in a labyrinth of well-hidden family secrets into the heart of an elaborate and malevolent deception. With little to go on, Jim Sader must rely on his wits to find the child even as he outwits the parceles demons that dog him. 293 pages. Library of America. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  $8.95

4818308 THE DUKE’S DISASTER. By Grace Burrowes. Noah, Duke of Anselm, has sorted meticulously through the Season’s debutantes in search of a suitable bride. But when he finally tries on his perfect match, Noah learns that the meek miss has accepted another offer, so he looks to her companion, Lady Theo, to find an equally desirable alternative. Only, Theo is anything but subservient. 352 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

4816323 SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR. By Richard Roper. All Andrew wants is to be normal. That’s why his coworkers believe he has the perfect wife and two children waiting at home for him after a long day. But the truth is, his life isn’t what it seems—his wife has people think—and his little white lie is about to catch up with him. 334 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95

4825658 THE LAST SONNETS. By Tara Conklin. It begins in a big yellow house, with a funeral, an iron poker, and a brief variation forever known as the Pause: a free and fatal summer in a middle-class Connecticut town. Caught between the predictable life they once led and an uncertain future that stretches before them, the Wetmore children are forced to let go. The Pause loyal and deeply connected. 354 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

4812089 MAN’S 4TH BEST HOSPITAL. By Samuel Shem. After The House of God, the resident known as the Fat Man and his eccentric band of medicine students return to the chaotic, unforgiving world of the hospital. Today Fats, now rich and famous, has been lured to the House of God’s WASPy rival, Man’s Best Hospital. 369 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95

4812840 PATTERNMASTER. By Octavia E. Butler. In the far future, humans are connected by a telepathic web that is controlled by the Patternmaster, a man who has sheer mental power has made him the uncontested ruler of humankind. As strong as his mind is, the Patternmaster’s body is weakening by the day, and when he dies, his people will descend into anarchy unless a classic problem steps forward. 217 pages. G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

482640X ATOMIC LOVE. By Jennie Fields. Chicago, 1950. Rosalind Porter has always defied expectations, in her work as a physicist on the Manhattan Project and in her passionate love affair with colleague Thomas Weaver. Five years after the end of both, her guilt over the bomb and her heartbreak over Weaver are intertwined. Then—Weaver gets back in touch, and so does the FBI. 356 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $8.95

4823427 FATHERS AND SONS. By Ivan Turgenev. Set in nineteenth-century Russia, as the country was emerging from the painful legacy of serfdom. At its center are Bazarov, a posturing nihilist who rejects all social institutions, and Arkady, who has been taken in by Bazarov’s revolutionary ideas. Originally published in 1862. 240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $4.95

4812332 THE PARIS MODEL. By Alexandra Joel. Raised on a vast Australian sheep farm, the stunning Grace Woods is compelled to travel to tumultuous postwar Paris to start a new life. While working as a glamorous model for Christian Dior, the world’s newly acclaimed emperor of fashion, Grace becomes a muse to designers and artists, and a '30s modernist who rejects all social institutions, and Arkady, who has been taken in by Bazarov’s revolutionary ideas. Originally published in 1862. 240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $4.95

4820479 ANOTHER SIDE OF PARADISE. By Sally Koloow. In 1937 Hollywood, gossip columnist Sheilah Graham’s star is on the rise, while literary wonder boy F. Scott Fitzgerald’s career is slowly drowning. When the two cross paths by chance, it seems their fates are destined to clash. But the once famous author is charismatic enough to attract the gorgeous Miss Graham, a woman who exposes the secrets of others, while putting on a show of her own. 340 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $9.95

4827562 MY NAME IS EVA. By Suzanne Goldring. Evelyn sits in her chair at Forest Lawns Care Home in the heart of the English countryside. It would be easy to dismiss Evelyn as a muddled old woman, but her portrait is not complete. Her buttons are done up correctly. Because Evelyn is a woman, with secrets, and Evelyn remembers everything. 321 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $9.95

4826984 THE HAPPY EVER AFTER PLAYLIST. By Abby Jimenez. One trouble-making pup with a “take me home” look in his eyes is about to change Sloan’s life. After weeks of unanswered texts, Tucker’s owner reaches out and wants him back. He’s a musician on tour, and as their fiery texts turn into long calls, Sloan can’t deny a connection. There’s no telling what could happen when they meet in person. 388 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $9.95

4812727 THE HONEY-DON’T LIST. By Christina Lauren. Carey Duncan has worked for home remodeling and design guru Melissa McCarthy’s Trip for a decade. A country girl at heart, Carey started in their first store at sixteen, and has helped them build an empire. There’s only one problem–America’s favorite couple can’t stand each other. 308 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

4816234 HOW TO FAIL AT FLIRTING. By Denise Williams. When her flailing department lands on the university’s chopping block, professor Naya Turner’s friends convince her to shed her frumpy look in order to find a professor ‘s assistant. But when her demanding job and she’ll tackle a new kind of to-do list, 343 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

4826992 HEAD OVER HEELS. By Hannah Orenstein. After training her entire life to make the Olympic gymnastics team, a disasterous performance ended Avery’s athletic career for good. Now she’s stuck working a boring day job in Chicago, 1950. Rosalind Porter has always defied expectations, in her work as a physicist on the Manhattan Project and in her passionate love affair with colleague Thomas Weaver. Five years after the end of both, her guilt over the bomb and her heartbreak over Weaver are intertwined. Then—Weaver gets back in touch, and so does the FBI. 356 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $8.95

4812644 THE HONEY-DON’T LIST. By Christina Lauren. Carey Duncan has worked for home remodeling and design guru Melissa McCarthy’s Trip for a decade. A country girl at heart, Carey started in their first store at sixteen, and has helped them build an empire. There’s only one problem–America’s favorite couple can’t stand each other. 308 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

4812634 HOW TO FAIL AT FLIRTING. By Denise Williams. When her flailing department lands on the university’s chopping block, professor Naya Turner’s friends convince her to shed her frumpy look in order to find a professor ‘s assistant. But when her demanding job and she’ll tackle a new kind of to-do list, 343 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

4812692 HEAD OVER HEELS. By Hannah Orenstein. After training her entire life to make the Olympic gymnastics team, a disasterous performance ended Avery’s athletic career for good. Now she’s stuck working a boring day job in Chicago, 1950. Rosalind Porter has always defied expectations, in her work as a physicist on the Manhattan Project and in her passionate love affair with colleague Thomas Weaver. Five years after the end of both, her guilt over the bomb and her heartbreak over Weaver are intertwined. Then—Weaver gets back in touch, and so does the FBI. 356 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $8.95
NEW FICTION

481751 JACKIE AND MARIA. By Gill Paul. Jacqueline Kennedy is sophisticated and contemplating leaving her young senator husband. When she is offered a holiday on the luxurious yacht owned by Ari Onassis, she says yes to a meeting that will change her life. Maria Callas is at the height of her operatic career and when she’s introduced to Ari Onassis, she finds her life turned upside down by this extremely charming man.

482699X THE TENTH MUSE. By Catherine Chung. From the days of her childhood in the 1950s Midwest, Katherine knows she is different, and that her parents are not what they seem. As she matures, this girl of rare intelligence into an exceptional mathematician, traveling to Europe to further her studies and becoming involved with a charismatic professor, she must face the most humbling problem of all: she?


4827481 LOST AUTUMN. By Mary-Rose MacColl. Australia. 1920. Seventeen year old Maddle embarks on the voyage of a lifetime when she’s chosen to serve on the cross-continent tour of His Royal Highness, the dashing Edward, Prince of Wales. Life on the royal train is luxurious beyond her dreams, and the glamorous, good-hearted friends she makes crack open her world. But glamour hides all manner of sins. 404 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

4816250 LAST TANG STANDING. By Lauren Fredericks. Angela. When her husband’s affair is exposed, she finds herself at the center of a media storm with every interview seeking to exploit her. But Angela’s story is one of strength and resilience, as she emerges from the flames.

342 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4812921 THE SECRET FRENCH RECIPES OF SOPHIE VALROUX. By Samantha Verant. French-born American chef Sophie Valroux had one dream: to be part of the one percent of female chefs running a Michelin-starred restaurant. From spending summers with her grandmother, who taught her the power of food and cooking, to attending the C.I.A., Sophie’s journey is inspiring. And when her dreams of opening her own restaurant are dashed, she decides to open a café—her café and cooking school.

4814568 THE BATHROOM CHRONICLES: 100 Women, 100 Images, 100 Stories. Ed. by Friederike Schilbach. A beautiful, chic, empowering, and deeply feminine collection of photographs and accompanying short stories by women about these private spaces and the possessions they display there—a cherished photograph, a collection of fragrances, or a collection of objects she dreamed of—until her career goes up in flames.

107 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

4826930 THE LIGHT AFTER THE WAR. By Aníta Abret. In 1946, Vera and her best friend Edith arrive in Naples as refugees from Hungary. They jumped on the train that carried their mothers to Auschwitz and spent the rest of the war hiding on an Austrian farm. Now the two young women are determined to start new lives. But when they receive a letter from their mothers in Naples to Caracas as they rebuild their lives, 311 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4820975 MOUNTAINS OCEANS GIANTS. By Alfred Doblin. It is the 27th century: beleaguered elites decide to melt the Greenland icecap in order to open up a new continent for colonization by the unruly masses. Originally published in German in 1927. 503 pages. Galileo Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

NEW DVDS

4820428 WARBOARDS OVER THE TRENCHES. Fullscreen. Presents a compelling 5-part look at air combat in the First World War. Includes captivating final interviews with some of the men who flew in the Great War, incredible archive footage, and video of a recently aircraft still flying 100 years later. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

4820192 BREAKING BAD: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This seven episodes introduce Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a down on his luck chemistry teacher diagnosed with terminal lung cancer. Desperate to see that his family is provided for, he uses his chemistry skills to start a meth lab with a former students (Aaron Paul). Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4820223 THE FASTEST GUNS OF THE WEST: The William Castle Western Collection. DVD. Eight classic films from legendary filmmaker William Castle: Klondike Kale; Masterson of Kansas; Battle of Rogue River; Duel on the Mississippi; Conquest of Cochise; Jesse James vs the Daltons; The Gun that Won the West; and Uranium Boom. Includes Dennis Morgan, Lex Barker, George Montgomery and Barbara Lawrence. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

4820169 ARMING AMERICA: The Untold History of U.S. Gun Culture. Widescreen. This is the real story of how America became armed, the story of America’s first Silicon Valley, the Connecticut Valley of the mid-19th century. It is the story of the Founding Fathers’ gun policy, how the gun industry rose, and how it managed to survive the English and Indian wars. In Color and B&W. Over 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4820053 THE OUTLAW JOEY WALES. Widescreen. Directed by and starring Clint Eastwood. After avenging his family’s murder, Wales is on the lam, pursued by a pack of killers. He travels alone, but a ragtag group of outlaws is drawn to him, and Wales can’t leave his mother’s curse: to their tragic downfall. Ages 8 & up. 108 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4820088 WESTWORLD: The William Castle Western Collection. DVD. This is a theme park where customers can bust up a bar or bust out of jail, drop in on a brothel or get the drop on a gunslinger. It’s all safe: the men who fly in the Great War, incredible aircraft still flying 100 years later. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

4820401 SHAMELESS: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Collects all 18 episodes from Seasons One and Two of the critically acclaimed and brilliantly funny original UK drama. Shamed by a group of around a group of siblings who, neglected by their alcoholic father (David Threlfall), must survive by their wits on a rough Manchester council estate. Also stars James McAvoy and Anne-Marie Duff. Over 1000 pages. Adult’s only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 4819993 BULLIT**. Widescreen. His new assignment seems routine: protecting a star witness for an important trial. But before the night is out, the witness will be dead. Cool, no-nonsense Detective Frank Bullitt (Steve McQueen) won’t rest until the shooters—and the kingpin pulling their strings—are nailed. Also stars Jacqueline Bisset and Robert Duval. CC. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 482010X 12 MONKEYS: Season One.** Widescreen. Utilizing a dangerous and untested method of time travel, a man from the post-apocalyptic future, James Cole (Aaron Stanford), travels to the present day in search of a location to eradicate the source of a deadly plague that will decimate the human race along with virologist, Dr. Cassandra Railly (Amandã Schull). Includes all 13 Season One episodes. This release on 3 DVDs refracts the truth from $5.95

**DVD 4823850 NIGHT COURT: The Complete First Season.** Magician/comic Harry Anderson stars as judge Harold Stone, a man with a joy-buzzer sense of courtroom decorum and a gleeful enthusiasm for the Velvet Fog, Mel Torne. Cast includes Jamie Farr, Richard Moll, Selma Diamond, and Karen Austin. The entire 13-episode First Season is gathered here, along with a full docket of extras. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $5.95

**DVD 4820215 DOCUMENTARY NOW! Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Created by Fred Armison, Bill Hader, Seth Meyers and Rhys Thomas, this Emmy-nominated series lovingly parodies some of the world’s best-known documentaries. Dame Helen Mirren hosts each episode and is joined by a variety of guest stars, including Jack Black, Faye Dunaway and Anne Hathaway. Enjoy all 14 episodes from Seasons 1 and 2. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $27.98

**DVD 4820438 WATCH AROUND THE CLOCK.** Widescreen. Relive a full day of golden-age TV with this incredible collection, including early morning cartoons; daytime programming with classic game shows; prime-time hits during the evening, and late-night talk shows. It even includes the commercials! Relive episodes of classic programs like *Betty Boop; You Bet Your Life; Hollywood Squares*. In B&W. Twenty-four hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 4820207 BREAKING BAD: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. As their partnership reaches new heights, Walt and Jesse begin to see the extremes of the drug trafficking business. Their trademark blue meth is making them rich, but it’s getting more difficult that the man next door for Walt to conceal the truth from his wife, son, and DEA brother in law. Stars Bryan Cranston and Aaron Paul. All 13 Season Two episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 4820371 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Five.** Fullscreen. As the wisecracking private investigator who solves the biggest crimes in Los Angeles from his no-frills mobile home in Malibu. Along for the ride this season are celebrated guest stars as Robert Loggia, Larry Hagman, Rita Moreno and more. All 21 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Nearly 18 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 4820363 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Three.** Fullscreen. In the season that won him an Emmy, James Garner stars as the wisecracking ex-con turned private-eye whose approach to crime is cooler than his sleek Pontiac Firebird and more casual than Fullscreen. In the season that won him an Emmy, James Garner stars as the wisecracking private investigator who solves the biggest crimes in Los Angeles from his no-frills mobile home in Malibu. Along for the ride this season are celebrated guest stars as Robert Loggia, Larry Hagman, Rita Moreno and more. All 21 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Nearly 18 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 481388X BONHOEFFER: Agent of Grace.** Widescreen. Sheets light on the little known efforts of the German resistance. It brings to a wide audience his heroic rebellion against a highly regarded Lutheran minister who could have kept his peace and saved his life on several occasions but instead paid the ultimate price for his beliefs. Stars Ulrich Tukur. Robert Joy and Johanna Klante. CC. 90 minutes. Vision Video. $7.95

**Over 5 hours on two DVDs.** Universal. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 4820142 AIRWOLF: Season One.** Fullscreen. Jan-Michael Vincent stars as Stringfellow Hawke, a reclusive renegade pilot who’s assigned to top-secret missions for the CIA by the mysterious “Archangel” (Alex Cord). Hawke's weapon of choice is the high-tech battle helicopter of the future, Airwolf. Also stars Emilio Estevez. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, including the original pilot movie. DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 4820724 HOLIDAY TV CLASSICS: 49 Episodes.** Gather the family for 49 episodes of holiday-themed programming from some of your favorite classic TV shows: *The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; The Beverly Hillbillies; The Jack Benny Program; Petticoat Junction; The Red Skelton Show; The Scarlet Pimpernel; Sherlock Holmes; and Many More.* In Color and B&W. Over 21 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 4820444 THE CONTRACTOR/ THE FAN.** Widescreen. In The Contractor retired marksman James Dial (Wesley Snipes) is approached by his old employers to exterminate his nastiest nemesis and one of the world’s most notorious terrorists. When San Francisco Giants centerfielder Bobby Rayburn (Snipes) becomes mired in a slump, his biggest supporter (Robert De Niro) stops at nothing to help him regain his firepower. Both Rated R. Over three hours. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 4820029 THE GREEN BERETS: The John Wayne Collection.** Widescreen. John Wayne stars in and co-directs the first feature film depicting America’s Vietnam effort, based on Moore’s novel. Wayne wrote President Johnson to request military assistance for the film—and got more than enough firepower to create an impressive spectacle. With David Janssen and Jim Hutton. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4820045 FAN: The John Wayne Collection.** Widescreen. In *FAN* the Velvet Fog, Mel Torme. In *Fan* the name is Harry Anderson, and he’s going to San Francisco with a dream: to get close to the kind of classic movie star John Wayne. With David Janssen and Jim Hutton. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4820109 GRAN TORINO: Clint Eastwood Collection.** Widescreen. Korean War vet and retired auto worker Walt Kowalski (Clint Eastwood) doesn’t much like how his life or his neighborhood has turned out. He especially doesn’t like the people next door, who are immigrants from Southeast Asia. But events force Walt to defend those neighbors against a local gang that feeds on violence. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

**DVD 4820536 THE PROFESSIONAL AND THE MACINTOSH: Widescreen. The unbelievable true story of a murderer (Sean Penn) confined to an insane asylum and his unlikely bond with a brilliant Oxford professor (Mel Gibson). Drawn together by the line ‘madness and genius,’ these remarkable men form an unbreakable friendship in pursuit of changing the course of history. Not Rated. English SDH. 124 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4823893 THE SHADOW RIDERS.** Fullscreen. The Civil War is over and the Tremain brothers are going home. But what they find upon their arrival is a town ravaged by Confederate rebels who’ve refused to surrender. Stars Sam Elliott, Tom Selleck, and Katharine Ross. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 4820134 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Whether they’re hobnobbing with city folk, or tangle with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Roscoe Arbuckle) always stay true to their country roots. This two-DVD set collects four hillbilly tales, including *The Egg and I; Ma and Pa Kettle, Ma and Pa Kettle Go to Town; and Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm.* English SDH. Widescreen. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. $4.95

---

**Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** Universal. Pub. at $14.98

---

**English SDH. Over five hours on two DVDs.**
# NEW DVDs

**DVD 4820266 GUNS: The Evolution of Firearms.** Using archival photographs, video footage and in-depth re-enactments, this seven-part documentary series covers 400 years of the events and developments that shaped the evolution of firearms. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

**$4.95**

**DVD 4823915 WEIRD SCIENCE.** Widescreen. Join two socially challenged computer whizzes (Anthony Michael Hall and Ian Mitchell-Smith) as they set out to create the “perfect woman” (Kelly LeBrock) as a computer-generated fairy godmother, the duo’s heavenly creation guides the pair through the pleasures and pitfalls of teenage life. Directed by John Hughes. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820258 GRIDIRON GANG THE RUNDOWN.** Dwayne Johnson stars in Gridiron Gang, a gritty, inspirational movie based on the true story of a group of teenage delinquents given a second chance to redeem themselves. Then, in The Rundown Johnson is back, this time as a bounty hunter sent into the treacherous jungles of the Amazon to bring the rebellious Travis (Sean William Scott) back to the States. DVDs. Mill Creek.

**$4.95**

**DVD 4820355 PUP STAR: Triple Feature.** Widescreen. In Pup Star Tiny, a cute little Yorkie pup with a big voice earns her way to the finals of a singing competition, only to be dog-napped right before her performance. In Pup Star: Better 2 Greater Tiny is forced to swap lives with an evil pup named Sparkle, leading to a hilarious adventure. In Pup Star: World Tour Tiny travels the world as a celebrity judge for the Pup Star World Tour. English and B&W. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$4.95**

**DVD 4820339 THE LADY MUSKETEER.** Widescreen. The year is 1660. Loyalties among the people of France are divided between church and state, Cardinal and King—each of whom employs a private army. The Cardinal (Gérard Depardieu) has guards. The King boasts his Musketeers. But there is one Musketeer who stands apart from the rest. He has her mother’s stunning looks—and her father’s legendary sword. English SDH.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820347 MEET THE PARENTS.** Widescreen. Male nurse Greg Tucker (Ben Stiller) is poised to propose to his girlfriend Pam (Teri Polo) during the weekend stay at her parents’ house. But here’s the catch—he needs to ask her father (Robert DeNiro) first. Greg’s quest for approval gets seriously sidetracked as Murphy’s Law takes over and a mischievous mishap turns him into a master of disaster. 108 minutes. Universal.

**$4.95**

**DVD 4820398 SEASONS OF THE HEART.** Widescreen. At the height of her publishing career as an executive, Vivian Levinson (Carol Burnett) has her prime and proper world turned upside down when the unexpected arrival of her young grandson, who has been abandoned by his drug-addicted mother. Also stars George Segal. 93 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820637 DRUMPY OLD MEN.** Widescreen. For two Odd Couple stars Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau pair up again in this hilarious and heartwarming story of neighborhood curmudgeons whose long-traveling feud becomes an all-out rivalry when an attractive widow (Ann-Margaret) moves into the house across the street. CC. 104 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820096 WILD WILD WEST.** Widescreen. Will Smith reunites with Men in Black director Barry Sonnenfeld in this effects-laden steampunk action comedy. With a real government agent Jim West, teamed with crackjack inventor Artemus Gordon (Kevin Kline) on a daring assignment: stop Dr. Arliss Loveless (Kenneth Branagh). Also stars Salma Hayek. CC. 103 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4827468 DAUGHTER OF THE WOLF.** Widescreen. Following the death of her father, ex-military specialist Clair Hamilton returns from the Middle East to claim her inheritance only to find that her son has been kidnapped. Desperate to save her boy, Clair embarks on a perilous journey deep into the Alaska mountains,icnt down the Kidnapper Pass. English SDH. Stars Gina Carano and Steven Seagal.

**88 minutes. Vertical.**

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820002 CHARIOTS OF FIRE.** Widescreen. Paris Olympics, 1924. Scotsman Eric Liddell (Ian Charleson) competes to prove the veracity of his Christian faith while his Jewish teammate, Harold Abrahams (Ben Cross), is a dedicated athlete. Abrahams is driven to show the world that Jews are not inferior. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as stirring as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros.

**$14.98**

**$5.95**

**DVD 4823885 SERENA.** Widescreen. George and Serena Pemberton (Bradley Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence), two struggling newlyweds, begin to build a timber empire. With power and influence now in their hands, the Pembertons refuse to let anyone stand in the way of their inflamed love and ambitions until Serena discovers George’s hidden past. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Magnolia.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4823880 THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Major Bennett Marco (Frank Sinatra) and his son, a successful politician, must try to stop an evil Nazi who has hypnotized him as a candidate in a Senate race. Also stars George C. Scott, Faye Dunaway, Richard Dysart, John Forsythe, and Ann-Margaret. In B&W. 129 minutes. MGM.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820883 JESSE STONE: Death in Paradise.** Widescreen. Settling into his role as the Chief of Police in the town of Paradise, Massachusetts, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) investigates the brutal murder of a troubled teenager girl found floating in a local lake. What turned this straight-A student down a path of destruction? Based on the bestselling novels by best-selling mystery author Robert B. Parker. Also stars Viola Davis. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4819373 HOUNDDOG.** Widescreen. A provocative Southern tale set in rural Alabama in the late 1930s. Lowel (Dakota Fanning) is a vivacious young girl who is struggling to rise above her impoverished life in her sleepy town. When Lowell discovers that Jews are not inferior. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as stirring as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820452 WILD FAITH.** Widescreen. A Civil War veteran returns home to Michigan and hopes to find peace. But he must fulfill a promise to a dying negro soldier and bring his wife and daughter to live with him. The townsfolk aren’t ready to propose to his girlfriend Pam (Teri Polo) during the weekend stay at her parents’ house. But here’s the catch—he needs to ask her father (Robert DeNiro) first. Greg’s quest for approval gets seriously sidetracked as Murphy’s Law takes over and a mischievous mishap turns him into a master of disaster. 108 minutes. Universal.

**$5.95**

**DVD 4823729 GEORGE CLOONEY COLLECTION: 4 Film Favorites.** Widescreen. Collection of four films each by today’s quintessential movie star. Running the gamut from comedy to action to suspense, they include Ocean’s Eleven, with Brad Pitt and Matt Damon, Michael Clayton, with Tilda Swinton; Three Kings, with Jack Nicholson; and Ice Cube; and The Perfect Storm, with Mark Wahlberg. Some Rated R. English SDH. Eight hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**$8.95**

**DVD 481956X RUNNING MATES.** Widescreen. The media stalking every move Michigan Governor John Johnson is back, this time with Mark Wahlberg and Ice Cube; and The Perfect Storm, with Mark Wahlberg. Some Rated R. English SDH. Eight hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**$17.49**

**$5.95**

---

**NEW DVDs**

Richard Dreyfuss. 88 minutes. Vertical.

**$5.95**

**SDH. Over four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98**

**Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98**

**$4.95**

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 4820002 CHARIOTS OF FIRE.** Widescreen. Paris Olympics, 1924. Scotsman Eric Liddell (Ian Charleson) competes to prove the veracity of his Christian faith while his Jewish teammate, Harold Abrahams (Ben Cross), is a dedicated athlete. Abrahams is driven to show the world that Jews are not inferior. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as stirring as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros.

**$14.98**

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820002 CHARIOTS OF FIRE.** Widescreen. Paris Olympics, 1924. Scotsman Eric Liddell (Ian Charleson) competes to prove the veracity of his Christian faith while his Jewish teammate, Harold Abrahams (Ben Cross), is a dedicated athlete. Abrahams is driven to show the world that Jews are not inferior. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as stirring as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros.

**$14.98**

**$5.95**

**DVD 4820002 CHARIOTS OF FIRE.** Widescreen. Paris Olympics, 1924. Scotsman Eric Liddell (Ian Charleson) competes to prove the veracity of his Christian faith while his Jewish teammate, Harold Abrahams (Ben Cross), is a dedicated athlete. Abrahams is driven to show the world that Jews are not inferior. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as stirring as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros.

**$14.98**

**$5.95**
NEW DVDS

DVD 4819160  CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA/ TENNESSEE’S PARTNER. Fullscreen. Starring Barbara Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan, John Payne, and Anthony Caruso. These classics bring the frontier to your TV screen. In Cattle Queen of Montana, a woman attempts to stake her claim in the cattle business despite threats from all sides. Tennessee’s Partner: the friend of a high-stakes gambler and a quick-draw cowboy is tested by a temptress gold-digger. 175 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $9.95

DVD 4823753  BRING IT ON: Cheerastic 3-Movie Pack. Widescreen. Bring on the spirit, spunk and sass with everyone’s favorite cheerleading series. These movies are here: Bring It On starring Kirsten Dunst; the hilarious sequel Bring It On Again; and the electrifying follow-up Bring It On: All Or Nothing, starring Hayden Panettiere. Featuring high-flying moves and killer music, it’s a cheerastic collection. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

DVD 4823869  OLYMPUS: Season One. Widescreen. Witness a young man’s quest to solve the riddle of the Gods, unlock the doors to Olympus and become an immortal. The epic mythical journey of Hero leads him through the darkest realms of ancient Greece, accompanied by a twisted oracle, a powerful sorcerer, and a genius inventor. Stars Tom York and Sonya Cassidy. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $5.95

DVD 4823834  JERRY LEWIS COMEDY TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Three On a Couch stars Lewis as a man desperate to convince his girlfriend to leave her parents behind to travel with him to Paris. In Don’t Raise the Bridge, Lower the River Lewis stars as an American in London with grandiose schemes that keep getting him into trouble. Hook, Line & Sinker stars Lewis as an ill man living to the fullest while his death is not dying after all. Five hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

DVD 482007X  TROUBLE WITH THE CURVE. Widescreen. Gus Lobel (Clint Eastwood) has been a top baseball scout for decades, but age has caught up with him. Enter Gus’s estranged daughter, Mickey (Amy Adams), an ambitious attorney who joins him on a scouting trip—jeopardizing her career to save his. Also stars Justin Timberlake and John Goodman. English SDH. Over six hours. Warner Home Video. $9.95

DVD 4823923  WINTER’S TALE. Widescreen. In a mythic New York City near the turn of the 20th century, burglar Peter Lake (Colin Farrell) meets a dying young woman named Beverly Perl (Jessica Brown Findlay). Falling irrevocably in love with her, Peter’s only option is to discover a way to conquer evil, stop time and bring her back from death. Also stars Justin Timberlake and John Goodman. English SDH. 118 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 4823818  THE ICEMAN. Widescreen. Inspired by events, this is the story of contract killer Richard Kuklinski (Michael Shannon), from his early days in the mob until his arrest in 1986 for the murder of more than 100 people. Also stars Ray Liotta, James Franco, Chris Evans and Ray Liotta. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

DVD 4819454  Love Asia. Widescreen. Get up and personal with Maggie Q and nine more of the hottest models in Asia as they pose for a seductive new bikini swimsuit calendar. Between shoots, follow them behind the scenes for revealing, unguarded moments in the dressing room and on the road, where they share their most intimate desires. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Genius Products. $5.95

DVD 4827198  ABOMINABLE. Widescreen. A research team embarks on a journey to obtain a plant that can advance medical research by centuries. Upon hearing upon clues of the previous expedition, they discover that a yet creature lurks within the Himalayas and it will do anything to protect its terrain. Not Rated. English SDH. 72 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 4819985  APPALOOSA. Widescreen. Ed Harris and Viggo Mortensen stand together as friends and for-hire peacekeepers. As the woman who arrives in town with only a dollar and a keen sense of survival, Renee Zellweger adds feelings—those things that can get you killed—to a quest to bring a murderer to justice. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95

DVD 4827325  EMINENCE HILL. Widescreen. A notorious outlaw and his gang come upon a small homestead, killing both husband and wife and kidnappng their teenage daughter. With the law closing in on them the bandits find themselves in the town of Eminence, a community run by a group of deadly pious and fanatical homesteaders. Stars Barry Corbin and Lance Henrikson. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 4819152  CATHOUSE. HBO’s America Undercover takes you inside Nevada’s hottest tourist attraction and behind the bedroom doors of Moonlight Bunny Ranch, where hidden cameras show it’s not just sex—it’s a profession! Get a revealing view of a real-life brothel where your sexiest fantasies can come true for the right price. CC. 60 minutes. Adults only. HBO. $5.95

DVD 4819330  GENE RODDENBERRY’S EARTH–FINAL CONFLICT: Season One. Fullscreen. When an advanced alien species comes to Earth on a seemingly peaceful mission to share knowledge and technology, an underground resistance group will do anything to uncover the Taelons’ real motives. Gene Roddenberry’s last series. English SDH. Includes all 22 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

DVD 4819071  4 MOVIE LIFETIME COLLECTION. Four movies that will have you on the edge of your seats. My Mother the Spy (Jayne Brook, Dyan Cannon, and Kevin Kilner); Hostile Advances: The Kerry Ellison Story (Rena Sofer, Victor Garber, and Karen Allen); Closed and Closer (Kim Delaney and Scott Kraft); and Color Me Perfect (Michelle Lee and Kevin Blakely). Over six hours. Echo Bridge. $5.95

DVD 4819179  CHAOS. Widescreen. After a deadly bank heist, Quentin Connors (Jason Statham) and Shane Dekker (Ryan Phillippe) are drawn into a mysterious case where nothing is what it seems. Pulling the strings is a criminal mastermind (Westley Snipes) who seems to have his finger on the pulse of the world—without warning or reason. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

DVD 4819063  13 GHOSTS. Widescreen. When an eccentric uncle wills a huge, ramshackle house to Cyrus (Donald Woods) and his two children, they get the shock of a lifetime. Their new residence comes with a spooky housekeeper (Margaret Hamilton), plus a fortune in buried treasure and 12 horrifying ghosts. Also stars Martin Milner, Cary Grant, and Geraldine Page. 84 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.94 $5.95

DVD 4825619  PINKY, ELMYRA & THE BRAIN: The Complete Series. The complete season of the award-winning series is now here! Watch the mice’s madcap attempts to avoid Elmyra in thirteen laugh out loud episodes that parody everything from classic literature to popular movies. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

DVD 4819144  BODY OF PROOF: The Complete First Season. Experience ABC’s compelling drama starring Dana Delany as a sharp-witted, headstrong medical examiner with an unorthodox code for solving murder cases and strained relationships with the living. In all 9 Season One episodes, Dr. Hunt’s relentless fight for justice meets a personal journey of redemption. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. ABC Studios, $7.95

Two DVDs. ABC Studios.
BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich. Widescreen. Embark on the wild adventures of Honey: boxroom worker, motorcycle racer, street musician, police officer, and, above all, warrior of love. She can transform herself into anyone as she fights the evil Panther (Chow Yun-Fat), head of a New World's most lethal death row criminals. But that future is coming in a rush: a 150-foot wave flips the cruise ship over—and a desperate struggle for survival begins.

Director Wolfgang Petersen directs this thrilling update of the disaster classic. Starring Kurt Russell, Josh Lucas, and Emmy Rossum.

CC. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

DVD 482735X THE JURASSIC GAMES. Widescreen. In the near future, every year 10 of the world’s most lethal death row criminals compete for their freedom in the “The Jurassic Games,” a TV show where contestants must survive against ferocious dinosaurs and each other. The last survivor is granted freedom, fame and fortune. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95.

DVD 4824784 HUMAN CAPITAL. Widescreen. The lives of two families collide when their children begin a relationship that leads to a tragic accident. Riddled with blame, grief and guilt, each family must confront the lengths they’ll go to protect those they love the most. Stars Liev Schreiber and Marisa Tomei. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 482475X BLOOD ON HER NAME. Widescreen. The dead body lies at her feet, its blood still draining onto the floor. It was an accident, but its discovery could have devastating consequences for Leigh Tiller (Beverly Peele). In a panic, she decides to conceal the crime. Most importantly she must keep her secret hidden from her father, who also happens to be the sheriff. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4819306 FAKE JUDGES. Widescreen. It’s time to retire their top assassin (Joe Estevez) they send out the one person they should never have betrayed—his cold-blooded wife (Olga Kurylenko), only to discover an unexpected one that threatens both their worlds. Also stars Brian Cox. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4824717 THE BAY OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Will (Claes Bang) sets out to discover the truth behind his son’s mysterious death in a bid to protect his mentally vulnerable wife (Olga Kurylenko), only to discover an uncontrollable force that threatens both their worlds. Also stars Brian Cox. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4824806 INHERITANCE. Widescreen. Lauren Monroe (Lily Collins) is the successful daughter of a powerful family. When her father suddenly dies, he leaves her a set of keys to an unknown bomb shelter on their estate. What she uncovers there may rip apart the fabric of her family dynasty and threaten her life and all those around her. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4827341 HUNTING GROUNDS. Widescreen. After losing their home following a devastating tragedy, a father and son are forced to move to a family cabin. When two old friends arrive for a weekend of hunting it quickly becomes an unimaginable nightmare. This thrilling trip for wildlife uncovers a tribe of Sasquatch that are very determined to protect their land. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95.

DVD 4827384 MONSTROUS. Widescreen. A young woman goes searching for answers after her friend mysteriously vanishes in Whitehall, New York. An Adirondack town known for its wild adventures. Partying voyagers lift glasses and toast to the future. But that future is coming in a rush: a 150-foot wave flips the cruise ship over—and a desperate struggle for survival begins.

Director Wolfgang Petersen directs this thrilling update of the disaster classic. Starring Kurt Russell, Josh Lucas, and Emmy Rossum.

CC. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

NEW DVDs

DVD 4819225 CUTIE HONEY: Limited Edition. Embark on the wild adventures of Honey: boxroom worker, motorcycle racer, street musician, police officer, and, above all, warrior of love. She can transform herself into anyone as she fights the evil Panther (Chow Yun-Fat), head of a New World’s most lethal death row criminals. But that future is coming in a rush: a 150-foot wave flips the cruise ship over—and a desperate struggle for survival begins.

Director Wolfgang Petersen directs this thrilling update of the disaster classic. Starring Kurt Russell, Josh Lucas, and Emmy Rossum.

CC. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

DVD 482556X SLEEPY HOLLOW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Ichabod Crane (Tom Mison), a British expatriate who believes in the American Revolution, is revived in upstate New York during the time of the cell phone—as is the evil Headless Horseman, who plans to annihilate mankind! Teaming up with a feisty police lieutenant, Crane races to vanquish the newly unearthed forces. All 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.

DVD 4824814 A NICE GIRL LIKE YOU. Widescreen. When Lucy Neary (Lucy Hale) is accused of being “pornophobic” by her significant other, she attempts to prove him wrong by creating a wild sex to do list that sends her on a hilarious and surprising journey of self-discovery, friendship and more. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4824849 YES, GOD, YES. Widescreen. Alice (Natalia Dyer), a straight-laced Catholic student, discovers more than she bargained for after an innocent AOL chat turns raunchy. Seeking redemption, she attends a mysterious religious retreat to try to suppress her urges, only to come face to face with everything she’s been trying so desperately to avoid. Rated R. English SDH. 77 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4827244 A CLEAR SHOT. Widescreen. An electronics store erupts into chaos as four young Vietnamese gunmen storm the premises, setting the stage for the largest hostage situation in U.S. history. It’s up to Rick Gomez, the police department’s top hostage negotiator, to talk down the gunman and keep everyone safe. Stars Mario Van Peebles. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95.

DVD 4824741 THE BIG UGLY. Widescreen. Neelyn (Winne Jones) has always been the loyal enforcer for crime boss Harris (Malcolm McDowell) back in London. When Harris strikes a deal with an old American oilman friend, they find themselves in the wild hills of West Virginia. But when lines are crossed between family and friends it sets Neelyn on a course for retribution. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4824822 A PERFECT PLAN. Widescreen. Kate Fabson, an expert safecracker, wakes up captive in a fortified warehouse along with three other notorious thieves. Forced to plan the perfect diamond heist by a cunning master thief, they must use their combined expertise to penetrate multiple layers of security before a bomb detonates. Stars William Forsythe and Kathleen Munroe. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4824792 INFAMOUS. Widescreen. Arielle (Bella Thorne) is a down on her luck dreamer and Dean (Jake Manley) is an ex-con working for his abusive father. The two have an instant connection and after the accidental death of Dean’s father, are forced on the run. The two become a modern day Bonnie and Clyde, who will stop at nothing to gain fame and fortune. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

DVD 4825268 BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich. Widescreen. As Operation Valkyrie prepares to assassinate Adolph Hitler, an Allied special ops team prepares to extract the Nazis planned to lead a sich revolution. But after Valkyrie fails, everything changes. Now, unlikely allies must work together to stop a group of Nazi Officers from establishing the Fourth Reich. Stars Sean Patrick Flanery. Rated R. $5.95.

DVD 4820601 POSEIDON. Widescreen. It’s New Year’s Eve on the Poseidon. Partying voyagers lift glasses and toast to the future. But that future is coming in a rush: a 150-foot wave flips the cruise ship over—and a desperate struggle for survival begins.

Director Wolfgang Petersen directs this thrilling update of the disaster classic. Starring Kurt Russell, Josh Lucas, and Emmy Rossum.

CC. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.
NEW DVDS

**DV0 199527** NOSTRADAMUS EFFECT: The Complete Season One. This History Channel program reveals the chilling prophecies that the French prophet Jérôme de Sores foresaw, that were based on documents of 11th century world events, that bring the world to a cataclysmic end, including The Tribe of Fire, The Animated Apocalypse Code, Da Vinci’s Armageddon, Hitler’s Blood Oath, Satan’s Army, and The Rapture. Over nine hours on six DVDs. A&E. Pub. at $34.95

**$9.95**

**DV0 199624** T.J. HOOKER: The Complete First and Second Seasons. In this riveting crime solver TV classic, William Shatner stars as a police detective who turns his back on the law and goes back to patrolling the streets and training recruits. In all 27 Season One and Two episodes, Shatner is backed up by Adrian Zmed, Heather Locklear, and James Darren. CC. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99

**DV0 4825551** THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Two. Fullscreen. Jim Rockford is back and better than ever in all 22 Season Two episodes of the celebrated detective hit. James Garner stars in his breakout role as the cool, calm and collected ex-convict detective who takes on blackmail, theft, scams and murder with a no-nonsense strategy and wisecracking wit. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$9.95**

**DV0 4825306** FLYBOYS. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of the legendary Lafayette Escadrille, this action-packed tale of America’s first fighter pilots. These courageous young men distinguish themselves in a manner that none before them had dared, becoming true heroes who experience triumph, tragedy, love and loss amid the chaos of WWI. Stars James Franco, CC. 139 minutes. MGM.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827392** THE MUMMY: Rebirth. Widescreen. Two treasure hunters uncover a sealed tomb and awaken a mummy that has waited years to come back and wipe humanity from the face of the Earth. It’s a race against time as they try to stop the Mummy from wreaking havoc on the modern world. Stars Brittany Goodwin Carter and David E. Cazares. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4825411** J. EDGAR. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood directs Leonardo DiCaprio as J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI for nearly 50 years. Feared, admired, reviled and revered, Hoover could distort the truth as easily as he upheld it. But behind closed doors, he held secrets that would have destroyed his image, his career, and his life. Also stars Naomi Watts and Judi Dench. Rated R. English SDH. 157 minutes.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827317** DRAGON KING. Widescreen. To save their kingdom from the Dark Lord’s army, a group of warriors must travel through the Forbidden Lands fighting the fearsome monsters of The Dark Kingdom to rescue their King. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4828569** CLASH OF THE TITANS/WRAITH OF THE TITANS. Widescreen. In Clash of the Titans, the ultimate struggle for power pits men against kings and kings against gods. Stars Ralph Fiennes and Sam Worthington. In Wrath of the Titans Persuas must once again become a hero in order to find the powerful Kratos and end his reign to rule the Earth. Stars Sam Worthington. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4825381** IN OLD CHICAGO. Fullscreen. After Jack O’Leary (Don Ameche) gets elected mayor of Chicago with the help of his popular brother-in-law Tyrone Power, he must contend with the upcoming election. As a political power struggle unfolds, O’Leary finds himself in a fight for his life to keep the people of Chicago from the mob. Also stars Alice Faye. In B&W. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4819241** A DAY IN THE LIFE: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Acclaimed director Morgan Spurlock gives his lens on the most influential individuals in our pop culture landscape. Each episode goes behind the scenes with today’s leading figures, allowing you to be ‘a fly on the wall’ during a typical day with Richard Branson, Joel McHale, Mario Batali, Misty Copeland, and more. All 16 Season One and Two episodes. DVDs. Virgil Films.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827368** THE LIGHTHEOUSE. Widescreen. Two men are trapped in an isolated lighthouse, surrounded only by the deadly sea. The men gradually spiral into a desperate and aggressive cabin fever. When tragedy hits one of them, it leaves the other fighting to keep his sanity in a nightmarish situation. Stars Michael Jibson and Mark Lewis Jones. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827376** MONOLITH. Widescreen. A challenge against time to rescue a baby, trapped by mistake in the safest SUV ever conceived—the Monolith. Lost in the middle of the desert, will Sandra be able to untie the car and save her baby from certain death? Stars Katrina Bowden. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827929** D-RAILED. Widescreen. A woman boards a murder mystery train that derails. She, along with other surviving passengers find themselves trapped within the sinking wreckage. They discover what lies beneath the surface is far more horrifying than they could have ever imagined. A deadly predator determined to kill them one by one. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827333** GREMLIN. Widescreen. Two years after the murder of his ten year old son, Adam Thatcher receives a mysterious box from a relative containing a terrible secret—a creature that will brutally kill everyone he cares about one by one. The only way to release himself from the curse is to give the box to someone he loves, continuing the never-ending circulation of this evil. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4825616** TRUE FICTION. Widescreen. Avery Malone lands the opportunity of a lifetime in assisting world-famous horror writer Caleb Connad in writing his latest novel. Caleb proposes an experiment to study true fear with Avery as his guinea pig. As the line between fact and fiction blur, Avery suspects his boss may not be who he says he is, a killer inspired by the novels. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vertical.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827252** COVEN. Widescreen. Five underprivileged sisters come together to perform a ritual to invoke the ancient powers of the witch Ashura. The leader of the coven accidentally kills one of the witches during the ritual. As the absorb the powers the surviving girls plot to take her down but the possessed witch unleashes hell on campus. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827326** THE CHILD REMAINS. Widescreen. An expectant couple’s intimate weekend turns to terror as they discover their secluded country inn is a haunted maternity home where infants and mothers were murdered. English SDH. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827809** CUCUY: THE BOOGEYMAN. Widescreen. When children start disappearing without a trace, a young girl starts to suspect that a legendary evil, a boogeyman known as the Cucuy, is responsible. Her only chance to save the children is to locate its cave and destroy it before it’s too late. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**

**DV0 4827309** THE DAWNSEEKER. Widescreen. In the year 2248 the sun no longer provides the energy needed to sustain human life. Five space vessels travel to an uncharted planet to collect a rare mineral known as stardust to replenish the dying star. After their spacecraft crashes on an alien planet, they are stalked and hunted by a creature like nothing they’ve encountered before. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

**$9.95**
NEW DVDS


DVD 4827201 ALIEN: Reign of Man. Widescreen. Stranded on an alien planet in the Andromeda system, a flight team is charged with activating an alien device meant to restore Earth to its delicate balance. Unaware that a species meant to terraform the planet has evolved beyond its original form and now dwells in the shadows, the team is forced to decide between genocide and extinction. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

DVD 4827290 CROSSBREED. Widescreen. In the near future, the President of the United States hires a team of military veterans to retrieve an alien bio-weapon from a top-secret research facility orbiting the Earth. All is going according to plan until the cargo escapes. Stars Daniel Baldwin and Viviax A. Fox. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

DVD 4819055 12 WESTERN MOVIES. Timeless icons join new faces in 12 westerns: Wild Bill (Rated R); Red River; Vengeance (AKA Kid Vengeance); The Hellbenders; Angel and the Badman; The Proud and the Damned; High Noon Part II: The Return of Will Kane; Death Ride a Horse; A Reason to Live; A Reason to Die; It Can Be Done...Amigo!; McIntock!; and Little Moon & Jud McGraw. Stars include Jeff Bridges, James Coburn, Lee Van Cleef, and John Wayne. Over 19 hours on three DVDs. TGG.

DVD 4819675 VALDEZ IS COMING/BUFFALO BILL AND THE INDIANS. Three classic Westerns. Valdez Is Coming stars Burt Lancaster in a tale of a constable who shoots a wrongfully accused man; The Ride Back! stars Anthony Quinn and William Shatner as a sheriff and his prisoner who need each other's help (In B&W); and in Buffalo Bill and the Indians, Paul Newman portrays the frontier hero with gusto. Over 4 hours. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.95.

DVD 4819551 ROLLER BOOTY. Zoe Britton is in for the surprise of her life when she shows up early for a night out with friends at the local roller rink. Features Samantha Ryan, Celeste Star, Jennifer Lee, and Angie Savage. Adults only. Peak. Pub. at $19.95.

DVD 4825008 STEPHEN KING’S GOLDEN YEARS. Fullscreen. An elderly janitor hurt in an explosion at a secret army lab runs back to the office to cover it up, so the janitor and his wife go on the run with the help of a sympathetic female cop. Stars Keith Szarabajka and Felicity Huffman. Not Rated. CC. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.

DVD 481908X ABOVE AND BEYOND. Featuring a talented cast including Richard E. Grant, Jason Priestley, Ken Wesich and Joss Ackland, Above and Beyond is a moving epic of courage, triumph, heroism and love against all odds. The incredible true story about the Atlantic Ferry Operation during World War II. 179 minutes. Timeless Media. $9.95

DVD 4819446 LONESOME DOVE – THE COMPLETE SEASON ONE. The next chapter of the classic saga unfolds in 21 Season One episodes. Newt Call (Scott Bairstow) is a young cowboy who partakes in dangerous adventures on the post-Civil War West. Newt encounters legendary figures, tangles with outlaws, and sets out to create a legend of his own. Also stars Eric McCormack and Billy Dee Williams. 16 hours on six DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99.

DVD 4820320 JESSE STONE: Sea Change. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jesse Stone, a down and out former LAPD detective whose biggest battle is now against the bottle, as the demons of his past rise to haunt him while he drives himself to distraction by pursuing a decade-old murder case based on the bestselling novel by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Stephen Macht and Kathy Baker. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 481200X ZUBIN MEHTA: Good Thoughts, Good Words, Good Deeds. Widescreen. Mehta is one of the world’s leading conductors, born and raised in India in a Parsi family. He moved to Vienna to continue his studies. At the age of 25 he was already conducting the world’s greatest orchestras. Filmmaker Bettina Ehrhardt creates a tender homage to this exceptional artist. In German with English subtitles. 79 minutes. Musik. Pub. at $29.95.

DVD 4811917 HANS ZENDER: Thinking with Your Senses. Widescreen. Looking back on an extraordinary career as composer, conductor and essayist Zender talks about his life and the spectacular "Glasserhauseln" overlooking Lake Constance. Includes performances of Zender, Zimmermann and many more. An impressive documentary about the musician who knew how to combine the highest expressions of human ability. In German with English subtitles. 79 minutes. Arthaus Musik. Pub. at $29.95.

DVD 4819411 JERRY SIEFELD: “I’m Telling You for the Last Time”. Fullscreen. Filmed live in New York at Broadway’s Broadhurst Theatre. Featuring the following of his top-selling series. Siefeld embarked on an international tour of the classic stand-up material that made his name, and a closing performance where it was performed for the very last time. Not Rated. 75 minutes. HBO.

DVD 4820231 GHOSTBUSTERS. Widescreen. When a group of doctors find themselves downsized from the University’s parapsychology department, they decide to start chasing down ghosts, unpacifying apparitions and the occasional incidental succubae. This hilariously-haunting action comedy stars Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver and Rick Moranis. CC. 105 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

DVD 4813957 OZ: SEASON TWO – COMPLETE SECOND SEASON. Widescreen. In the year 2045. The war on drugs in Mexico has escalated as drug cartels use robots to enforce their operations. A Marine goes to Juarez in search for his brother's killer (Danny Trejo), who leads the robotic cartel. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

DVD 4827228 CARTEL 2045. Widescreen. It’s the year 2045. The war on drugs in Mexico has escalated as drug cartels use robots to enforce their operations. A Marine goes to Juarez in search for his brother's killer (Danny Trejo), who leads the robotic cartel. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

DVD 4818903 NATIONAL SECURITY VS. PRIVACY: The Inside Story of the Pentagon Papers. This class will focus on how the necessity to ensure national security must be reconciled with the rights guaranteed in the First Amendment. That challenge certainly reached a flashpoint when the press leaked the Pentagon Papers, a top-secret account of the origins of the Vietnam War. Nearly five decades later, those issues are evaluation again. Stars include Jon Hamm, Reese Witherspoon, and Laura Linney. 91 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.

DVD 4818687 THE CONSTITUTION: Enduring Myths and Hidden Truths. Widescreen. Amid the heat of a Philadelphia summer in 1787, the delegates of the Constitutional Convention gathered to create a fledgling republic whose very existence was mired in doubt. How much do we actually know about what transpired in Independence Hall? What myths were later invented and accorded; law? 70 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.

* DVD 4820161 NATIONAL SECURITY VS. PRIVACY: The Inside Story of the Pentagon Papers. This class will focus on how the necessity to ensure national security must be reconciled with the rights guaranteed in the First Amendment. That challenge certainly reached a flashpoint when the press leaked the Pentagon Papers, a top-secret account of the origins of the Vietnam War. Nearly five decades later, those issues are evaluation again. Stars include Jon Hamm, Reese Witherspoon, and Laura Linney. 91 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.

* DVD 4818687 THE CONSTITUTION: Enduring Myths and Hidden Truths. Widescreen. Amid the heat of a Philadelphia summer in 1787, the delegates of the Constitutional Convention gathered to create a fledgling republic whose very existence was mired in doubt. How much do we actually know about what transpired in Independence Hall? What myths were later invented and accorded; law? 70 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.

* DVD 4818687 THE CONSTITUTION: Enduring Myths and Hidden Truths. Widescreen. Amid the heat of a Philadelphia summer in 1787, the delegates of the Constitutional Convention gathered to create a fledgling republic whose very existence was mired in doubt. How much do we actually know about what transpired in Independence Hall? What myths were later invented and accorded; law? 70 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.

* DVD 4818687 THE CONSTITUTION: Enduring Myths and Hidden Truths. Widescreen. Amid the heat of a Philadelphia summer in 1787, the delegates of the Constitutional Convention gathered to create a fledgling republic whose very existence was mired in doubt. How much do we actually know about what transpired in Independence Hall? What myths were later invented and accorded; law? 70 minutes. DreamzMedia. Pub. at $24.95.
NEW DVDs

★ DVD 4819039 UNEXPLAINED HISTORY: What Historians Still Don’t Understand. Widescreen. Who were the first Americans, and what did they discover? How on earth did Stonehenge get built? What did Cleopatra look like? What caused the Salem witchcraft outbreak of 1692? All of these, and more, will be examined during this fun and fascinating talk. 70 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4818881 LIVING AND DYING IN AMERICA: The Politics of Healthcare. Widescreen. This lecture considers the politics of healthcare, both in the 2016 Presidential campaign and beyond. What are the key healthcare issues facing a new president, what are the key differences between the two political parties on these issues, and how will the candidates’ plans affect each one of us? 54 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4818571 AMERICAN IMMIGRATION: Fear, Myth, and Reality. Widescreen. From colonial days to the present, debates over immigration help define who Americans are, what they believe their country has and should be, and reveal most of all each generation’s politics and priorities. Do we welcome immigrants in because of or despite their economic impact on the United States? 56 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4819012 STONE TIME TOUCH. Widescreen. Award-winning Armenian-Canadian experimental filmmaker Garine Torossian weaves together a poetic collage of memory, loss, and expectation in this essay documentary of a real and imagined Armenia. This diary-like exploration is layered with religious iconography, ritual, and contemporary struggle, and the burden of history. Not Rated. In Armenian with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4819047 WOMEN OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: The Remarkable Stories You’ve Never Heard. Widescreen. This talk puts to rest another of the remarkable myths of the American Revolution: that it was an all-male affair. Women and children flocked to the army each winter and transformed army camps. Women served as spies, couriers, and soldiers as well as nursing, cooking and the washing. This lecture examines the impact the women had on future generations. 11 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4818857 IS THE HUMAN BRAIN HARDWIRE FOR GOD? Widescreen. In this talk, Professor Newberg will discuss how it does look like the brain, no matter how far we have the profound ability to engage in religious and spiritual experiences. This is part of why we’ve seen religion and spirituality be a part of human history since the very dawn of civilization. 51 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 481875X FIVE TURNING POINTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY. Widescreen. With commentary on the Civil War, Progressive reforms in foreign policy during the twentieth century, The Great Depression, World War II, and the Cold War, this study of key turning points looks at how these events and more condition our current economy, society, and the 2020 presidential election. 67 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 4825586 SON OF BATMAN. Widescreen. With his son in tow, Batman wages war against the villain Deathstroke and the League of Shadows, all while teaching his headstrong boy that one can’t fight crime by becoming a criminal. With help from Gotham’s finest, including Commissioner Gordon and Nightwing, Batman will soon discover that his son’s allies are one and the same. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ DVD 482542X JUSTICE LEAGUE: Doom. Widescreen. Over time, Batman has compiled top-secret contingency plans should any of the Justice League go rogue. When these files are stolen by a rising group of rogues, the Justice League embarks on a collision course that will test every fabric of its alliance. Featuring the voice talents of Kevin Conroy, Tim Daly, and Neil Patrick Harris. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

★ DVD 4825438 JUSTICE LEAGUE: War. Widescreen. During a criminal pursuit, Batman crosses paths with the arrogant intergalactic cop Green Lantern, and the unlikely duo uncovers an impending threat more deadly than anything Earth has faced before. For the Earth to survive, it will be a race to forge an uneasy alliance with Sun-Earth Wonder Woman, the Flash, Cyborg and Shazam. English SDH. 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ DVD 4825276 CHICKEN RUN. Widescreen. The creators of Wallace & Gromit cook up a feather-brained adventure! While the chickens on Mrs. Tweedy’s farm dream of a better life, a clever hen named Ginger is hatching plans to fly the coop—for good. But chickens can’t fly! Or can they? A smooth-talking rooster named Rocky sets out to teach them how. English SDH. 84 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

★ DVD 4825349 GREEN LANTERN: Emerald Knights. With stories by writers like Geoff Johns, Alan Burnett, and Dave Gibbons, this animated adventure explores the mythology of the Green Lantern universe through six interlinking chapters. While awaiting a massive battle, Hal Jordan, Kilowog, Sinestro, and other members of the Green Lantern Corps recount their greatest adventures. English SDH. $5.95

★ DVD 4825446 KAJIUDO: Rise of the Duel Masters—DragonStrike. Recruited by the mysterious Duel Masters, young Ray—joined by his best friends Gabe and Allie—must use the powerful art of Kajiudo to defend his home dimension from the sinister mastermind known as the Choten. Collects five episodes. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

★ DVD 4825264 THE JOKE R: DC Supervillains. Don’t make us laugh. The green hair, the crazy laugh, the maniacal cackle—you know exactly who he is and how far he’d go to put a smile on your face. Watch The Joker and some of DC’s most popular Super-Villains in seven specially selected episodes from the animated series Batman: The Animated Series. 158 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ DVD 4825330 GREEN EGGS AND HAM AND OTHER STORIES. Join Sam I Am and his persistent attempts at introducing a reluctant hen to a most delectable dish. The escapades take place across the landscape while assembling a cast of characters that only the imagination of Dr. Seuss can bring to life. English SDH. 25 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ DVD 4819268 DIG: Season One. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connolly investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an unholy secret. In a race against time, Peter and his best friends Gabe and Alie—must use the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★ DVD 4819365 HOT PURSUIT: THE FIRST SEASON. Widescreen. From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this series takes you behind the headlines of some of the most dramatic police footage ever captured, and shows the dangers our law enforcement professionals face every day. Collects 15 episodes. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connolly investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an unholy secret. In a race against time, Peter and his best friends Gabe and Alie—must use the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★ DVD 4819660 SHOCKWAVE: The Complete Season One. More and more, disasters are captured live on video, caught on tape by cell phones or by facial recognition systems. Or, on occasion, by the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now Shockwave presents the footage behind the headlines. Contains all 13 episodes from the first season. Over ten hours on four DVDs. A&E Pub. at $39.95 $5.95

DVD 4825276 CHICKEN RUN. Widescreen. The creators of Wallace & Gromit cook up a feather-brained adventure! While the chickens on Mrs. Tweedy’s farm dream of a better life, a clever hen named Ginger is hatching plans to fly the coop—for good. But chickens can’t fly! Or can they? A smooth-talking rooster named Rocky sets out to teach them how. English SDH. 84 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

DVD 4825446 KAJIUDO: Rise of the Duel Masters—DragonStrike. Recruited by the mysterious Duel Masters, young Ray—joined by his best friends Gabe and Allie—must use the powerful art of Kajiudo to defend his home dimension from the sinister mastermind known as the Choten. Collects five episodes. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

DVD 4825264 THE JOKE R: DC Supervillains. Don’t make us laugh. The green hair, the crazy laugh, the maniacal cackle—you know exactly who he is and how far he’d go to put a smile on your face. Watch The Joker and some of DC’s most popular Super-Villains in seven specially selected episodes from the animated series Batman: The Animated Series. 158 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 4825330 GREEN EGGS AND HAM AND OTHER STORIES. Join Sam I Am and his persistent attempts at introducing a reluctant hen to a most delectable dish. The escapades take place across the landscape while assembling a cast of characters that only the imagination of Dr. Seuss can bring to life. English SDH. 25 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 4819268 DIG: Season One. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connolly investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an unholy secret. In a race against time, Peter and his best friends Gabe and Alie—must use the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

DVD 4819365 HOT PURSUIT: THE FIRST SEASON. Widescreen. From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this series takes you behind the headlines of some of the most dramatic police footage ever captured, and shows the dangers our law enforcement professionals face every day. Collects 15 episodes. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connolly investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an unholy secret. In a race against time, Peter and his best friends Gabe and Alie—must use the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

DVD 4819660 SHOCKWAVE: The Complete Season One. More and more, disasters are captured live on video, caught on tape by cell phones or by facial recognition systems. Or, on occasion, by the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now Shockwave presents the footage behind the headlines. Contains all 13 episodes from the first season. Over ten hours on four DVDs. A&E Pub. at $39.95 $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 4825524 UHF.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. The cult classic comedy by the king of all parodies! George Newman (“Weird Al” Yankovic) is a daydreamer whose hyperactive imagination keeps him from holding a steady job--until his uncle hires him to manage Channel 62, a station that’s losing money and viewers fast. Soon, when George replaces the station’s returns with bizarre programming, the ratings begin to soar. CC. 97 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 4825500 NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM:** Secret of the Tomb. Widescreen. Larry Daley (Ben Stiller) and his heroic friends embark on their wildest adventure yet as they travel to London in order to save the magic that brings the museum exhibits to life! The all-star cast includes Robin Williams, Owen Wilson, Rebel Wilson and Ricky Gervais. English SDH. 98 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4819209 COUGAR HUNTING.** Widescreen. Three buddies in their 20s decide to go to Aspen and pursue the booming trend of dating “cougars.” Their quest turns into a series of hilarious disasters as they fall into awkward relationships with Aspen’s most elite, eligible vixens. Stars Lara Flynn Boyle and Randy Wayne. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**DVD 4825594 STARSKY & HUTCH/The BIG BOUNCE.** Here comes the fuzz as Ben Stiller takes the wheel and Owen Wilson rides shotgun in Starksy and Hutch, the police action comedy based on the hit ’70s TV series. In The Big Bounce, aahu surfer dude Owen Wilson has a cinch of a plan to walk into a house poor and come out rich—and that sets in motion a string of scheming and deceiving. CC. Over 3 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4819594 SEX POT IN 3-DVD.** Widescreen. When two hapless stoner geeks stumble upon a bag of weed with aphrodisiacal powers, they hit the road to a Malibu beach party, hoping the potent herb will finally get them laid. Includes both 20 and “3-DD” versions. Stars Rollin Perry and Seth Adam Cassell. 90 minutes. Asylum. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

**DVD 4825497 MOUSE HUNT.** Widescreen. Brothers Chuck (Ernie Smalt), Natalie (Lee and Lee Evans) don’t think much of the crumbling old mansion they inherit until they discover that their dilapidated estate is actually worth millions. But before they can cash in, they have to fend off a stubborn,. lunatic mouse. What may seem like child’s play becomes an epic battle of hysterical proportions. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 481942X JIM BROWN: All-American.** As a football player, he broke through defense lines if they weren’t there. As an actor, he broke through color barriers to become a black action hero. As an activist, he broke down closed doors to bring about change. In this Spike Lee film, Brown’s story unfolds in the words of Brown himself, joined by friends and associates. 132 minutes. HBO. $5.95

**DVD 4819683 WET AND VERY WILD PACK: Four Complete Films.** Collects four action-packed, shark attack movies with edge of your seat thrills: Shark Week starring Patrick Bergin and Yancy Butler; 2-Headed Shark Attack with Charlie O’Connell and Carmen Elektra; Mega Piranha starring Barry Williams, and Tiffany; and 2010: Moby Dick with Barry Williams, Brian Bostwick and Renee O’Connor. Not Rated. Six hours on 4 DVDs. Asylum. $5.95

**DVD 4825314 FOXTROT SIX.** Widescreen. In the near future, the economy has turned upside down and the world is becoming a dystopia. An ex-Yangga rebel against the government and forms “Foxtrot Six,” a squad comprised of old military comrades. Together, they work to save their country from the attacks of a ruthless party leader. Not Rated. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4825292 DARKNESS FALLS.** After his wife’s suicide, Detective Jeff Anderson becomes convinced that she has been murdered. Obsessed with his investigation, he finds out that his wife was the victim of a team of father and son serial killers and sets out to stop them by all means possible. Stars Shawn Ashmore. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4825462 THE MAGNIFICENT TRIO: The Shaw Brothers Kung-Fu Collection.** Widescreen. Three peasant men with unparalleled fighting skills are forced by ruthless business tycoons to kidnap the town’s daughter. When an innocent victim becomes involved in their quest, they must face a formidable force of assassins and risk their lives to save the people. Stars Jimmy Wang Yo. Not rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**DVD 4819616 STICK.** Widescreen. Ernest “Stick” Stickley (Burt Reynolds) is an ex-con trying to stay clean on the streets of Miami, when his former cellmate is murdered during an illicit payoff. Stick finds his self at the center of a criminal circle whose members include a nervous drug kingpin, a shifty film producer, and stick himself. Also stars Candice Bergen and Pam Dawber. $5.95

**DVD 4819462 MAGELLAN.** Widescreen. When NASA picks up three signals of extremetal origin coming from within our own solar system, the space agency expedites a mission to investigate the three sources. As Earth’s lone emissary, they send Commander Roger Nelson (Brandon Ray Olive). Assisted by an onboard A.I., Nelson journeys to find the alien beacon. In Color and SDDS. 101 minutes. SunWorld. $5.95

**DVD 4819276 DOG EAT DOG.** Widescreen. Jayne Mansfield, Cameron Mitchell and Irv Sailer star as a band of thieves who embezzle $1 billion in cash from the U.S. Treasury and escape to a not so deserted island. Filled with hair-pulling catfights, blonde bombshells, overripe dialogue, and a classy cast of European theshpins. Dubbed in English. 1966. In B&W. 86 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

**DVD 4819233 CYBORG X.** Widescreen. After X-Corp, an extreme weapons manufacturer is taken over by a cybernetic the world is left in ruins. Survivors must avoid an army of machines which the virus controls. But when new intelligence is gained in what’s left of their apocalyptic world, a group of fighters will battle to save humanity from annihilation. Stars Danny Trejo and Eve Mauro. Not Rated. 90 minutes. SunWorld. $5.95

**DVD 4819128 BEYOND THE MASK.** Widescreen. The leading mercenary for the British East India Company, Will Reynolds (Andrew Cheney) has just been double-crossed and now is on the run in the American colonies. As his past life closes in on him, Will must somehow retain the trust and the help he lost. Assisted by an onboard A.I., Will races against time to defeat a plot of historical proportions. Burns Family Studios. $5.95

**DVD 4819667 UNTAMED LOVE.** Six year-old Caitlin has been branded psychotic and has become a life behind bars in a mental hospital. But beneath this devilish exterior lies a charming little girl of near-genius intelligence. When Caitlin joins Maggie’s (Cathy Lee Crosby) special education class, Maggie refuses to give up on her—even if it means challenging the law. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4819640 THE TRIAL.** Widescreen. Matthew Modine stars as “Mac” McClain, an emotionally crippled attorney who’s lost his faith in God and himself. That’s when Mac reluctantly decides to take on one last case—a young man facing the death penalty for murder. But nothing can prepare Mac for the startling twists and turns of the ensuing trial. English SDH. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4819435 2010: Moby Dick.** Widescreen. Barrow’s (Frederick Worthington) daughter. When an innocent victim becomes involved in their quest, they must face a formidable force of assassins and risk their lives to save the people. Stars Jimmy Wang Yo. Not rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95
NEW DVDS

DVD 4819322 THE GARMENT JUNGLE: Martini Movies. Widescr. On the mean streets of the garment district in New York City, Alan Michael (Warren Mathews) discovers that his dress business owned by his father (Lee J. Cobb) is being controlled by the mob. Alan must join forces with rebellious labor union leaders in order to save his family from thugs. CC. In B&W. 68 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $19.94 $5.95

DVD 4819543 RABBIT HOLE. Widescr. This is the extraordinary story of Becca and Howie. Eight rebellious teens hunt six psychopaths in a gruesome four-pack of unrelenting horror. In DVD

DVD 4819381 THE HUNDRED-FOOT JOURNEY, Widescr. Helen Mirren stars as the chilly chef proprietress of a Michelin starred restaurant in Southern France who gets wind of a culinary immigrant opening an Indian restaurant just 100 feet from her own restaurant. Soon her icy protests escalate to an all out war between the two establishments. Also stars Om Puri, Manish Dayal, and Charlotte Le Bon. English SDH. $5.95

DVD 4825403 THE INFORMANT! Matt Damon stars in this snappy skewering of big business based on the true story of one of the highest-ranking corporate whistle-blowers in history. Damon portrays Matt Whitacre, who secretly tapes corporate honchos who are illegally fixing the price of food additives. Also stars Scott Bakula. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 4819659 THE UNSPOKEN TRUTH. In this fact-based story, Brienne (Lea Thompson) is convinced by her bad-boy husband to take the blame for a crime he committed in a jealous rage. However the plan backfires and Brianne’s life is soon thrown into heart-wrenching turmoil. Also stars James Marshall. Not Rated. 87 minutes. MPI. $5.95

DVD 481925X DEVIL IN THE FLESH 2. After escaping from a mental institution, Debbie Strong steals the car, money, and identity of a college co-ed and heads off to college where she finds her next obsession: Sam, a handsome writing teacher. When her roommate discovers Debbie’s horrific past of abduction and deception erupts into murder. Stars Jodi Lyn O’Keefe. Rated R. 90 minutes. Ardury. $5.95

DVD 481939X IN THE CUT. In the underbelly of lower Manhattan, Francie (Meg Ryan), a reserved English professor, becomes obsessed after seeing more than she should of an impassioned couple. When the wife turns up dead, Francie is questioned by a homicide detective (Mark Ruffalo), who draws her into a libelating but disturbing erotic encounter. Rated R. CC. 119 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

DVD 4819497 MICHAEL SHAYNE MYSTERIES, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. Based on the take no prisoners Irish-American detective of Brett Halliday’s popular novels, these noir classics are take no prisoners Irish-American detective of Brett Halliday’s popular novels, these noir classics are

DVD 4819493 INOPERABLE. Widescr. A young woman wakes up in a seemingly evacuated hospital with a hurricane approaching that has awakened malevolent forces inside. She realizes she must escape the hospital before the hurricane passes, or she will be trapped there forever. Stars Danielle Harris. Not Rated. CC. 85 minutes. Not Rated. $5.95

DVD 4819349 HORROR 4 PACK, VOLUME 2. Widescr. These groupies are on a four-pack of unrelenting horror. In Poker Road, western bikers must save their wives from psychopaths. Eight rebellious teens are hunted in Grizzly Park. Lost Colony tells the tale of one of history’s most tantalizing and eerie mysteries: Roanoke Island. And Blood Creek follows a haunted camping trip that could end up taking lives. All Rated R. Over 6 hours. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

DVD 4825640 WOLF CREEK 2. Widescr. Lured by the promise of an Australian holiday, exchange student Paul visits the notorious Wolf Creek Crater. His dream Outback adventure soon becomes a horrific reality when he encounters the site’s most infamous local, Mick Taylor. Not Rated. 106 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 4819314 FROM THE DARK. Widescr. When a young couple embark on a road trip through the Irish countryside, car trouble lands them in a place that few people would choose to visit. When something sinister is awakened from a thousand year slumber, deep within the dark bog, the couple is faced with an unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

DVD 4825527 POLTERGEIST II AND III. Widescr. In Poltergeist II the sinister supernatural forces return in this thrilling follow up to the original smash hit. Then, in the riveting finale, Poltergeist III Carol Anne is sent to live in a high rise apartment in Chicago with her aunt and uncle. She must face otherworldly demons more frightening than ever before. English SDH. Over 3 hours on one double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

DVD 4819136 BLOODRAYNE: The Third Reich. Widescr. Half-vampire, half-human, Rayna (Natasha Maltšiková) hides in the shadowy world of slaughtering vampires and those that get in her way. In 1943 Europe, during WW II, Rayna faces her greatest foe, a growing army of undead Nazi soldiers led by Ekart Brand, a top Nazi official turned day walker. She must stop the Nazi army before they reach Berlin. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

DVD 4819470 THE MARSH. Widescr. Haunted by terrifying visions, children’s book author Claire Holloway decides to take a sabbatical. She goes to visit her cousin at the family vacation hideaway at Rose Marsh Farmhouse to clear her mind. But there’s something off about this place—it looks like the house she’s seen in her nightmares. It is here that those ghostly dreams will come true. Stars Gabriel Mann and Forest Whitaker. Rated R. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 4819195 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics—Live and Down Under. Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacle-filled live performance on DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Still Dirty; What a Girl Wants; Lady Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighter; and more. 130 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. $8.95

DVD 4819519 A NEW KIND OF LOVE. Widescr. Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward play a breezy newspaper reporter and a no-nonsense fashion buyer who share a nasty case of hate at first sight. But he takes a second look when she goes from grim to glamorous in one magical afternoon at Elizabeth Arden’s Beauty Salon. Thelma Ritter, Eva Gabor and Maurice Chevalier lend a hand in this 1963 Paris. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

DVD 4819500 MYTHICA: The Godslayer. Widescr. The gods have forsaken the world. Marek, a cursed young sorcerer, embarks on a quest to obtain a weapon from the gods, with her friend Dagen, a sallet-hilted elf rogue. But when she sees her sworn enemy in a desperate attempt to save the world, she must choose to visit. When something sinister is awakened from a thousand year slumber, deep within the dark bog, the couple is faced with an unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

DVD 4825649 MORONS FROM OUTER SPACE AGAIN FROM L.A./THE MAN FROM PLANET X/THREE RED PLANETS. Morons from Outer Space: Four oddball aliens take a wrong turn and crash-land on Earth. Aliens from L.A. Supermodel Kathy Ireland stars in this adventure movie expanded in a updates for the 21st century world. The Man from Planet X: An alien invader lands in a Scottish village and strikes terror in the hearts of mankind. The Angry Red Planet: When an Earth rocket lands on Mars, the crew must fight for their lives. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95
NEW DVDs


DVD 4819578 SAVAGE PLANET: Deadly Skies/Extremes/Volcanic Killers/Storms of the Century. Fullscreen. This riveting series of four programs examines the stunning beauty and deadly power of our remarkable world. Through eyewitness accounts, scientific investigations and unprecedented footage, viewers will be sent into the eye of the storm and on the trail of volcanoes, avalanches, and more. Narrated by Stacy Keach. Four hours. $5.95

DVD 4819632 THRILL RIDES. Ten of the hottest Peach Girls will get your heart racing as they take control of some of the sexiest cars and bikes in the country! Stars Crissy Moran, Elizabeth Kelly, Teanna Kai, Isabella Carmilie, Demi, Zana, Barbie, and more. Adults only. Peach. $5.95

DVD 481911X BAD GIRLS OF PEACH 2. Spend some time in the slammer with the sultry Jamie Lynn or take a ride on the wild side with the busty Jaime Hammer as Peach presents some of the naughtiest vixens to ever heat up the screen. Features Felicia Tang, Angie Savage, Devon Lee, and Teanna Kai, among others. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

DVD 4819284 ECW: Extreme Rules. Delivers some of the best matches of today, matched with incredible early ECW matches that set the standard. Matches include Sandman vs. Cactus Jack from Hardcore Heaven; Big Show vs. Rick Flair for the ECW Championship; Rey Mysterio vs. Rob Van Dam; and Tazz vs. Sabu in an Extreme Death Match. Seventeen matches in all. Three hours on 2 DVDs. KOCH Vision. $5.95

DVD 4819088 ALLIED POWERS: The World’s Greatest Tag Teams. Honors all the greatest wrestling duos, with complete matches from WWE, WCW, NWA, AWA, WCW, and Championship Wrestling from Florida. Packaged with profiles of more than 20 historical tag teams and events and 25 tag-team matches, this collection gives fans twice the action and twice the drama. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $5.95

DVD 4825578 SOAP: The Complete Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. The controversial situation comedy that defined the late 70’s, Soap took viewers into the home of not one but two of the most dysfunctional families ever. Rediscover the comical saga of the Tates and Campbells in every hilarious Season One and Two episode! Stars include Jimmy Biao, Billy Crystal, Dian Mine, Claudia, and Robert Guillaume. Over 20 hours on 2 DVDs. $5.95

DVD 4824512 THE DAWN. Widescreen. A man haunted by recurring nightmares murders his family at the insistence of mysterious voices. The only survivor is his eldest daughter who is sent to live in a convent. Plagued by strange memories of events that haven’t happened, Rose comes to understand that the same demons which terrorized her family have come with her to the convent. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

DVD 4819187 CHEATERS. Fullscreen. Chicago Steinmetz High School doesn’t have a history of the state academic team. But the team knows they can succeed against their rival with the right amount of study, discipline and the right answers. So, when one of them steals the test papers they have to decide if they should change their way to the trophy. Starring Tony Daniels. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. HBO. $5.95

DVD 4818741 DRUNK BUS. Michael (Charlie Tahan) is a recent graduate whose post college plan is derailed when his girlfriend leaves him for a job in New York City. When the bus service hires a security guard to watch over the night shift, Michael comes face to face with Pineapple, a 300 pound rock Samoan. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

DVD 4818911 PIRATE TREASURE. Fullscreen. A young man looking for a buried treasure on a tropical island fights against thieves trying to steal his map, and then his treasure. This Universal film-serial was released in 1944 and stars Richard Talmadge, O.D. Lund and Walter Miller. In B&W. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4819020 THROUGH THE SHADOW. Widows of Miami is a nanny, hired to look after two children who live on their uncle’s coffee plantation, an estate haunted by malevolent spirits. As she investigates the history of the family she discovers she has become the victim of a diabolical plot. Based on the novel The Turn of the Screw by Henry James. Not Rated. In Brazilian with English subtitles. 104 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4818849 I AM TOXIC. Widescreen. A man wakes up in a world ravaged by biological warfare with no memory of his previous life. Taken prisoner by scavengers, he meets a sultry woman who helps him escape. As they are pursued through a post-apocalyptic landscape, he discovers that he must make the ultimate sacrifice to save the woman and all his friends. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4828828 MORBID/SCREWDIVIDE. Widescreen. First up, in Morbid, a small town becomes the playground to a masked killer stalking and killing the locals for no apparent reason. Then, sit back for more screams in Screwdriver! After a new parts store opens that sends the town’s former handyman out of business, he takes revenge on the new owner’s son and all his friends. Not Rated. 154 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 482878X DAY OF THE REAPER. This rare super-8mm slasher classic, five women on vacation are stalked by a hooded cannibal killer in the town of Sunnyville, Florida. Past and present blur as the lone survivor joins up with a local detective to figure out just how to stop the Reaper once and for all. Not Rated. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4827771 THE DARK. Widescreen. In this chilling tale of alien terror, a writer (William Devane) takes a personal interest in a series of baffling, shocking murders in Los Angeles—and evidence suggests the suspect may not be human. But the truth behind the murders is far more strange and horrifying than anyone could ever imagine. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4828844 ONE DARK NIGHT. Widescreen. A obsessive and paranoid psychotic Ray Mar is found dead after announcing that he had uncovered the secret of how to become more powerful in death. At the same time, two high school girls plan an initiation night for their friend Julie. Her fest is to spend the night with the dead. But the truth behind the murder is more strange and horrifying than anyone could ever imagine. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 481889X LUST. Widescreen. A famous crime writer becomes a victim after a crazed fan brutally attacks her. Isolated in her apartment she continues to feel threatened after experiencing strange events. Her psychiatrist believes that it is all in her mind, but she is convinced her attacker is stalking her and resorts to extreme measures to protect herself. Not Rated. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4819579 GHOSTBUSTERS. Fullscreen. When paranormal activity is on the rise, paranormals Busters and Pinball are called in to investigate a recently abandoned restaurant. Forced to deal with ghosts the other paranormal teams have missed, the paranormal group must work together to save the town from eternal destruction. Rated R. 150 minutes. HBO. $14.95

DVD 4825400 ELVIS: THE MAKING OF A ROCK STAR. Widescreen. Elvis Presley’s story is told in the words of those who were with him through the years. It is a revealing story of his struggles and successes. Not Rated. 104 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

DVD 4818909 GHOSTBUSTERS. Widescreen. A brilliant young professor (Dan Ackroyd) and a team of scientists (Bill Murray, Harold Ramis, Ernie Hudson) team up to protect the world from a variety of supernatural phenomena. Not Rated. 125 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4819099 BAD GIRLS OF PEACH 2. Widescreen. Spend some time in the slammer with the sultry Jamie Lynn or take a ride on the wild side with the busty Jaime Hammer as Peach presents some of the naughtiest vixens to ever heat up the screen. Features Felicia Tang, Angie Savage, Devon Lee, and Teanna Kai, among others. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

DVD 4825576 SOAP: The Complete Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. The controversial situation comedy that defined the late 70’s, Soap took viewers into the home of not one but two of the most dysfunctional families ever. Rediscover the comical saga of the Tates and Campbells in every hilarious Season One and Two episode! Stars include Jimmy Biao, Billy Crystal, Dian Mine, Claudia, and Robert Guillaume. Over 20 hours on 2 DVDs. $5.95

DVD 4828848 ONE DARK NIGHT. Widescreen. A obsessed and paranoid psychotic Ray Mar is found dead after announcing that he had uncovered the secret of how to become more powerful in death. At the same time, two high school girls plan an initiation night for their friend Julie. Her fest is to spend the night with the dead. But the truth behind the murder is more strange and horrifying than anyone could ever imagine. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 481889X LUST. Widescreen. A famous crime writer becomes a victim after a crazed fan brutally attacks her. Isolated in her apartment she continues to feel threatened after experiencing strange events. Her psychiatrist believes that it is all in her mind, but she is convinced her attacker is stalking her and resorts to extreme measures to protect herself. Not Rated. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
NEW DVDs

★ DVD 4818695 COWARDS MAY DIE. Widescreen. Police academy drop-out Violet Oakley takes matters into her own hands when her friend Kitty is kidnapped by a psycho who has struck before. Meanwhile, agent Nate meets with a villain to gain some insight into the mind of a madman. Not Rated. 49 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ DVD 4811984 THUGS, MUGS & DOGS. Widescreen. Gordy Metcalf owns the best greyhound in the country and is married to the lustiest and busiest wife on either side of the Watford Gap. Lad Danny and his pals, find their lives endangered by the decade-long feud between gangster Gordy and an ex-greyhound trainer. The hapless trio find themselves trapped on both sides. Not Rated. 135 minutes. $17.95 $13.95

★ DVD 4811887 BLOOD ON MY HANDS. Widescreen. A new girl named Lyla comes to a new town and all the guys immediately fall for her, competing to see who can take her to the homecoming dance. Whenever the date she accepts dies, an investigator is brought in to solve the mystery of who is the killer and why. 67 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ DVD 4811909 FUTURE KING. Widescreen. After a terrible personal tragedy, Morgan seeks to find happiness in his life again. After befriending Arthur, he does battle with The Black Knight. 61 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ DVD 4811968 SCREAM RETURNS. Widescreen. A fan film on the Scare saga. Welcome to a virtual experience that will show you a more modern ghostface than ever. Your mind will have changed after this! In French. Not Rated. 48 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ DVD 4818725 DAVID SUTSKIND: 25th Anniversary. This two-part special has Sutskind and his wife, Joyce, reminiscing and playing clips from past shows. Includes outrageous footage with Mel Brooks, Harry S. Truman, a mafia killer, and furious feminists that include Germaine Greer. The second part is a panel grouping with Norman Mailer, Anthony Quinn, Maureen Stapleton and Truman Capote. In Color and B&W. 129 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ DVD 4811879 BEHIND THE SIGHTINGS. Widescreen. Based on over 112 hours of footage recovered from the personal belongings of aspiring filmmakers Todd and Jessica Smith. The husband and wife filming crew was attacked by a creepy clown sighting epidemic—and what happened to this couple is deeply disturbing. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 4818946 SIEGE. Widescreen. One of the most disturbing and rarely-seen Canadian shockers of the ’80s, inspired by the actual 42 day Halifax police strike. When a local group of right-wing vigilantes massacre the patrons of a gay bar, the sole survivor seeks refuge in a nearby apartment building whose residents must now defend themselves in a night of terror. Rated R. 84 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 4818962 SKINNED DEEP. Fullscreen. A family vacation is turned into a nightmare when they are abducted by a family of deranged killers in this twisted gift from B-movie director. Gabe Bartalos. Rated R. 98 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 4828763 CAMP MURDER. Widescreen. Tommy Heller has been locked away in a mental institution for the past 25 years after committing the camp murder massacre. When his careless orderly lets him escape from the care of his doctor, he returns to the camp to continue his murder spree. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 481861X BORN FOR HELL. Widescreen. In 1975, Montreal filmmaker Denis Heroux adapted the true story of Chicago mass murderer Richard Speck to war-torn Belfast, where a disturbed Vietnam vet drifter (Mathieu Carriere) brutalizes a dorm full of student nurses. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 4814827 HUMAN MACHINE. Human Machine investigates the most complex machine of all—an immensely strong framework that laughs, cries, and blushes. Travel inside the body to explore the vital organs that power our lives, and the remarkable instruments through which we sense the world. 25 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $5.95

★ DVD 4815130 SEASHADE. Seashade dives into the explosive front line between land and sea. From crashing waves and blasting winds to placid tide pools, discover what makes our coastlines so alluring to the masses of wildlife and human souls who gather there. 25 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $5.95

★ DVD 4818776 FRIGHTVISION. Widescreen. Prepare yourself for five twisted tales of terror hosted by everyone’s favorite sinister succubus, Dr. Boobenstein. Featuring vicious vixens, flesh-eating mist, vengeful Aztec gods, talking corpses, sinister Santas, and more. Sit back, turn out the lights and get ready for your worst nightmares to unfold. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ DVD 4828798 DEATH RINK. Widescreen. The night staff of a roller rink are stalked and murdered by a mysterious figure who they believe may be the spirit of a teenager who was accidentally killed there years ago. Stars Amanda Courtney and Caedmon Holland. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ DVD 4823257 LAW OF THE WILD. A twelve-chapter serial by Mascot Pictures finds Rin Tin Tin Jr. starring as Rinty helping to find a stolen horse. When horse racing and murder collide, Rinty must help his friends Alice and Henry find Rex, the horse of another friend who has been framed for a crime he did not commit. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

★ DVD 4823168 HER FAVORITE PATIENT. A doctor visits her hometown while driving back to Chicago, where she now resides. She finds her hometown has shifted from a sleepy little hideaway into a center of activity. Despite being a flower plant. Her uncle, also a doctor, is overworked with the population surge and tries all kinds of humorous schemes to get her to stay. Stars John Carroll. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823044 CHAMPAGNE CHARLIE. Upon singer George Leybourne (Tommy Trinder) lands a job in one of London’s lavish music halls. Dramatic tensions escalate when Leybourne is embroiled in a bitter rivalry with fellow entertainer, The Great Vance, played by Stanley Holloway. In B&W. 105 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823214 KANSAS PACIFIC. Confederate soldiers try to prevent the building of the Kansas Pacific Railroad. Military officer John Nelson (Sterling Hayden) is assigned to ensure completion of the railroad in this fast moving action adventure. 73 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
In wartime Italy nuns are driven to hide children as they search for hidden riches using his boat. The nuns' regular smuggling operations are uncovered. Mary then asks Moses to leave, with disastrous results. Stars Myrna Loy and Roger Livesey. In B&W. 73 minutes. Reel Vault.

**MISTRESS.** An insane criminal tries to drive his wife into the arms of Michael Harker. In B&W. 76 minutes. Reel Vault.
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NEW DVDS

★ DVD 4823117 THE FACE OF MARBLE. Dr. Randolph is so obsessed with reanimating the dead in his isolated old dark house and lab that he forgets to tell his wife he is in love with his young assistant. Stars John Carradine, Claudia Drake and Robert Shayne. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823281 NEVER WAVE AT A WAC. Self-centered Washington socialite Rosalind Russell joins the WACs in order to be near her boyfriend, a GI stationed in Paris. Russell is certain that her DC connections will enable her to get out as easily as she got in. However her ex-husband decides to teach her a lesson by pulling a few strings himself. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823176 HIS GIRL FRIDAY. Cary Grant stars as a crafty newspaper editor who plans to keep his ex-wife and former ace reporter (Rosalind Russell) from marrying a boring insurance salesman (Ralph Bellamy) by getting her to cover the exciting story surrounding a convicted murderer’s execution. Directed by Howard Hawks. In B&W. 92 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823184 I LIVE IN GROSVENOR SQUARE. A duke’s daughter, who already has a fiancé, enters into a brief wartime romance with an American Air Corps sergeant in England during World War II. The story is based on a true incident in which an Air Corps crew deliberately sacrificed their lives to save an English village of no strategic importance. Stars Anna Neagle and Rex Harrison. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 482329X O’MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED. An undercover lawman works to infiltrate and stop a group of bandits terrorizing residents along the U.S.-Canadian border. George O’Brien stars as Constable O’Malley who poses as Duke Kinnard. Duke breaks out of jail while a member of the Jagger gang and tries to guide them towards the Mounties, but not before falling in love with someone he shouldn’t. In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823346 SON OF BILLY THE KID. Billy the Kid (George Baxter) didn’t die in 1881 but escaped to another town, started up a whole new life and fathered a boy. U.S. Marshal Jack Garrett (Lash LaRue) doesn’t believe that Billy has gone straight, but he changes his mind when a gang of outlaws try to frame the ex-boss. In B&W. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823273 MARSHAL OF CEDAR ROCK. A banker is swindling landowners out of their property and selling it to the railroad. Marshal Rocky Lane can’t tolerate this and fights against terrorizing outlaws sent by the banker. Stars Allan Lane and Phyllis Coates. In B&W. 54 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823265 MAN OF THE FOREST. Crooked Clint Beasley (Noah Beery) is determined to steal rich timberland from his neighbor Jim Gaynor by kidnapping his niece, Alice. Brett Dale (Ralphold Scott) learns of the plot and brings Alice to safety. His plan thwarted, Beasley murders Jim and frames Brett for the crime. Dale must escape the hangman’s noose and clear his name. In B&W. 62 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823036 CATTLE STAMPEDEE. After a shady land baron directs murderous raids on landowner’s cattle, Billy the Kid and his sidekick are hired to be cattle bosses on behalf of the ranchers. Stars Buster Crabbe, Al St. John and Frances Gladwin. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823060 COLORADO SUNDOWN. With his trusty steed Koko, cowboy Hex Allen sets out to scuttle plans by a brother and sister team to defraud people and force them into selling land growing on their land. Also stars Mary Ellen Kay and Slim Pickens. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823095 DAWN ON THE GREAT DIVIDE. A wagon train bound for Oregon is attacked by a group of what appear to be Native Americans. On later investigation, U.S. Marshal Jack Carson finds a group of white men organized by a local landowner are responsible. The landowner arranges raids which eventually result in shootouts with the Marshal’s men. Stars Buck Jones and Al St. John. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823141 GIT ALONG LITTLE DOGIES. A singing cowboy is forced to pick sides in a war between outlaws and ultimately the railroad. After a nearby oil well has polluted the water supply, Gillis faces the project, but after a romantic liaison with the owner’s daughter, he changes his tune. Stars Gene Autry. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4823338 SHOWER OF STARS. A musical comedy revue featuring Jack Benny, Hedy Lemarr, Lawrence Welk, Gale Storm, and Jacques D’Amboise. Hosted by William Lundigan, the episode from the television series features singing, dancing and puppeteering of Sid Kroft. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

NEW BLU-RAYs

★ Blu-ray 4811976 THE SERGIO MARTINO COLLECTION. Widescreen. This collection brings together three of Martino’s giallo thrillers: The Face of a Scorpion’s Tail, Your Vice Is a Locked Room and Only I Have the Key; and The Suspicious Death of a Minor. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. English SDH. Nearly five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Slipcased. $64.95

★ Blu-ray 4820843 THE BEASTMASTER. Widescreen. When he was a baby, Dar (Marc Singer) and his royal family were cured by an all-powerful wizard named Maax (Rip Torn) to prevent him from rightfully ascending as the leader of his people. Stolen from his parents and about to be sacrificed, Dar is rescued by a kind villager who raises him as his own. Co-stars Tanya Roberts. Includes 4K UHD, Blu-ray, and extras. English SDH. 118 minutes, three Blu-rays. $29.95

★ Blu-ray 4828879 TWO EVIL EYES. Widescreen. Two horror tales based on short stories by Edgar Allan Poe, directed by famed horror directors George A. Romero and Dario Argento. In The Facts in the Case of Mr. Valdemar a greedy wife kills her husband only to be haunted from the grave. Then in The Black Cat a deraigned crime scene photographer is driven to brutal acts of revenge by his girl friend’s new pet. Not Rated. English SDH. 109 minutes. Includes a second Blu-ray of extras. $29.95

★ Blu-ray 4828755 BLIND BEAST. Widescreen. A masterpiece of erotic horror that explores the all-encompassing and overwhelming relationship between the artist and his all-powerful art, subliterally. Widescreen. A masterpiece of erotic horror that explores the all-encompassing and overwhelming relationship between the artist and his all-powerful art. Widescreen. A masterpiece of erotic horror that explores the all-encompassing and overwhelming relationship between the artist and his all-powerful art. $24.95

★ Blu-ray 4828852 ONE DARK NIGHT. Widescreen. World renowned psychic Raymar is found dead after announcing that he had uncovered the secret of how to become more powerful and immortal. At the same time, two high school girls plan an invitation night for their friend Julie. Her test is to spend the night locked in a crypt–the same one Raymar has been hunted in, that very day. Not Rated. Widescreen. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95
**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray** 482543 ROBIN HOOD: Season One. Widescreen. Robin heads home from the Crusades to find his people brutalized under the rule of the new Sheriff. Robin quickly discovers the only way to reason with the Sheriff is with bow and arrow—even if it means sacrificing his title and consigning himself to life in the forest. Stars Jonas Armstrong. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. BBC Video. $5.95

**Blu-ray** 482562 THE WAY BACK/DAY OF THE FALCON. Widescreen. The Way Back begins in 1940 when seven prisoners attempt to escape from a brutal Siberian gulag. Stars Ed Harris and Colin Farrell. In The Day of the Falcon (Rated R) the leaders of two rival kingdoms reluctantly agree to end the fighting. But when oil is discovered between their territories, the war is rekindled. Stars Antonio Banderas. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**Blu-ray** 482525X THE BABYSITTERS. Widescreen. When Shirley starts babysitting for Gail and Michael, Shirley and Michael begin a dangerous affair. As more of Michael’s married buddies learn of their arrangement, Shirley’s calendar is soon filled with student-babysitters and more married fathers than she and her friends can manage. Rated R. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

**Blu-ray** 482539X IN THE ELECTRIC MIST. Widescreen. While investigating a series of grisly murders, veteran detective Dave Robicheaux navigates his way through the Louisiana bayou and the dark, sultry world of New Orleans mobster “Baby Feet” Balboni. Stars Tommy Lee Jones, Peter Sarsgaard and John Goodman. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**Blu-ray** 482458X A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE. Family man and smalltown diner owner Tom Stall (Viggo Mortensen) is living his life, minding his own business. Then an act of terrorism changes everything.爬上 Yardie. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. New Line. $14.95

**Blu-ray** 481873 DRUNK BUS. Michael (Charlie Tahan) is a recent graduate whose post college plan is derailed when his girlfriend leaves him for a job in New York City. When the bus service hires a security guard to watch over the night shift, Michael’s friends – and a man with a tattooed face with Pineapple, a 300 pound Samoan. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD Entertainment. $5.95

**Blu-ray** 4818195 FLIGHT TO MARS. Full-time Earthlings on Mars are greeted by a team of friendly Martians. Fearing they have depleted the key mineral used to power their life-support systems, these Martians are determined to get off the red planet by any means necessary: stealing the Earthlings’ ship and invading Earth. 72 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray** 4827171 BOB DYLAN, 1970. Almost every base of Dylan’s work up until 1970 is covered—from American roots music (Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance) to songwriting debut (Song To Woody), from folk singer-songwriter (It Ain’t Me Babe and Gates of Eden) to rocker (Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues and Rainy Day Women #12 & 35) and much more. Seventy-four tracks on 3 CDs. Sony Music. $19.95

**Blu-ray** 4827147 THE BEATLES, 1967-1970. This two CD set compiles 27 songs from the second half of the Beatles’ career, including Strawberry Fields Forever; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Come Together; Hey Jude; Revolution; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; With a Little Help from My Friends; and more. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**CD** 4827139 THE BEATLES, 1962-1966. This collection begins in late 1962 with the album version of the first Beatles single, Please Me Do and concludes in the second half of 1966. Other songs included are Yellow Submarine; Please Please Me; A Hard Day’s Night; Eight Days a Week; Yesterday; Yesterday; Help!; Ticket to Ride; and many more. Twenty-five tracks on 2 CDs. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**CD** 4827146 THE BEATLES, 1967-1970. This two CD set compiles 27 songs from the second half of the Beatles’ career, including Strawberry Fields Forever; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Come Together; Hey Jude; Revolution; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; With a Little Help from My Friends; and more. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**CD** 484123X DECCA SOUND: The Piano Edition. This 55 CD collection, spanning eight decades, includes a variety of artists such as Argerich, Britten, Bernstein, Guld, Lupin, Levin, Rubinstein, Schiff, Thibaudet, and more, who play a wide range of great composers that can include the likes of Beethoven, Bach, Mahler, Schumann, Tchaikovsky, and a host of others. Includes a 93 page booklet. Decca Music Group. $129.95

**CD** 4827120 THE BAND: Stage Fright. This two CD set includes their 1970 album, Stage Fright and a live performance recorded at the Royal Albert Hall in June 1971. Songs include The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show; The Shape I’m In; Stage Fright; Strawberry Wine; Rockin’ Chair; Don’t Do It; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Thirty-nine tracks. Capitol Records. $39.95

**CD** 481424X SHAPING THE CENTURY, Vol. 1, 1900-1949. Some 26 CDs showcase the works of composers from the first 5 decades of the 20th century. Includes Debussy La Mer; Strauss Salome; Mahler Symphony No. 9; Offi Carmina Burana; Shostakovich, Rachmaninoff; Bartok Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta; Copland Billy the Kid; El salon Mexico; Prokofiev Piano Sonatas 6-8; and more. Decca Music Group. $99.95

**CD** 4841207 ANATOL IGORSK: Complete Recordings on Deutsche Grammophon. Presents the exceptional pianist, Anatol Iorgoski, as he plays works by Chopin, Debussy, Mussorgsky, Schumann, Schubert, Messiaen, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Scriabin, and others in this extraordinary 13 CD collection. Universal Music. $33.95

**CD** 4848128 L’ESSENTIELLE GRECO. An exquisite collection of songs, by the incomparable Juliette Greco, is presented on 13 CDs. These discs represent a carrier spanning six decades from 1951 to 2013. Includes pieces such as “Just A Little More Than That” (“La Chanson De L’amour”); “Honey” (“Just Like L’amour”); “Me Do” (“Me Do”); “Over There” (“Over There”); and many others. Universal Music. $33.95

**CD** 4814223 PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies. Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, Pierre Henry, considered a pioneer of “concrete” art. Includes a genre of electronic music, Selections include Pleins Jeux; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts Egyptien; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphee; Deuxième Symphonie; Aspiration; Spirale; Musique sans Titre; and many more. Decca Records. $33.95

**CD** 4827112 SUPERSONIC ’70S: 100 Hits. Collects 100 classic sounds of the seventies from Eric Carmen, Boston, The Jacksons, The Three Degrees, Deniece Williams, Harry Nilsson, The Emotions, Bay City Rollers, Gladys Knight & The Pips, and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

---

**NEW MUSIC CDs**

**CD** 4827155 THE BEATLES: Abbey Road. Collects 17 tracks from one of the greatest albums ever recorded. Songs include: Come Together; Something; Here Comes The Sun; Penny Lane; The Long and Winding Road; Blackbird; Let It Be; and many more. Capitol Records. $12.95

**CD** 4827163 THE BEATLES: Yellow Submarine. One of music’s all-time greatest albums. From one of music’s all-time greatest bands. Nineteen songs, including Yellow Submarine; All Together Now; All You Need Is Love; Pepperland; Only A Northern Song; Sea of Monsters; and many more. EMI Records Limited. $12.95

**CD** 4827114 THE BEETLES: Pepperland. Twenty-two tracks from one of the greatest albums ever recorded. Songs include: Yesterday; Help!; Rainy Day Women #12 & 35; Please Please Me; A Hard Day’s Night; Eight Days a Week; Ticket to Ride; and many more. Capitol Records. $12.95

**CD** 4827113 THE BEATLES: With A Little Help From My Friends. Twenty-two tracks from one of the greatest albums ever recorded. Songs include: Yesterday; Help!; Rainy Day Women #12 & 35; Please Please Me; A Hard Day’s Night; Eight Days a Week; Ticket to Ride; and many more. Capitol Records. $12.95
**NEW MUSIC CDs**

**CD 4815440 THE MOZART EXPERIENCE.** Two CDs present the sheer musical genius of Mozart. Includes selections from: La nozze di Figaro (Overture); Piano Concerto (Elvira Madigan); Piano Sonata in A minor; String Quartet No.23; Piano Concerto No.20; Piano Sonata No.26; Symphony No.29 in A major; String Quartet No.11; Clarinet Quintet in A major; and more. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

**CD 4828232 THE HIGHWAYMEN: Cowboys at the Greek.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Greek Theatre, Los Angeles, CA., in June of 1996; It is what it is; Folsom Prison Blues; Me & Bobby McGee; Bird on a Wire; Desperadoes Waiting for a Train; I’ve Always Been Crazy; and more. Thirty three tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828173 JONATHAN WINTERS: The Complete Albums 1959-62.** Comprises the complete contents of Winters’s first five albums, all on the Verve label. The Wonderful World of Jonathan Winters; Down to Earth; Jonathan Winters in Concert; Here’s Jonathan; Another Day, Another World; and Humor Seen Through the Eyes of Jonathan Winters. It’s a feast of laughs from a true comedy legend. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828348 METALLICA: Back at the Farm.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Gellers Air Base Rome, NY, in July of 1990; So What; Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Sad But True; Fight Fire with Fire; Die; Die My Darling; and more. Seventeen tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828119 THE FIRM: The Oakland Broadcast.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum Arena, Oakland, CA., in March of 1985; City Siren; Maybe or Break; Midnight Moonlight; The Morning After; The Chase; Boogie Mama; Cut Loose; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828372 PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Chalk Farm Blues.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Roundhouse, London, England, in April of 1970; Black Magic Woman; Only You; Madison Blues; Got to Move; Pigeon; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828199 TRAFFIC: Fillmore West 1970.** From the live show at Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA., in July 1970; Medicated Geo; Pearly Queen; Empty Pages; Glad; Freedom Rider; No Time to Live; Feelin’ Good; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**CD 4828127 YES: At the Veterans Memorial.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Veterans Memorial Coliseum, New Haven, CT, in December 1974; So Long, Farewell; Close to the Edge; Gates of Delirium; Soon; Roundabout; and more. Nine tracks on 2 CDs. Uncircum. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$4.95

**CD 4815416 GREAT COMEDY OVERTURES.** Presents popular overtures to comedic classics including Harold’s Zora; Nicolai’s Merry Widow of Windsor; Wolf Ferrari’s Il Segreto di Susanna; Thomas’s Mignon; Rezniczek’s Donna Diana; Fiotow’s Martha; Esprit-Aubert’s Fra Diavolo; Lortzing’s Zar und Zimmermann; and more. Lance Friedel leads the Royal Scottish National Orchestra. Nasox.

$5.95

**CD 4815475 VERDI: La Traviata.** Verdi’s exquisite and timeless opera, La Traviata, is presented on 2 CDs. With Mercedes Christensson as Violetta, Ida Corfi as Flora, and Lionello Cecili as Alfredo. Lorenzo Melioli leads the Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala Opera House, Milan, in an incredible 1928 version. Nasox.

$9.95

**CD 4815356 THE BEETHOVEN EXPERIENCE.** Two CDs on 24 tracks present this outstanding Beethoven collection which includes Symphony No.5 in C minor, op.67 with The Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Nikolaus Harnoncourt director; Piano Sonata No.14 in C sharp minor with Clouds Chamber Orchestra, Nikolaus Harnoncourt director; and more. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

**CD 4813804 HARPS, PIPES & FIDDLERS.** Presents a collection of various artists and the instrumentists that have represented the tradition of music of Scotland and Ireland. Includes Alison Kinnaird Leslie March; Ann Heymann Miss Hamilton; Ged Foley Blackhall Rocks; John D. Burgess Swallow Tailed Coat/Turf Lodge; Three Banjos; Gulliver Fiddle; and many others. Temple.

$4.95

**CD 4823839 ROXY MUSIC: The Thrill of It All.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Calderone Concert Hall, Hempstead, NY, in March of 1976; Sentimental Fool; The Thrill of It All; The Drug; Mother of Pearl; Rites of Spring; Sweet; Whirlwind; and more. Twelve tracks. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

**CD 4828186 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Evanglist 1975.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Allan’s Space, Evanston, IL., in September of 1975: Rising for the Moon; Lin; The Hexamshire Lass; One More Chance; Pick Me Up; and more. Eleven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

**CD 4828240 JANIS JOPLIN: Fillmore East.** Ten live FM broadcast recorded at Fillmore East, New York, in February 1969; Raise Your Hand; As Good as You’ve Been to This World; Summertime; Walk Right; and more. Ten tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

**CD 4828267 JIMI HENDRIX: Live at the Cafe Au Go Go.** Seven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cafe Au Go-Go, New York, in March of 1968; Little Wing; Everything’s Gonna Be Alright; Three Little Bears (parts 1 and 2); Instrumental Jam; Stormy Sunday; Jam I and Jam II Drunk Again. Uncircum. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

**CD 4828224 GRATEFUL DEAD: HomeTown Blues.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England, in March of 1974; Throwing Bottle; New Potato Caboose; It Hurts Me Too; Cold Rain and Snow; Turn on Your Love Light; Beat It on Blackhall; and more. Nine tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

**CD 4815305 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: London Calling.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England, in March of 1981; The📰; I Won’t Back Down; White Rust; and more. Seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

**CD 481531X DIRE STRATERS: On the Red Band.** From the live FM broadcast recorded at Tower Theatre: Upper Darby, PA., in March 1979, and The Old Waldorf, San Francisco, CA. the same month these fifteen tracks include Six Blade Knife; Water of Love; In the Gallery; Wild West End; Lady Windy; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95
**NEW MUSIC CDs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4828263</td>
<td>JON ANDERSON: Independent Stateside</td>
<td>From a live FM broadcast recorded at Convention Hall, Asbury Park, N.J., in August of 1982. Songs are Seven; Heart of the Sunrise; Animation; Surrender; Perpetual Change; Starship Trooper; and more. Eighteen tracks on 2 CDs.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818717</td>
<td>DAVE BRUBECK Early Years: The Singles Collection 1956-62</td>
<td>Comprises almost all the A &amp; B sides of Brubeck’s single releases on the Fantasy label during these years. Fifty tracks, including Lullaby in Rhythm; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Singing in the Rain; Let’s Can’t Be Love; I May Be Wrong; and more. Twenty CDs.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818792</td>
<td>GOBLIN: Fearless (37513 Zombie Ave)</td>
<td>This album from the Italian progressive rock band was released in 2018. Seven tracks: Allah Dei; Morf Vento; Zombi; Oblo; La Caccia; Zaratozom; Sighs; and Suspiria. Back to the Fudda.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818601</td>
<td>BOBBY CHARLES: Later Alligator!</td>
<td>This set collects 55 tracks on two CDs and comprises A &amp; B sides and other recordings for the Chess and Imperial labels, including his R&amp;B hits Later Alligator and Only Time Will Tell. Other songs include On Bonded Knee; Don’t Know; and more. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818865</td>
<td>THE JOHNNY DESMOND SINGLES COLLECTION 1939-58</td>
<td>This set comprises a few recordings with the bands of Bob Crosby and Gene Krupa, along with selected A and B sides of his singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Coral labels during this era. Fifty tracks, including The Yellow Rose of Texas; Woman; Play Me; I Remember; I’m Your Man; Calling You; Back to Life; Ain’t Nobody; I’m in Rio; and more. Four CDs.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818814</td>
<td>GRAM PARSONS: Cosmic American Music</td>
<td>Twenty-two songs are compiled here from the singer-songwriter, including Song for You; Kentucky Blue; Streets of Baltimore; Folkstone Prison Blues; A Song for You; That’s All it Took; Cold Hearted; and more.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4811941</td>
<td>MAX ROACH: The Collaborations</td>
<td>This four CD, 59 track set includes the entirety of eight albums: The Max Roach Quintet Featuring Hank Mobley Inc; Brown and Roach Incorporated 1954; Clifford Brown and Max Roach 1954; Drummin’ the Blues 1958; Rich Versus Roach 1959; Money the A &amp; Max Roach 1959; and We Insist! 1960.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4828747</td>
<td>AL COHN: The Classic 1950s Sessions</td>
<td>An ideal starting point for beginners to Cohn’s music and a perfect reminder to those more attuned, this set will delight anyone with an ear for jazz, featuring an array of A &amp; B sides, including That Old Feeling; Blixed; Sharam; The Lady is a Tramp; Gone with the Wind; The Mellow Side; and more. Four CDs.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4828216</td>
<td>GEORGE MICHAEL: Rock in Rio 2</td>
<td>From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Luiz de Maracana, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in January 1991: Father Figure; Fare; Calling You; Back to Life; Ain’t Nobody; I’m Your Man; and more. Forty tracks. Gossip.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4828402</td>
<td>SLIPKNOT: Demo</td>
<td>From a live FM broadcast recorded at Goffertpark, Nijmegen, Netherlands, in June of 2000: Eyeless; Wait and Bleed; No Life; Purify; Get This; and more. Eleven tracks. Good Ship Funkie.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818588</td>
<td>BLACKTHORNE: Afterlife/Don’t Kill the Thrill</td>
<td>Collects 35 tracks from the hard rock band, including Cradle to the Grave; Afterlife; We Won’t Be Forgotten; Breaking the Chains; Don’t Kill the Thrill; Wild Inside; Skeletons in the Closet; Let It Be a Rideaway; and more.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481858X</td>
<td>BACK TO THE GOBLIN 2005</td>
<td>Collects eight tracks from the Italian progressive rock band.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818806</td>
<td>GOBLIN: Four of a Kind</td>
<td>Collects eight songs, including Unbelievable; Times in the Name of Goblin; Muosse Roll; Tom Johnson; Nocturnal Blues(s); Lover of Hate; and 008. Back to the Fudda.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4823231</td>
<td>LEONARD COHEN: Music City USA</td>
<td>From a live FM broadcast recorded for Austin City Limits. Sixta 6A, UT Auston, TX., in October of 1988, nine tracks include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Cure for Love; The Tower Song; And I Am of the Anarch; Jazz Police; If It Be Your Partisan; Joan of Arc; Jazz Police; If It Be Your</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818997</td>
<td>STEVEN HALPERN: Relax into Sleep, Vol. 2</td>
<td>Over the past 45 years, more people have fallen asleep to the relaxing music of Dr. Halpern than to any composer! His music has a free-floating ambience that is not anchored in a predictable melody, harmony and rhythm, allowing your mind and body to shift gears naturally into a relaxed state. Inner Peace Music.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4811933</td>
<td>JANE MORGAN: The Ballads of Lady Jane &amp; the Second Time Around</td>
<td>A collection of twenty-seven ballads by Jane Morgan, and unlike the all-out easy listening records Morgan had previously cut, this CD captures the Ballad of Lady Jane; The Riddle Song; Turtle Dove; Molly Malone; Ten Thousand Miles; Greensleeves; The Angry Sea; and more. Sepia.</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481195X</td>
<td>PETULA CLARK: In Her Own Write</td>
<td>A celebration of songs and themes composed by Clark include Colours of Love; Mad About You; Cross the Border; You’re the One; My Love Will Never Die; and more. Includes instrumentals composed by Clark as well as original film soundtracks.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4811925</td>
<td>THE IMMORAL VOICE OF MARIO LANZA</td>
<td>Celebrates Lanza’s centenary with a collection spanning the tenor’s entire professional career, featuring his first radio broadcasts to a quartet of studio gems from the last months of his brief but indelible life. Twenty three tracks include If I Loved You; Santa Lucia Luntana; Golden Days; Without a Song; and more. Sepia.</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4828208</td>
<td>FOO FIGHTERS: Songs for the Millennium</td>
<td>From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sydney Ras Showgrounds, Australia, in January 2000. Monkey Wrench; Handle; The Colour and the Shape; Breakout; Stacked Actors; Up in Arms; Generator; Aurora; and more. Fifteen tracks. HOB.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818768</td>
<td>FOX FAMILY: Follow My Lead</td>
<td>Collects 13 songs from the bluegrass band, including Paint the Town; Jesse; The Hobo and the Rose; Cowboy Sweet; I’m Your Papa; Follow My Lead; and more. Sierra Records.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4818784</td>
<td>GENE CLARK: The Lost Studio Sessions</td>
<td>Clark records for the first time these original studio versions of 1975; The Virgin; and One in a Hundred, which would later appear on the White Light album, while a fourth song, “She’s the Kind of Girl” subsequently emerged on the infamous Roadhouse album.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>